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ABSTRACT
Xhe aim of the present thesis has been to 
reconstruct as far as possible the life and times of 
the historical Caitanya (Sri Kp^na-Caitanya), a Bengali 
Saint who lived from I486 to 1533 and founded an important 
Yaispava movement in Bengal, popiilarly known as Heo 
Yaispavism®
We have devoted eight chapters to the reconstru­
ction of Caitanya1s life® In the main the following 
method has been adopted® In each chapter summaries of 
various versions of the particular incident or episode 
to be discussed in that chapter have been presented in 
the manner of evidence in a court of enquiry® We have then 
examined the various accounts put forward by our various 
witnesses and other biographers and tried to determine 
the main outline or framework of events in each case®
Where a witness/biographer has appeared to distort unduly 
this basic outline, which is found, in the majority of 
the versions, we have attempted to ascertain the reason 
for this particular distortion of his evidence® 1'hus to 
some extent, the thesis not only examines the life of the 
historical Caitanya, but also the myth-making process, 
as revealed, in his various biographies®
Ih.roughout these eight chapters our method 
has been to be as far as possible objective, i.e., we 
have attempted to view Caitanya with modern,.twentieth- 
century eyes® In the final chapter we have tried to 
see him with the eyes of sixteenth-century man in the 
context of his times® Ihus in this final chapter we 
have been forced to bring to bear our imaginative Insight, 
to penetrate into the mind of Caitanya and his companions 
in order to gain a more complete perspective of the man 
and his times*
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CHAPTER I
BENGAL IN THE TIME OF CAITANYA.
Intro due t o ry remarks:
The purpose of this background chapter is not 
to paint a detailed picture of the time in which Caitanya 
lived, but merely to indicate the context, cultural, 
social, political, economic and religious, in which his 
movement began, by attempting to throw' light upon those 
factors which teem to us either to have contributed to 
the success of the movement or to reveal its aims and 
objects.
Cultural, Social, Economic and Political Aspects
■ t n iiin ) i> -n iin A  m i n m i n  i r w i r n w i i T i i i n n m r f i m i i  i a  m i i i- n r n n r r  r -11 ■ n  i i i 11 r i i i i  . . " i n ir ~ >— - |. . i r - " - "  — - - r »  " t n n i n n m " ii r t in  r u m n  T r r i r r i i —  v i r  “ m  f i " — - " - i t - -  1 i   ■*■■■■■ 11 i u . i i i — ........ .. ■
The shift of poitfer from Hindu to Muslim hands 
in Bengal p3?oduced important cultural and social 
repercussions.
Buddhist monastries were sacked and the monks 
rendered homeless and destitute. Some may have fled to 
Nepal,'" but the majority no doubt remained in Bengal, 
where many of their spiritual descendants might well
1later be absorbed into Hindu Society via Vaisnavism *w O Q
¥e do not know what happened to the monks* Many may 
have fled to Burma or elsewhere? others may have been 
killed; a few may have become secular* Much more impor­
tant? because certainly far more numerous are the laymen, 
and? in general? the ordinary Buddhists*
Before the coming of the Muslims? Sanskrit was 
the dominant- literary language of Bengal and the Brahm&nS 
the dominant social class, The dominance and prestige 
of both had largely depended upon Hindu jpolitical power 
and patronage*. The coming of the Muslims largely
1, No doubt the proselytising zeal of Islam was respon­
sible for the dissolution of the Buddhist monasteries - 
in Bengal* Nevertheless? it appears that Buddhism was 
prevalent in parts of Bengal? especially Mahayana. 
This Mahay ana had gradually absorbed Tantric and 
EJaivite elements? though fewer forms of Buddhism pro­
bably continued side by side* The explicit reference 
to the conversion of some Buddhists and the postula­
tions of the Buddhist traditions in the life of 
Oaitanya by the contemporary literature confirm that 
Buddhism existed in Bengal at least until the I6t.h 
Century The task, of a future research worker Is
to try to determine the chronology to see whether 
there is any connection between the decline of 
Buddhism and the expansion of Vaisnavism*
terminated this source of patronage, and in consequence 
the prestige of Sanskrit and the predominance of the 
BrllhmtnJlC) waned *
Supported by the power and patronage of the 
Hindu Kings of the Sena dynasty (II00 to A.D. 1200) 
the BrahmdniS had been able either to suppress or at 
least- to hold in check many of the local popular cults 
and practices* which they despised* Freed from this 
stifling pressure by the Muslims, these indigenous cults, 
such as those of Oandl. and Manasa, flourished o These 
cults had long been incorporated into Hinduism probably
by* the Brahmtai§£ The apparent expansion of Manasa and' #
Candx cult in the later period is apparently connected
0
with the decline of Brahm&na scholarship. By the time of 
Caitanya (1486—1553), these cults had gained allegiance 
even in the Hindu merchant community, and-were thus in 
a position to hire Brahm&ndpriests1 to officiate at 
their ceremonies and also to compose long narrative poems 
(Mangala-feavva) in honour of their deities. Many of 
these narratives reached their final form during the
1. T.W.Clark, Evolution of Hinduism in Mediaeval Bengali 
Literature "(Reprinted from the B30AS, 1955, XVII/3,
P.514.
time of Caitanya and some versions were even commissioned 
by Muslims,
Thus by Caitanya*s time, many important changes 
had either already taken place or were in process of 
taking place:
i) Vernacular literature in Bengali had commenced, 
D3he Muslim rulers and officials were beginning to patronise 
Bengali literature *
ii) The:* merchant community had become an 
important source of patronage, replacing that of the 
old Hindu aristocracy to some extent,
iii) Brahmin^ had begun to serve popular cults 
as either poets or priests,
The commencement of Bengali literature in 
Caitanya*s time is evidenced by the following works 
which were composed at about this time.
The name of Author
( a) Unknown (presu­
mably a Hindu)
Ho) Yidyapati
(c) Maladhara Y asu 
(Popularly know as 
(Junaraja Khana
(rl) Vipradasa Piplai
(e) Vi jay a Gupta
f f) Paramesvar a 
(nopularly known as 
Kavindra)
(g) Sri Karana Handi
(h) Dainodara Sena 
(popularly known as 
Yaps&raja Khan^
Description of work
A translation of the 
Mahabhar at. a
Short lyrics on 
Yaisnav^hemes
Sri fcrsna—Viiayatr (» » u v
(1400)
Manas a-V ij ay a
Padma Purana
A -translation of the 
Mahabharat a
A ibr an slat ion of the 
Mahabharata
at
Lyric songs on Vaisnava 
themes*
Patron
Nasir Shali^C^O 
(1285-1325 A.D.) 
2Griasuddin
(1589-1409 A.D,)
Hus®ft3n SBfeh' 
(I493-I5I9) C '
Hu S'
A
Hussain. Shah CS>t )
- 6Paragala Khana
a general and gover­
nor of Hussain Shah
_  ™  7
Hasarat Khana ($tc)
a governor 
Hussz<icfl&
1 • History of the Bengali Language and Literature D*C.Sen.P.ll. 
2* Ibid 9 Poll*
3 o Bahgla Sahiforer Itihasa 9 S.Sen Ed.19654 OP.cit: P.59 
4* Bangla Shhitver Itivrt.ta, A.K.Banerjee? P.5,
5, History of the Bengali Language and Literature D.O.Sen. P. 12
6, Ibid*, PJ2.
74 Ibid, P.12*
8 o Bangla SBhitv er It ivy 11 a, A *KBaner jee* P * 5 *
The importance of the merchant community on
this period is well documented. G3he Bengali ports of
lamralipti (Tamlute|) in the Midnapur district, SaptagramJ
(Satgaon) in the Hooghly district had attained world-wide
renown- Gaurc itself was well known as a great commercial
centre of the time- (These ports came in close contact
with the foreign ports such as Malabar, Ceylon, Pegu,
(Penasserim, Sumatra, Malacca- Bengal exported silk,
silk cloth, muslins, rice, oil and sugar- Bengal was
rich in cash crops such as rice and jute, and also in
manufactured goods, such as Bengali muslins and silk
clothes which were widely known.
The importance and prestige of the merchant
comuni ty is also evident from contemporary literature.
In the East Bengal Ballads and the MaiMgala-feavyas,
merchants are often accorded the titles of Prince and 
2Narapati by the authors and members of the mercantile 
classes intermarry in the ballads with members of the 
aristocracy. (There are also other mediaeval tales in 
which sons of kings, ministers and merchants figure
1. Bpngla Sahityer Itivrtta, A.K.Banerjee P.25°
2. l.W. Clark, Evolution of Hinduism in Medijaval Bengali 
Literature. Heprinte~fronT the BS0A S 1955’? XVT1757””™ 
P*“3 VT.
together as joint heroes, tfho associate and converse 
on terms of almost complete equality, furthermore, 
the climax of the Ma&Lgala-Kayya4 generallq concerns 
the conversion to the worship of the particular god 
or goddess named of an important member of the mercantile 
community. (Thus the mercantile community, whose economic 
importance is historically well documented, must also 
have enjoyed great prestige by virtue of the patronage
i
it could wck&ld. In the absence of Hindu Kings, its 
prestige in the Hindu community was probably greater or 
at least equal to that of the feudatory Hindu Kings 
and chieftains, who still retained power in Bengal on 
Muslim sufferance.
In view of the great wealth and prestige of 
the merchants, it is understandable that Hit^ananda, 
one of Caitanya!s most important disciples, should later 
have made such strenuous efforts to convert them: they
were the most powerful potential patrons of Yaispavism
p
left in Bengal."
The fact that Brahmdn&s had begun to serve ino
1. Cando,_the merchant submitted to Manasa Devi. See 
Vipradasa's lianasa-Vijaya: Canto 13, sections 8-10-
2. Calu bloa Intya, Y, 443; Antya, Y, 450-454.
popular cults as either priests or pa-et poets is eyiden 
ce of the serious economic distress to which Muslims 1 
rule in Bengal had reduced them1. Previously the -
Brahm&n&shad despised vernacular literature*^ and indi-o
genous cults, how they were composing the one and 
searching out theological justification for the other* 
Some Brahmdna^ were now in the service of the Muslim 
ruler, Huse&fai Sifkh (1493—1519 A*D.). Bor some 
Bfahm<3Ln0$ of course, government service of this sort 
was an hereditary occupation. Members of their families 
had previously served Hindu administrations in this 
capacity of Ministers, record-keepers etc. But service 
of the.Muslims involved them in intimate social 
relations with their superiors and thus loss of caste
1. Caitanya is said to have asked "SrTdhara, a pious 
Yai§pava? how it was that he who worshipped 
Lak§mr~Kanta (the lover of Lak^mi, i*e. Yi^nu) was 
so poor whilst those who worshipped 0andand 
Yjsaharr (Manasa) were rich. Bee O.bha, Adi, XIX, 
183-187.
2. "If a person hears the storie-s of eighteen Purapas 
or of the Ramayana recited in Bengali he will he 
thrown into the hell called the Raurava'1« History 
of the Bengali language and literature, D.C.Sen?p.7*
3. B.C. Brahmins like Rupa GosvamHi and his brother 
Banatana GosvamTr were popular ministers under the 
Administration ox Hussatfliaa SSkfe*
and ritual Purity * and even in some cases, conversion
to Islam/ presented themselves as possible dangers.
It was probably dangers such as these which prompted 
2Raghunandana to compose his strictures on Hinduism* 
Raghunandanafs strictures may in fact be regarded 
as a reaction to the .laxity in regard to Hindu 
observances, which resulted from this close intercourse 
with Muslims* The strictures may also in part have been, 
directed against those BrahmdnBSwho were stooping 
to serve popular cults*
Burther evidence of the decline of Brahmanic- 
prestige is presented by the migrations of BrahmdnQ 
families from Bast Bengal* Most of the biographers 
agr e e t hat 0 aitany a1s f at her and many f amily frlends 
seem to have migrated to Navadvlpa from East Bengal*
The motives for their migration were probably economic*
It may well have been during this period that the 
Muslim predominance in Bast Bengal developed owing to the
1*. Rnpa and Sanatana described themselves impure in the 
presence of Caitanya because of their association 
with and service in the Muslim administration of 
Huseatisn (0-0, Madhya, I, 172-202)*
2* Bangala Qabiiyer Itlvrtfa, AMI* Banerjee, vol* 2, 1962, 
pp. 37-19*
conversion to Islam of■1 lower—caste Hindus* Such 
conversions would presumably reduce the numher of client! 
on whose behalf Brshm&n 8$ could officiate., Thus the 
absence of clients would cause the Brahm&nSsto migrate 
elsewhere** This seems to us the most “plausible 
explanation for these migrations*
This influx.Of Brahm&na^into HavadvTpa seems 
to have produced serious local tensions in the Hindu 
community there * The incoming Brahm&p&seem to have 
been mainly Vaisnavasa From time to time trouble 
developed between these Vaisnavas and so-called Pasandls* ^  fk #
who were in fact merely non~Vaisnava Hindus*
There is evidence of these inter-communal 
flare-ups, for example? in the story of Cfopala Gapala,. 
who deliberately desecrated Vaisnava worship by the 
introduction of a palm wine jug into the midst of the 
various.religious objects arranged outside the gate of
9 _
SrTvasa"* and also with the support of the PasandTs the ^ (ft 7
Kazi of HavadvTpa temporarily banned Hagara*-Samkirtana 
The basic cause of these ihter-communal
1* A o K Q Banerjee? Bah go. I a_ Sjjh i t y e r It ivrtta, vol. 2* 
pp •iq2-iQ,5.
2. See -...v-o p» i25
b* C-bha Madhya? XXIII? I0I—II4*
flare-ups was nr©bably economics there must have been 
a limit to the number of BrahmeLnQS whl/a even a rich area 
like NavadvTpa could afford to support* The established 
BrahmUniifamilies in the area seem to have derived, their 
livelihood mainly from Sanskrit scholarship* These 
families presumably resented the intrusion of the 
Vaisnava immigrants into their sources of patronage* 
There is evidence to suggest that the younger members 
of the Vaisnava community were throwing in their lot
* S* L
with the older established scholastic families* Caitanya
himself became a scholar? and at times ridiculed the
1
Fast Bengal ascents of his family and family friends, 
and also declined to Participate in Vaisnava ceremonies* 
It is possible that Raghunanda!s strictures were also 
in part directed against the Vaisnavas, who are tradi­
tionally regarded by the orthodox as somewhat lax in 
their observances«
There is abundant evidence of Muslim rulers 
and officials beginning to patronise Bengali literature*. 
Translations of the Mahabhar at a. and Ramayan.a were commis­
sioned by Muslim patrons* Even a version of a Mahgala- 
Kavva? Manasa Vijaya was
commissioned by a Muslim patron, Hus^eM SB&Bu Muslim 
patrons were eulogised as incarnations of Hindu deities 
and apparently saw no offence in such compliments.
Paragala Khans was described as Ep^avatara by Protege 
Kavindra Paramesvara, who translated the Mahabharata,''
Phis patronage of Hindu Bengali literature 
by Muslims is extremely significant. It would seem 
to suggest that the Pathan rulers of Bengal had imported
2little or no culture of their own with them into Bengal.
It also seems to suggest that the Muslim Pathans in 
Bengal were by now Indianised, They presumably had 
a fluent knowledge of Bengali^otherwise they would 
not have commissioned works in the language. Sukumar 
Ben suggests that Huaafta may even have had a
knowledge of Sanskrit. Phese Pathan Muslims were nofo 
largely of Indian birth. Bengal was their motherland.
It is possible that this commissioning of 
Bengali works, and the atmosphere of religious tolerance 
that went hand in hand with it during HusEte- 1 s reign 
in Bengal was largely prompted by political considerations.
1o History of Bengali language and Literature, P.O. Sen.PR '13-
2. Phis suggestion would seem to be borne out by the 
fact that Muslimiinfluence on Bengali literature 
does not begin to be felt till the G 17th.
lluadira Slth- may have been deliberately attempting to 
create a sense of national "unity in Bengal, by laying 
the foundations of a national literature in Bengali.
Possibly he hoped by these means to bolster up his 
independence from the Delhi Sultanate by the establishment 
of a strong and popular regime. It is equally possible 
that he felt so at home in Bengal and so at ease with 
Bengalis that he merely commissioned the works for 
personal enjoyment and that he tolerated Hindu practices 
out of genuine affection for his subjects.
At all events it would seem true that by the
time of Hus&fiS SE& l the Muslims, had become more tolerant
towards the Hindus than the Hindus were towards each
other. Hindu society.was seriously divided. Phere
were friction^ between the Vai,snavas and the Pasandls *
Orthodox extremists like Raghunandana were trying to
suppress non-conformity. Phe indigenous cults were
still regarded as inferior as is suggested by the struggles
of their'deities to gain worship from the socially prominent
as depicted in the narratives themselves; e.g. Cando
Sadagara eventually worships Manasa, but with his left
1hand, an indication of contempt.
1. P.W. Olark, Evolution of Hinduism in Medi^tval Bengali 
Literature, p. 5^.
Travellers and pilgrims were as likely to be
set upon by Hindus as by Muslims, According to Kygipadasa
kaviraja, Sanatana GasvamTh was bp.ce nearly murdered
1by a Hindu landowner* for as little as bight mohars «
Caitanya himself was once discovered unconscious by a,
party of Pathan soldiers, who immediately assumed that '
2 mhis companions were m  fact his attackers . Apparently, 
Thugee and highway robbery by bands of dakoits dressed 
as religious devotees was a commonplace•
Hindu armies invading neighbouring territories 
were just, as likely as. Muslim armies to sack and loot 
Hindu temples; e.g. Purusottama Deva of Orissa sacked
Hindu temples in South India and brought, back images
3as booty to Orissa .The fact is that it is recent history 
alone which leads us to expect a direct opposition 
between Hindu and Muslim and a sense of cohesion and 
unity within the Hindu, community. In medieval India 
no such situation existed.
The fact that two states were Hindu did not 
necessarily mean, that they would be
1. C-C Madhya, xx,15-29*
2. Ibid ,4 Madhya9 Mill, 152-155*
3* Ibid cjj, Madhya, v, 117—123.
friendly to each other. Similarly, both the Delhi 
Sultanate and Hushite £a,Bh were equally Muslim, but 
this did not prevent from desiring to
maintain hi's independence. Again both the Pasandls 
and the Vai^pavas were Hindu communities, but this 
did. not prevent the Pasaiidls from trying to get Caitanya 
into trouble with the Kasi, The. thiiig is that as now
i i m j r t ^ m n n h i a
allegiances and disputes .between states and communities 
were largely dictated by self-interest, not religious 
principles. - ■
Within Bengal in Caitanya.Ms day according to 
his biographies, Hindu-Muslim relations appear to have 
been amicable. The Muslim Kazi took no action against 
Caitanya, even though Caitanya deliberately and provo­
catively broke his injunctions regarding the performance 
of 3asp..kfrta.ua. When HuselVa SSfih happened to witness 
one of Caitanya's devotional ecstasies, and enquired 
who the man was, so as to show him some mark of favour, 
it was Hus0fr&!s Hindu body-guard who belittled Caitanya1 s
importance, in order to protect him from possible 
1persecution. When imprisoned for debt, a pious Hindu 
youth was released by a Muslim official, who was touched
1. C-bhaLAntya, IV, 24-65*
1
by the youth* s piety.
It should be noted that the tolerance in all
these cases was on the Muslim side, not the Hindu*!*
In the first instance it was impulsive Caitanya who
apparently violated the injunction, not the Kazi and
in the second it was the Hindu whose motives were devious
not Hus.a^;^^h‘rs. Ihe distrust of in the
second instance was probably due to a lingering memory
of Islamic intolerance and oppression during the HaWlS 
o
interregnum (1487-14*93) • Apart from this brief flare-up 
of Islamic fanaticism, religious tolerance had reigned 
in Bengal for several decades.
Ihe Damodara/copper plate inscription Ho. 4 
indicates that in the year A.D. 447/8, some land was 
donated for the maintaxnance of Govinda Svamxn's temple.5
Ihe inscription of the Gupta and the post Gupta period 
suggest that the Yispu cult well may have been popular. 
The Susunia 31ock inscription of Candravarmana probably
1. C-C Antya, VI, 16-33 -
2. History of Bengal, vol. 2., pp. 138-141.
3. E.P. Inde, Vol. XV, p. 113; Vol. XVII, pp. 193, 345-.
belonging to the 4-th Century A.D., in which the Prince
1is styled as a ’worshipper of Vision1 *
Over the years, the mode of worship has been 
'changed, since it is believed that a statue which came
to light in the Pahaiapurd excavation rex^resents the
- p
Yugala-haurti of ir.rsna and Radha. Relying on the
authenticity of the Belava inscription of Bhoja-Yarman
(circa 11th Century A.D.) Dr, De writes; ’’Mention is
made of Srlkpspa not only as the Mahab&arata Sutradhara,
but also as the gopi~sata™kelikara of the Srlmad-bhagavata,
although he is still an incarnation (aipsa-krt avatar a)
and not the supreme deity himself".
It is a fact that the official religion of
the Pala dynasty was Buddhism, Ihe Pala kings were
tolerant towards other religions. In fact, they even
encouraged the Yaispavas to build their own temples.
Indeed we find inscriptions relating to the construction
of Yispu temples and numerous Yi^ iiu images scattered
h  Yaisnava Paith and Movement, S.K. De, p. 8 ,
2, The Age of the Imperial Guptas, R.D. Baneriee, p, 121.
3„ Yaigrtava Paith and Movement, S.K, De, p. 8.
1throughout Bengal, It is possible that from this 
time onward, some form of Yaispava bhakti cult began 
to develop in Bengal, The worship of Radha-Ep^pa spread 
throughout Bengal on a wide scale in the twelth century 
AoD, Umapati Bhang, Govardhana Acaryya and emperor 
Lak§>mapaSena composed many verses glorifying the Lila 
of Radha Kpppa. This was the time when Jayadeva composed 
Glta-govinda, ^  To the Yaipt^avas the Glta^j|ovinda was 
not only a great work of refined poeti^fecal expression
but also a religious work. There is no evidence to
•?
show that Jayad&va composed the Gita-§ovinda with the 
express purpose of illustrating any special doctrine. 
Whatever may have been the original motivation of the 
work, its emotional mysticism was undoubtedly one of 
the major sources for the religious inspiration of the 
Caitanya movement, Caitanya is said to have appreciated 
the melodious work of Jayadeva and Yidyapati, It is 
for this reason that the Yaispavas regard Jayadeva and 
Yidyapati as orthodox YaippavaS* Srldharadasa collected 
many - devotional poems in the Sad.ukthfcarp.ampta» It Is
1. Eastern Indian School of Mediaeval Sculpture, R.D. 
Banerjee, p. 101,
20 Caitanya Caritein Upadana, B, Majumdar, p. 577•
5o Yaisnava Faith and Movement, S.K. De, p, 10,
probable that Ananta Ba$u Candidasa was a poet of the 
14th Century A.D* His Krsna Kirtana gives a wonderful 
picture to show how the general mass used to taste 
Krsjia-lila*
Srlrupa GosvamT:: was well conversant with the 
history of Premadharma of Bengal in the pre-Caitanya 
era* In his Padpvali he collected the slokas of Laksmana
  r m i i i  n  < m , j  Ml i, p i  0  V
Sena, Umafati Dhara etc* He writes that some of Caitanya’ 
teachings are not found in the Vedas, Upanisad; or in
1other descriptions of the previous incarnations of God. 
Thus Rupa GosVamlx must have discovered some striking 
originality in Caitanya*
MadhavendpLPurl has been described as the 
originator of Pr emadharma in the Gauri^a Yaispava 
literature* Caitanya is said to have declared that 
Madhavendra Purl was the originator of the Premadharma
p
in Bengal* Whatever may be the basis of the statement 
it is a fact that Caitanya's religious experiences had 
carried him away into an extreme form of bhakti and he 
moulded this movement through his personal practice 
and religious experience of bhakti *
1» Caitanya Cariter4 U p a d a n a, B« Majumdar, p* 577- 
2* C-bhildi, IX, 160*
20
Phe literature of the Sect mentions the 
following disciples of Madhavenda Puri: (i) Advaita
Aciiryya (2) Isvara-™Puri (5) Paramananda Puri (4-) Yrah- 
minanda Purl (5) Yispu Purl (6) Kesava Purl (7) Krspananda
-j.
Purl (8) NpsiiDiha Pirtha (9) Suhhananda Purl (10) Eanga 
Puri (11) Rami$andl$. Puri (12) Brahmananda Bharat I 
(13) Eaghunatha Puri (14-) Ananta Puri (15) Asara Puri 
(16) G-opala Purl (17) Samkarsaiia Purl (18) Pundarika 
Yidyayddhi, (19) Kesava Bharati.^"
Yi^pu Puri and Paramananda Puri were born at 
Pirhut." .ftdvaita Aearyya was born at Srlhatta (md. 
Halisahar/)-; Pundarika Yidyanidhi was born at Chittagong 
Phus it is possible to say that Pdramananda Puri was born 
in the South of India, ^rikanga Puri was born in West 
India. Pundarika and Advaita were born in the east.
Isvara Purl was born in the north of India? Phese 
disciples propagated the Prema-dharma originated by 
liadhavendfa.PurI in all quarters of India. Phis then 
appears to have been the condition of Yaislavism prior
1. Caitanya Caritem Upadana, B. Hagumdar, op.cit., 
pp. 577-578A-
2. Ibid., P.578.
to Gaitanya
In this connection it is necessary to discuss
briefly the Hindu methods of conversion, as we understand
it. Many castes were probably in origin tribes, aboriginal
tribes, each with its own type of beliefs. It perhaps
worshipped tigers, or snakes, or just some particular
tree or stone. As far as we can make out, a tribe was
converted to Hinduism when its particular deity or
deities were identified with a deity or deities in the f
— 1Hindu Pantheon. Manasa, for example, was identified 
as the daughter of Siva. Cap4l became a group name 
for various local mother goddesses and was also identified 
with Kali, the terrible dark goddess."' Phe aboriginal 
origins of some of these goddesses can be seen to some 
extent in their respective M a m  gal a^ 'feavy a s; e.g. Can dm 
was originally wor^ljipped by hunters and butchers, low 
and vile occupations in the eyes of most Hindus.
As we have seen earlier, in or about the time 
of Caitanya, the cult^tales and stories of these local 
gods and goddesses were reaching their final form under 
the skilled hands of 'Brahm&ni?poets, who, to make their 
obnoxious subject matter acceptable, were moulding the
1. Evolution of Hinduism in Medie&val Bengali Literature, 
P.W. Clark7TT5l37”
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stories in the form of Puranas, giving the tales/suitable
fcBinrnrrmisnwmim •  nm  n w iii * ^  '*“ '  /V
Pauranikointroduction, for example, the relationship
between Manas a and i^ iva is brough'tout: She is made the
daughter of his spy%k; and thus afforded good Hindu
a
credentials. Heroes and heroines of these cult^tales
of Hai^tgala^avya are caused to be of divine origin,
sent to earth for some little lapse in Indfca's heaven.
Behula, the heroine of Manasa/yMa^jgala, for example
was a dancing girl from India’s heaven. In the appropriate
Bauranilqa ending such heroes and heroines are restored
to heaven at the conclusion of the tale.
Such remoulding of indigenous cult-tales was 
bringing into the Hindu fold whole tribes to become 
castes within the Hindu system. It should be pointed 
out that this absorption had probably taken place long 
before Caitanyafs time. Q?he stories, it should be 
remembered, were only reaching their final form in his 
day* Phere is no knowing the dates of the earliest 
crude versions.
Being a Hindu meant merely behaving as one1 s 
father behaved and as his father before him had also 
behaved. As for beliefs, one believed in a particular 
Pur ana or Mats! gal a^jfevy a, or whatever groups of such 
works were known in one’s area.
Hiirdltfsm was a social order. As with every 
other social order that has ever existed, the overriding 
consideration with Hinttofem were economic and social, 
not religious. The important thing was conformity, not 
belief. Individuals were forced into conformity by 
economic and social sanctions. The father of a recalcitran 
youth would be threatened with heavy financial losses 
by the caste council; the father would discipline the 
youth by threats of disinheritance. The financial losses 
would be incurred by religious penances, of course, 
which gave the punishment a religious air, but the 
punishment was really economic: either a loss of property
in paying for the penances or a loss of livelihood 
through excommunication.
How, Islam presented an economic, social and 
religious threat to Hinduism. Whole castes were probably 
being converted to Islam. This meant financial loss 
to the Hindu community. There were less people to 
contribute to the up-keep of the temples and the brahmins. 
Well-educated sons in the employ of Muslims, could afford 
to be converted. No economic sanctions could be brought 
to bear against them, for their livelihood depended 
upon Muslims, not Hindus.
Thus the threat to Hinduism was serious. The
social order was likely to break down. Islam offered 
that all men are equal before God and there is a certain 
form of brotherhood between men. Hinduism offered a 
rigid hierarchy. Those at the top of the Hindu hierarchy 
had something to lose: their sense of status and super­
iority „ T|te strictures of Raghunandaim were sufficient 
to bring them into line. But those at the bottom had 
nothing to lose. To these people, Islam offered a new 
sense of dignity as human beings. It raised them from 
the contempt to xtfhich they had been subjected by the 
arrogant Hindus at the top of the Hindu hierarchy.
The Caitanya movement was only one of the means 
of resisting Islam. There were other means-, too, such 
as M a m  gal a. Jtavy a, These down-trodden people whose way 
of life and occupation was a source of shame and disgrace 
were suddenly shown that the gods and goddesses they 
had worshipped so long were related to those of the 
Hindu Paxs&theon. The past has a hold on a man. He 
likes to feel a pride in what he does and believes; 
and what his father has always done and believed. Thus 
the MaiAgala^feyya with their elevated Pauranifeatone 
gave him the pride that he wanted and through the 
MaiftLgala.*^ avya he clung to his r&spect for his family 
and for the past: in short, he remained Hindu.
Probably in his new-found pride, he grew a 
little boisterous and gave offence to the other castes. 
Contemporary or new-contemporary writers of Caitanya 
speak of the foul practices of the cult-worshippers: 
their drinking, their meat-eating, and their sexual 
promiscuxLty.
The Caitanya movement offered another way of
resisting Islam and at the same time raising the cult-
worshippers to a higher cultural level. The Vaigiaavas
abhor animal sacrifice, Under Vai$nav£fe Influence even
within the cults people have adopted Battvika practices:
they now sacrifice not goats, but cocoanuts and other
fruits. The shedding of blood has been entirely eliminated.
The Caitanya movement offered the same things to
the low-caste Hindu as h& was offered by Buddhism or 
The.
Islam.  ^Caitanya movement offered to the low-caste Hindu 
a sense of brotherhood and human dignity. It enjoined cn 
him a sense of brotherhood and human dignity. It enjoined 
him to observe humility before God, almost to submit 
himself to God's will.
Our view of man is this: he has both idealistic
and materialistic aspects. He likes to see himself from 
an idealistic point of view, but he operates from realistic 
motives. There are exceptions, of course, Caitanya
was such an exception, so was Gandhi.
Both denied themselves more than most men are 
capable of. Both gave up family life, in any meaningful 
sense. When a man does that, when he denies himself 
the source of the greatest possible pleasure and ful­
filment, then he is outside society* Such men must 
be regarded as trul^y superhuman.
But this does not prevent the movement behind 
these idealists from being realistic. Most men have 
families and family men are only too aware of economic 
and social considerations. Thus we would suggest that 
both Caitanya and Gandhi, though themselves, undoubtedly 
sincere, were to some extent directed from behind by 
the materialistic motives of their followers*
Caitanya was a saint and the present thesis 
attempts to depict his life. The Caitanya movement was 
a material utilisation of his life of propagandist 
uurposes and was largely the formulation of his 
followers:* The Caitanya movement was thus in our view 
historically inevitable* It was the result of the 
peculiar confrontation of Hinduism with Islam*
It was part of a movement sweeping through 
the whole of North India, when Hindus were seeking to 
rid themselves: of their doctrinal differences in order
to create a sense of unity amongst themselves and a
S  1
modusevlvendi with Islam Q But the forms of j[ Gait any a 
movement, its literary vehicles, symbols, and conventions 
came from North East India, as indeed they had to, if it
t
was to take root there* Bhakti was sweeping through the 
whole of North India. This sense of emotional dedication 
to a personal God is even impregnated to some extent 
In the M a n g alayKavy.a.* The O a itanya movement was another 
form of this medieval Bhakti movement* It hit upon Radha 
and Krsna which was already in the G l t a ^ o v i n d a ,  as Its 
forms of expression* The theme was popular* Caitanya 
and his followers Infused a theological/philosophical 
int e rpr et ati on int o it *
Thus in our view the rise of the Caitanya 
movement can be understood; there were Yaisnava 
movements similar to it In Orissa and in North India
1* The Caitanya movement and the Bhakti movement 
generally W & n & n  attempts* to rid Hinduism of the 
sectarian differences that existed in C a i t a n y a 1s time 
-as, for example, between V a ispavas and P a san$is and 
between orthodox Hindus and cult*-~wor shippers -and at 
the same time it was an attempt to create a religion 
that could exist side by side with Islam; without 
Islam being able to:;make converts among the Hindu 
c o m m u n i t y .
generally at about the same time* Caitanya was born 
at a propitious time for bis own peculiar psychological 
and physiological idiosyncrasies to have been of use 
to bis society*
Thus to conclude, we would say this:& Caitanya 
movement, like the strictures of Raghunandan and the 
contemporary Maifogala^avya, was an attempt to combat 
Islamic conversion. The strictures of Raghunandana 
were aimed primarily at the upper castes; the Haistgala- 
Havya at particular popular cults; but the Caitanya 
movement was directed at Hindu society as a whole. It 
found converts amongst rationalist intellectuals like 
Sarvabhauma whose outlbok, prior to conversion was 
Pantheistic, and who, before conversion, had not taken 
mahaprasada from the Jagannatha temple in Purl; amongst 
highly placed- Hindu officials in both Muslim and Hindu 
employ, such as the brothers Rupa and Banatana, who once 
served IiusafcS in the capacity of ministers, and
Raya^Ramananda, a provincial governor of Prataparudra 
Deva of Orissa; amongst Buddhists and ex-Buddhists,
•^ hose orders had been disbanded as a result of the
e
dissolution of their monasteries after the Muslim invasion 
and among tantrigs and saivBlges; in short, amongst all 
classes of Hindu society, from Kings (Prataparudra Deva)
to sweepers. The range of its conversion can he judged 
to some extent by the elements inserted into Caitanya1s 
various biographies: some incidents strike a Buddhist
note; in another incident Caitanya is alleged to have 
been possessed by .the spirit of Siva and to have 
manifested the matted hair of that deity; in another 
incident, narrated by Jayananda, Kali'1' comes to the 
assistance of Caitanya, and threatens Husato Sofia not 
to intex'fere with Caitanya ! s worsjaip. These echoes and
lo
insertions would seem to us^show honour and respect to 
particular converts' former allegiances„ Whilst at the 
same time reminding the converts of the subservience 
of their past deities to Caitanya.
Lastly we would say that the success of the 
movement depended upon the evangelical fervour with which 
it was propagated and the peculiar personality of Caitanya 
which fitted in so perfectly with that form of propagation. 
Evangelical movements succeed most in times of social 
upheaval and turmoil; the success of the Caitanya 
movement is an indication of the social upheaval created 
by Islam.
I. Jayananda, p. 12.
We have accepted the basical3-y factual, eye-witness 
account of Murari G-upta and some evidence of the later 
biographers where they seemed to us plausible and consistant*. 
There are certain features in the later a c c o u n t sf however, 
that strike us as improbable and these we have rejected 
because in the other accounts Caitanya the man becomes obscure 
red beneath Caitanya the saint*
Murari had before his m i n d ’s eye, as he wrote, the 
figure of Caitanya himself and the moving film of his extra­
ordinary doings* There was no need to elaborate* They still 
retained the same power to move him in retrospect as they had 
in reality* But this was not so with the later authors* They 
were driven back upon t h e i r  imagination, the commonplaces: of 
contemporary literature and legends* And thus it is that we 
see them adding Krsna anecdotes and Buddhist anecdotes at 
appropriate places and elaborating similes into metaphors;
where Murari records that Caitanya behaved like a Boar; they
1 _ _
record he became a Boar with hooves and horn and all • Murari 
called his work Oaritamrta; the later writers called theirs:; 
M a h a k a v y a g or Ma n g a l a k a v y a 9 or B h a g a v a t a » all titles which 
suggest epic grandeur, or hymns to deities or life stories 
of gods; i , e M  the titles illustrate that, they were aware 
of the fact that they had written the events from the plane 
of reality to some other legendary plane*
1 *  I b i d „9 p p o 153-159
We could describe the early part of C a i t a n y a 1 s f  
life because we have depended, largely on the series of eye­
witness ac c o u n t s , from the time of Caitanya* s birth till his 
departure from Havadvmpa in 1509/10• After 1509/10 Murari 
had no personal knowledge of the incidents of C a i t a n y a 1s life* 
for he resided in. NavadvTpa for the most of the rest of his 
life and thus his meagre evidence after 1509/10 ceased to be 
fully reliable and we have shown how he deviates from
_  _  i
Kavikarnapiira in the description of P r a t a p a r u d r a 1 s conversion*
2
After examining the internal evidence,B 0Majumdar in his 
C alt any a-car it era-upadana, also maintains the v i e w  that the 
incidents recorded by Murari after I 509/109 are not reliable* 
For the remaining part of Caitanya*s life i * e * ? 
from 1509/10 to 1533 there is no eye-witness account available 
The later authors state that Caitanya left for his southern 
■pilgrimage in 15X0 and travelled for two years visiting 
Shrines and sacred places* It. is cla,imed that a certain ■ 
G-ovinda Karmakara, an attendant of Caitanya in this southern 
pilgrimage, accompanied him and is alleged to have written -a 
Karaca on his personal observation of Caitanya*s activities 
during these two years * But most Vaisnava scholars are united 
in maintaining this ICaraca to be a forgery* They give the 
following reasons 1 (l)it is written in modern Bengali langua­
ge f (2 ) the sentiments and Philosophy are different from all 
those of other works, (3) the authoritative works of the
1„ Ibid., p p . 201-238°
2. See B*Majumdar, p.8I*,Cf. Vaisnava Faith and Mo v e m e n t * 
p • 36.
% c\t/
movement do not mention the existence of this so-called 
K a r a c a , (4) there are some grotesque mistakes in it, e.g*,the 
description of C a i t a n y a 1 s hair as coiled and even matted, 
whereas Caitanya was always shaven, as a req_uis.ite rule of 
his order of sannyasis, (5}/' he is constantly depicted as 
conversing with good and had women alike, on the other hand, 
his teaching in all other works is that a sannyasr must have 
no contact with women whatsoever, and (6)no manuscript of his 
work has been brought forward for examination. The facts 
seem to cast very considerable doubt upon the authenticity 
of these notes and we have rejected this Karaca as a piece 
of modern fabrication,, In this connexion Ja&unath Sarkar 
writes: "We should bear in mind that no record of Caitanya* s 
pilgrimage, was kept at the time it was rnade^"*
The later biographers state that Caitanya visited 
Yrndavana, Prayaga, Ka^i in 1514 and returned, to NTlacala kn 
1515/16« Once again we have no eye-witness account or relia­
ble evidence of this phase of Caitanya*s life* From 1515/16 
Caitanya lived permanently In Purr till his death in 1553* 
Svarupa Damodara, an intimate disciple of Caitanya, is 
believed to have written a Karaca upon his personal observa—  . 
tfon of the later life of Caitanya in Puri* This may well be. 
an authentic account o,f this period between 1510 and 1533* 
Unfortunately, no copies of this. Karaca have so far come to 
light* Kanai Khutia? another Oriya disciple of Caitanya 
appears to have w r itten MaKaprakada, on the later life of
lo J.N* Sarkar* Chait any a * s life and t e achings,, Calcutta 1932? 
p*. 122*
d-
Gait any a on his personal experience oho original manuscript is=
available» An American tourist is said to have bought this
1Karac*E from one of the modern descendents of the' author **
On this account therefore* we have not deemed it 
fitting to deal in any deta.il with Gait any a's later life> 
narticularly as this adds little to the evaluation of his 
personality a,s an Evangelist
Eor the later part of his life we have drawn on the 
accounts given by the later biographers and therefore, it is 
fitting to give a brief out. line of the main events of 
Caitanya1 s later life which, we: have incorporated in the 
1 Appendix* *
1* See E a M a tiumdar« p* 558*.,
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CHAPTEK
CHILI
According to ICrsnadasa Kaviraja Upendra Hisra 
was the grand-father of SrlKrsna-Caitanya. Upendra
i \r-
¥
■ ?■
Misra had achieved profound scholarship in Vaisnava 
literature. He was rich and virtuous. He had seven 
sons, i.e., Kamsari, Paramananda, Padmanibfe4a, Sarvesvara,
Jagannatha, Jfjnardana and frailokyanatha. Jag^annatha
-'ft ' 1
,1* ■ :;l . Misra migrated to Havadvipa to live by the Ganges.
-St i | i> ^ •’
Kavikarnapura mentions Upendra Misra as the
IIS. -I 1 '■ S' ■. ?
'• ■' grand-fattier of SriXp^p.a-Caitartya. '
hllSdil, ’ ; - ■ , _
All the biographers of Caitanya agree that
Ss-i-V Si
ly'ttSih S' Jagannatha Misra settled in the academic city of Uavadvlpa
hy S S to study and to live by the holy Ganges. He was learned
, - j 1 * ^
•tivh' :• > and handsome in person and - this led .Hilambtetra CakraV&rtxru
St|t|yh§ 4a well-known astrologer of the day, to give to him in
 .......
- marriage his deeply religious and,sensible daughter
p i ; y n -  - r -  /Mac! D e v i S a c i  gave birth to eight daughters in
lit /•
yla
1. C-C Idi, XIII, 54-56.
2. G.G.D. p. 35*
3.' Kajfea. i.2.1-4-.
#
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succession, all of whom died shortly after birth. “ At
last she gave birth to a, son, who was named Yisvarupa.^
Several years after she gave birth to Yisvambhara „ ^
All the biographers, except Locanddasa, agree that
Yisvambhara. was the tenth and the last child of .oacx
i\.
and Jagannatha, Locana's description appears to be
based on the Krspa legend since Epsna was the eighth 
born child so was Yisvambhara, who has been depicted 
as Ersna Himself,
MIfE-GIYIiTG CEREMONY
All the biographers agree that the last child
j ™ _ —
born to fcJaci and Jagannatha, was named Yisvambhara Hisra.
Murari Chip tar and Kavikarnapura say that it was Jagannatha
Misra who named the child Yisvambhara whereas Yrndavana-
0
,dasa writes that the scholars of the city said that only
1, Ibid*, 5 *
2, I b i d , , 6-8,
3* i.5.17-22.
4, Locanadasa, p. 37*
5. Karaca, i. 6.3 •
S. M a h a k a y y a , 2.62,
one name befitted him,; at his birth famine had ceased 
all over the country, and the cultivators had plenty 
of. rain; therefore, he should be named Yisvambhara,
. i
the supporter of the Universe, like Vifupu Himself.”
« — p
Ypndavanadasa previously records that at the 
name-giving ceremony the ladies of the neighbourhood 
said to one another that as the couple had lost many 
children and he was their last birth, he should be named 
I'Temai <,
S
nrsnadasa Kaviraja writes that the child's, 
delight, when he heard the sweet sound of Harinama, 
led the ladies of the neighbourhood to call him i!C~aurJ ■ 
fe ar i" . Kp spa da sa^* also .records t ha t“ Bit a Thakur a n l , 
the wife of Advaita Acar^ya, a. profound scholar, came 
to bless the new born b a b y  with many p r e s e n t s „ She 
blessed the child and named him hhmai to protect him 
from'evil spirits and w i t c h c r a f t , Epenadasa^ again 
writes that Jagannatha*s father-in-law Hilamhkara
53
Gakra^&i’tlr named the child Yisvambhara because he
' ■ ' w
would .support and nourish the whole Universe.
thus we get three names of the child at this 
stage, his formal name is Yisvambhara and his nicIcaaaraes 
are G-aura--*fe.ri or G-aura or (Gviuranga * It is needless 
to argue about who actually named him, since it is still 
the general practice in Bengal that the neighbours, the 
relatives or the parents name a child.
the biographers agree that Yisvambhara 'was - 
born at the ‘most favourable moment of planetary conjunctions 
It appears this hearsay led Yrndavanadasa to write that 
Nllamto&ara Oakra Vartin, the maternal grand-father of 
Yisvambhara read wonderful presages in Y i s v a m b h a r a 1s 
horoscope. He read that Y i s v a m b h a r a 1s birth was marked 
by the sign of King of Kings; that he would grow wiser 
than (^r hasp at i ; that he was Harayana and that he would 
plant, faith in every direction. Hllamhhara omitted the 
reference to their son's turning 3 array as I . ^  Ypndavana- 
dasa's record, however, seems imaginary, devised by the 
poet with his lord's later career in view.
1 v .C-bha axli, III, 9-28.
Caitanya was born in the full-moon night'of Phalguna 
of oak a: 1407 9 i.e. 2 7 th February, A.D. 1486.^
YI^YAIiBHAHA1S CHILDHOOD
&, the evidence
I. Murari Gupta's Version
M u r a r i 1s account begins with a description
- p
of the delight and joy of Jagannatha and his wife,"
£>acl Devi, in their infant -son, Yisvambhara.
Yisvambhara was a high-spirited and mischiev,/ous 
child. He used to creep upon odder children and tickle 
them with twigs; sometimes he would break his mother's 
earthen cooking pots; and once he even stole part of a 
meal prepared by a Brahmin guest of his father's, the 
Brahmin made light of it, however, remarking that Yisvam- 
bhara's miscliiev:^?ousness reminded him of the infant
1. l?or the date of birth of Caitanya see B. Ha j u m d h t r ' s 
Gait any a c ar i t e r& up a d a n a , o p.. ' c i t. , pp. 17-21.
2. Karaca, "1.6.1.
Il'rsna , ^
whenever she was cross with him, waci Devi
used to hind him with cords, as Xasoda did to the infant
Krsna* On one such occasion the enraged ViSvambhara
ran away and sat down on the rubbish heap, from which 
jdr* " T P *  •"ft '
baci Devr was. airraid to dislodge him for fear of losing
to cuid!
9/ wash so
that she could pick him up; whereupon Yisvambhara explained 
that statesod,i purity and impurity were equally illusory,
as indeed was all else in the universe with the exception
■ ■ / 
of P arame sway a , ■ the Supreme Lord, L a d  forcibly dislodged ,
him and took him. to ■ bathe in the 3varna river,
e
1/hen Yisvambhara sat on the rubbish heap on
/ „
another occasion, the exasperated baci Devi scolded him 
severely, Yisvambhara threw a brick-bat at her face 
and she swooned, Neighbouring-house-wives rushed to 
the scene and sprinkled her with water to help her to 
regain consciousness, Yisvambhara cried out 1 motheri 
m o t h e r ! ’ and caressed her face. When she came to, L a d  
Devi took Yisvambhara in her arms and one of the ladies 
teased him, saying, 1 G-o and fetch a couple of cocoa-nuts 
for your mother, Whey'll do her good', Yisvambhara. got
1 *, i b i d , , 8-11 ®
up and left immediately and, when to their great surprise
he returned with two green cocoa-nuts, they asked him
from where he had got them hut he merely emitted a
hSiJk|!itt(a growl) at t h e m ,^
One day Lacx Devi was lying resting with her
son, when she hecane aware of a large assembly in the
house. She told Yisvambhara to go to his father's room.
Oil the way the gods paid homage to him. His parents
distinctly heard the tinkle of anklets as he walked,
o
even though he was not wearing a n y d
Yisvambhara went out to play at every opportunity 
He was constantly covered in dust and neglected both his 
meals and his books to be with his playmates. His father 
used to scold him, but one day a Hrahm&naappeared to 
Jagannatha in a dream and admonished h i m , saying, 1 You • 
have no proper respect for your son. You're like an 
animal adorned with precious stones. Yo u  have no appreci­
ation of their v a l u e 1. Jagannatha countered: Vlven if
my son were Harayana Himself, it would still be my duty 
to discipline h i n 1. then Jagannatha divulged.his dream
1. iiEjgmm- i.e. 12-30.•T
2. Ka'K&SV' i.5.52-35.
1
to others, they,expressed great delight in it.
One day Yisvambhara advised his mother to 
fast on ekadasl (the eleventh day of the lunar fortnighto  i - J .  v  j ^
2
and thereafter she did s o .
Once, when about to chew b e t e l n u t , Yi&vanbhara
prOtV
asked his mother to look after his senseless body^which 
he was about to depart for a m o m e n t . he then chewed
the betel “-nut and fainted, fail ling to the ground 1 like
+ t  w\th
a s t a f f ’, .oaci Devi anxiously bathed his face in Ganges
water till he recovered.^
II * Xfavikar n anura ’ s lest imony
k a v i k a r p a p u r a 1s version of Y i s v a m b h a r a 1s child­
hood closely follows that of Ilurari Gupta with the exception-’ 
of the incident of the Brahn&nd s meal
III. Y pndayanada s a 1s lestimony
Once, while crawling on all fours, Yisvambhara
came upon a snake and lay upon it. 'The neighbours were
1 * Ibid., ,  1 r-j * (.12-17 o
pu, ft Ibid.,  1Q _ 2 0 .
* rJLt^ 3iS^ ”L 47.21-23.
4. Kauakavy1 *0 11. 59-112.
greatly alarmed; Gael Devi and Jagannatha wept helpless
1
but the snake finally left without incident.
Once, when wearing valuable Jewellery, Yisvan 
bhara got lost in Eava&vipa. Two tl^djves saw him and 
picked him up, claiming to be ‘relatives. One addressed 
him as "my c h i l d " and the other exclaimed; . n“./here have 
you been"; as if he had been looking for h i m  "Cone 
along", they said; and one of them gave him a sweet, 
whilst the other said soothingly; "he'll soon be home 
now". Yisvambhara assented to go with them. As they 
went along, the thieves began mentally' dividing their 
spoils. As God Incarnate, Yisvambhara knew what they 
were thinking and was highly amused.
In the meantime, Y i s v a m b h a r a fs relatives had 
become anxious for his safety and began calling his
a  o n
name and searching the street for him.
By the rower of Lord YIsnu, the thieves lost
o  j .  «  o  /  ^
their way and by chance came to the house of Jagannatha
t
Ilisra. They put him doira and were about to rob him, 
when die dashed into the arms of his father, having 
carried Lord YiG3iu even by accident, the tiro thieves 
were blessed with divine grace. Yisvambhara did not
betray them when asked by his father where h e ’d been.
He merely said that he had got lost while playing by 
the Ganges and had been brought home by two men. Jaga- 
nnatha made it known that he would reward the two men,
,if they would come forward. But no one did so. The 
local, people took the incident as proof of the truth
of the scriptures, which stated that providence protected
■ • 1 
the defenceless: children and the old and the infirm.
Jagannatha once asked Yisvambhara to fetch 
some books from the inner apartment for him. when 
Yisvambhara did so, Jagannatha and wacT Devi were con­
vinced that they heard the tinkling of anklets, even 
though Yisvambhara wore none. Then Yisvambhara went out 
to play, and his parents went into the inner apartments 
to investigate this phenomenon. They discovered strange 
f o o t - p r i n t s . Assuming that these foot-prints and the 
sound of anklets were due to the household God Danodara,
j_ m o
they worshipped the Salagrana.'"
A Brahmina once cane to stav at Ja -:annatha 
K i s r a ’s house. The Brahndnawas well versed in philosophy 
and fond of going on pilgrina'jap. ue prepared a meal
1. C-bllfcSdi, 1Y, 108-139
2. I b i d . , Y, B-lry *
and was about 'to offer it to Lord hgsna, when in cane 
Yisvambhara and lielned himself to s o m e . The ^ralimdna 
cried out that the child had touched the food.
The ladies of the neighbourhood pointed out 
to Yisvambhara that by eating the food he night have 
lost his ritual rurity, as he had no idea of the j^ rahntna1o
caste, Yisvambhara merely laughed, arguing that as a 
cow~keeper (Gopala) he couldn't possibly lose ritual 
purity by eating food prepared by a $rahm&iu
A little while later the Br'dhm&na prepared 
another meal, but before he could offer it to Lord 
Zpsna, Yisvambhara again cane in and toolc some of it, 
Jagannatha, told the fcrabm&i^  that next time he would 
prevent Yisvanbhara tahing any, Ylien the third meal 
was ready, Yisvambhara turned up again. The whole 
household was n o w  asleep, Yisvanbhara produced an eight- 
armed Theoph^ny, Your of the arms held the coToll-she 11, 
discus, club and lotus, two held butter which tie was 
in the act of eating, and two yield the flute which he 
was playing. Yisvambhara told the firahmflLna that he w a s  
pleased with him said that he had descended to propagate 
oa^fclrtana throughout the world. He a,Iso explained 
his connection with the Yrndavana-la 1 a . finally he 
commanded the ferahnSmiinot to divulge what he had told
him. The f>rahm&nawas overwhelmed with delight."*"
Cue day Yisvanbhara mentioned that he wanted
to taste food prepared by Jagadrsa- and Iiiranya, two
citizens of Jiavadvi^a, for Lord Yisnu on the eleventh
day of the lunar The news came as a surprise
to then and they assumed that there must be something
supeinhuman about Yisvanbhara for him to express such
a desire. They wondered how he knew that they were
preparing food for Lord Yispu. In wonder they consented
o
to give him some of the f o o d b
Yrndavanadasa significantly omits all mention 
of, the brickbat incident narrated by Kurari G u p t a .
^ 3 Jayananda *s Testimony
When playing with his friends in a temple
courtyard, Yisvambhara once threw a bricfcbat at his
mother. It struck her on the cheek, and caused bleeding 
She fainted. lie advised her to repeat the name of 
kamlf and Ilrsna, adding that human-life was but a dream. 
He then gave her a ikOn^T-leaf. Ilaid servants srlashed
1
her face with water and she came to.“
Jayananda repeats the incident narrated by
Ivurari, where Yisvambhara spout?philosophy from a rubbish 
2heap .
One day, while cooking, d a d  Devi heard the 
tinkle of anklets from the yard where Yisvanbhara was 
playing with a p e a c o c k ’s fan fastened to his head and ' 
a garland of .ftanna flowers round his neck. Y i s v a n b h a r a 1 sa4
foster mother, ITarayani a . heard the sound and privately
~7
Informed Srlvasa of It.^
A  white snake once reared up over Yisvambhara, 
while he lay s l e e p i n g / 1"
Y. Ikrsnadasa Ilaviraja’s T estimony
/ ■  j —
Once Yisvambhara .awoke and began to cry, baci
Devi his mother took him In her arms and suckled him.
She noticed the marks on his feet: the flag, the thunder*
bolt, conch, discus and fish and drew Jagannatha Kisra's 
attention to them. Jagannatha was delighted and summoned
1 . J a y a n a n d a , p, 1 5 .
2 * I b i d •, p o  l b - 
5 o Jayananda, pp. 16-17 
Ibid., p. 1?.h1 c
his father-in-law, ITilam'^ fera CakraVartX?:, who came and
examined them; and declared that from the conjunction
of the planets at the time of Yisvambhara’s birth he
had known that the • chi Id would possess ;52 marks which.
would distinguish him as a mahap.munsaand had recorded
the fact in his horoscope. He added that Yisvambhara
bore on his hands and feet the marks of box'd Vis m u
his mission was to save mankind, by the propagation of 
1Vaxsnavismy
o  *
In time Yisvaiobhara learnt to crawl. Whilst 
at this stage he sometimes cried, but the recitation
of Hari1s name instantly pacified him. The sound of
~ 2 Hari-nama invariably brought a smile to his lips, “
Soon he learnt to walk and began playing with
other children,-' Once his mother gave him a plate of
fried paddy and sweets to eat and then got on with her
house-work, but the child began eating earth, Sac! Devi
saw him and dashed back to him in alarm. She took the
earth from him and asked him why he was eating it. Yis-
vam.bha.ra replied that she had no reason to scold him,
1, C-C Adi, XIY, 5-13
2. Ibid,, 18-19.
3« Ibid., 20o
!£S 3
since she herself had given him earth to eat. After 
all, he argued, what were paddy and sweets hut another 
form of earth? Indeed, there was nothing which was 
not essentially earth: our very bodies and all our
possessions were of this one essence.
taken ah&&L at the prof^undity of his remarl 
Sac I asked Visv&mhhara who had taught him all this.
Without waiting for an answer, however, she pointed out 
that even if his arguments were correct, nevertheless 
eating earth was bad for him: it was likely to result
in disease, and it was certain to result in loss of 
weight. Bhe then went on to say that though both a 
pot and a lump of earth may be of the same essence, 
they possessed different properties: a pot would store
water; a lump of earth merely absorbed it (implying, 
of course, that the properties of food and earth also 
differed in a similar manner).
Yisvambhara replied that his mother ought to 
have pointed out these differences earlier. Henceforth 
he would cease eating earth and take suck instead, when 
he was hungry. So saying, he commenced taking suck. 
Visvambhara had allowed himself to be defeated In argument
b5
in order to conceal his godhead 1
Kpsnadasa Kaviraja, then repeats the incidents
P g
of the Brahm&£$* s-meal, “ the tricking of the thieves, 
and the eating of the food prepared by Jagadiba and 
Hira^iya 011 ekadasi, 1
Yisvambhara. used to go in other peoples’ houses 
with his playmates to .steal food. He ate the food and 
hit the other children. The children, complained to his 
mother, who scolded him and asked him why he behaved 
in this manner. One would think from his behaviour 
that they had no food in the house. Whereupon Yisvambhara 
threw a tantrum and smashed his mother’s earthen pots.
His mother took him in her arms, and tried to comfort 
him, but Yisvambhara slapped her. Sacx Devi fainted.
He began to weep at the sight of his unconscious mother. 
The women told him to go and fetch some cocoa-nuts to 
bring her round, but were surprised when he managed to
cz
do s o /
1. 0-0 Adi, XIV, 21-31.
2. Ibid., Jd.
3. Ibid., 35* 
d. Ibid., 36.
5* Ibid., 37-4d
Once Yihvambliara and his companions went to
bathe in the Ganges, there were some young girls there
worshipping at shrines on the river's edge, Yisvambhara
commanded them to w}/orship him, promising to grant them
a boon, and adding that Ganga, Durga, and Hahesvara
were all his attendents. He then anointed himself with
sandal paste, garlanded himself with flowers and forcibly
ensured that their offeringjwent to him - for he snatched
1
them from their hands ~ and ate them.
Discussion 
Yisvambhara1s 0rawling on all fours
iiurari Gupta and, following him, Kavikarpap lira 
write that Yisvambhara' s parents were delighted to see 
him crawling on all fours, Yrndavanadasa also describes
^  o
this but he adds a miraculous story on the basis of a 
Ersna legend. According to Yrndavanadasa Yisvambhara, 
when crawling, lay upon a cobra. We have a similar story 
in the career of Lord Kpsiga, on which this episode is 
evidently modelled, Yrndavanadasa was inclined to depict 
Yisvambhara as Kpspa Himself, and the following story is 
a further example of this tendency.
Jayananda, who repeats several of Yrndavanadasa1s 
miraculous episodes also incorporated thiss®&ke story 
into his account. According to Jayananda the snake was 
white and stood like a staff beside Yisvambhara.
Murari Gupta, Kavikarnapura, Lacana and Kpsp.a~ 
dasa Kaviraja do not tell this story of the snake.
Krsnadasa admits that he based Yisvambhara*s llavadvlpa^
Til la mostly 0x1 Yrn da van adasa. If this legend had been 
widely believed at the time K3(?^p.adasa would obviously 
have mentioned it. Bengal is well-known for snakes and 
it is not unlikely that Yisvambhara as a child had an 
experience with a snake but the story as It stands is 
evidently based on an earlier legend,
Yisvambhara and a Brahmins guest
■Murari Gupta's account with reference to the 
ferahm&p) guest, merely implies that the $rahminJremembered, 
the sports of the Infant Krsna when the child Yisvambhara 
touched and ate the cooked food prep aired by the ferahmSLna.
All the biographers except Yrndavanadasa end 
Krsnadasa Kaviraja ignore this story. Kksnadasa, following 
Yrndavana merely mentions this r^alnnint) guest. Yrndavana 
expands the same idea as recounted by Murari and adds to
it from his personal imagination. He attributed to 
the alum, toil guest the form of an eight “armed deity 
whereas Hurari Gupta is silent about this supernatural 
power of Yisvambhara. ■ There is moreover a contradiction 
in the description of the incident. How was it possible 
for Yrndavana to know of the manifestation of Yisvambhara 
if the latter asked the §ralmlnanot to disclose his 
identity?
We .need not believe any part of this story 
except that on one occasion the infant Visvambhara showed 
very precocious piety in the presence of a ftrahmdija visitor
His philosophical advice to his mother_si'ttin;:g on a 
rubbish heap; he strikes his- mother with a_brick-bat, 
he brings two cocoa-nuts
All the biographers agree that Yisvambhara 
gave his mother philosophical advice while sitting on 
a rubbish heap, Hurari Gupta, kavikarnapura and kpsnadasa 
Haviraja agree that the neighbours used to complain 
against Yisvambhara1s conduct towards his mother, who 
on one such occasion wanted to 'restrain him, but Yisvam­
bhara ran away and sat on a rubbish hear so that she 
might not touch him, Yisvambhara gave religious advice
to his mother while sitting on the rubbish heap. Yrnda­
vanadasa differs from Hurari 'and Eaviharnapura in the 
description of the above incident. According to Yrnda­
vana dasa the real purppse of Yisvaiibhara 1 s action, was 
to gain permission to resume his study, because Jagannatha 
had ashed him not to study as Yisvarupa’s Sanryasa had 
caused, a great shock to Jagannatha and he believed that 
education was responsbile for his son's turning into a
t
SannyasI, and he feared that Yisvambhara would follow tn 
his brother’s foot-steps if’in fact he was allowed to 
study. Yrndavana1s Yisvambhara sitting on the rubbish, 
asked how he could distinguish pure and impure if he was 
not allowed to study, since study was the source of 
knowledge.
Jayananda ignores all these descriptions. 
According to him Yisvambhara used to play with the children 
on the banks of the Ganges for hours together, end on 
one such occasion Saci went to the Ganges and tried to 
bring home her son but the latter ran away and sat on a 
rubbish heap on the way, from where he philosophically 
advised his mother.
Murari Gupta, Eavikarnapura and Locana agree 
that Yisvambhara, when sitting on a rubbish heap, threw 
a brick-bat at his mother. S a d  fainted as a result
so
of tliis blow, whereupon the ladies of the neighbourhood 
asked Yisvambhara to bring two cocoa-nuts in order to 
bring her round from her fainting fit with their water.
He brought the two cocoa-nuts, to the surprise of the 
ladies.
Okie account of Yisvambhara throwing a brick-bat' 
at his mother has not been recorded by Yrndavanadasa. 
Yrndavana also ignores the story of the cocoa-nuts.
We have already shown that Yrndavana wants to depict 
Yisvambhara as Hrsna Himself. Therefore, what was 
possible for the infant Hrsna was also possible for the 
child Yisvambhara.. Yhe infant Hrsna, though naughty, 
did not go so far as to hit his mother; therefore, Yis­
vambhara could not hit his mother. Yhe omission of this 
episode strongly suggests that on one such occasion 
Yisvambhara really did hit his mother, for it is not 
the sort of story which a hagiographer would invent in 
order to glorify his Lord.
Jayananda and l^snadasa agree that Yisvanbhara 
struck Sacl, but they differ in the description of the 
incident. According to Jayananda Yisvambhara, when playing 
in a court of a temple, threw a brick-bat at his mother. 
Krspadasa writes that Yisvambhara hit &acl when he was 
on her lap; following Hurari Gupta, llrsnadasa also writes
J. J C.J J. ' * 0 o
that Yisvambhara brought two cocoa-nuts to revive his 
mother.
It is not unlikely that Yisvambhara as
child gave his mother philosophical advice since we 
know that the child belonged to a pious and educated 
Yaisnava family; it was obvious that Jagannatha and 
Saci discoursed on religious points, and perhaps their 
conversation influenced Yisvambhara even when he was 
still a child. i'hus as a precocious child his conduct 
was different from that of other children.
v/e need not be surprised when we see that 
Yisvambhara brought two coccp-nuts. host of the house­
holders of Bengal possessed orchards where there was 
no scarcity of cocqj-nut trees;.these may bear fruit all 
through the year, and the householder#generally stored 
them, to quench their thirst. It is not unlikely that 
Yisvambhara brought two co coy nut s from the cocqj-nut 
store room.
His Manifestations
According to Hurari, kavikarnapura, Locana 
and hrsnadasa, one night Baci believed that strangers 
were in her room and ordered Yisvambhara to go to his
father's apartment. Yisvambhara was worshipped by the 
supernatural visitors on his way to the apartment, and 
the parents heard the sound of anklets from his hare 
feet, Yyndavana differs in the description of the 
above incident, Accordine to him the parents heard 
the sound of anhlets when Yisvambhara stepped towards 
the inner apartment to fetch books for his father, The 
couple afterwards discovered remarkable foot-prints on 
the floor, They thought .-that the sound of anklets and 
the foot-prints were made by their God the falagrana. 
Murari Gupta and kavikarnapura do not mention the incident 
of the foot-prints. Yrndavana perhaps wrote this from 
his personal imagination in order to represent Yisvambhara 
as the Bha^avat incarnate.
Jayananda, on the other hand, differs from 
the above biographers. According to him it was Gael 
and Yisvambhara’s foster-mother ITarayanl, who heard the 
sound of anklets from the yard when Yisvambhara was 
playing, harayanl has not been recorded as a foster- 
mother of Yisvambhara by any other biographer, vJe know 
that harayanl v/as the mother of Yrndavana and the latter 
specially mentions that his mother was only four years old 
just a few months before Yisvambhara accepted monkhood.
Me have no reason to believe this part of the story since
Yrndavana evidently knew better than Jayananda about 
Harayanx• But the introduction of Yarayaxii ae a foster- 
mother of. Yisvambhara leads us to assume that Harayanx 
was a favourite disciple of Yisvambhara, and after the 
departure of the latter as a sannyasx from Navadvxpa, 
NarayanI used to f re extent Sacx and Visnupriya: she was
. v .  ^  ( 5  _
counted as one of the relatives ox the Hisra family.
It is likely that Jayananda did not consider Harayanx's 
age when he depicted her as Yi&varabhara1 s foster-mother, 
Ye know that an affectionate mother 1 s ai ways 
anxious for the welfare of her child. We have already 
seen that Sacx- had lost several of hex* children who 
died as infants. Only Yisvarupa and Yisvambhara remained 
and it is likely that she was most anxious for her younge 
son Yisvambhara, It is possible that one night SacI 
dreamt that celestial beings were worshipping her son 
Yisvambhara„ fhe woke up and sent him to his father's 
apartment as if the child might be protected if he coi: 
stay with his father. However, it has been stated that 
the parents heard the sound of anklets from the bare 
feet of Yisvanbhara, This experience night have been 
their personal imagination* told to harayanx by Sacx 
long after the event, when Yisvambhara was already a
aid
Jagannatha1s dream
hurari and Ilaviliarnaoura write that one night 
a r^ahm&rjja appeared to Jagannatha in a dream. lie was 
told by the &ra].iiidpJ that his son should not be treatedft
like an ordinary child.
The story has been recorded by Locana, who 
adds features from his personal imagination to prove 
Yi svambhara1s godhead. Lo cana's story implie s that 
Yisvambhara appeared before Jagannatha in his dream 
in the guise of a ^rahmina. Yisvambhara revealed himself 
as the Supreme Being and said that ir was needless to 
punish him although he neglected his sttidies, since as 
God he knew all the Sastras.
Xlrsnadasa probably recorded this story on 
the basis of Iiurari but, unlike Hurari, he mentions 
that the bralimtoJdisclosed to Jagannatha that Yisvambhara 
was God Himself.
Yrndavana and Jayananda ignore this story.
It is to be assumed that Jagannatha Lisra was anxious 
about Yisvambhara1s education and health since Yisvarupa 
had left home after becoming a SannyasI♦ It was his 
paternal duty to discipline his son, specially when 
Yisvambhara used to play, neglecting, his daily meals
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and study. It is likely that on one such occasion 
Jagannatha punished his son, The dream night be a 
psycho logical reason after beating his most affectionate 
son and the dream'recorded by Hurari may well be based 
on reliable testimony, since hurari knew Jagannatha 
personally. fhe additional features of the other chroni­
clers are mere legendary embroidery.
He requests his mother not to eat on the SkadasI day.
Hurari, Zavik.arp.apura and Zpsnadasa write that 
7isvambhara one day requested his mother not to eat on 
the hkadasl day,
He need not tet be surprised to hear of this 
from the mouth of a child like Yisvanbhara because it 
was probable that Yisvambhara might have noticed that 
the ladies and specially- the widows of the neighbourhood 
generally fasted on the day of Zkaciasr„ It is a general 
practice among the widows to fast on the day of Zhadasr, 
Zven some ladies whose husbands are alive observe this 
fast as an act of ritual. Host of the neighbours of 
Jagannatha were pious $rahn$na6, and Yisvambhara night 
have requested his mother to fast when he understood 
that &£ the. ladies observed the fast on the day of
He chews Jpe;bel~nut .
Ac cording ro euran and no c ana one day vasvan- 
bhara chewed betol-uiut and fainted* Lavidarnapura also 
records the stoxy, but he differs from Hurari in the 
description of the incident* According to Harnagura 
betel~nut \/as offered to Yisvambhara but he fainted 
before t airing i t .
Ircsnudasa also records this story basin,;.: 
himself on Hurari ;*sbut he expands the incident by adding 
additional features fron what he heard. According to 
him Yisvambhara had a vision of his brother Yisvarupa 
in his unconscious state. There nay yet be truth in it. 
Here we find Yisvambhara depicted as a child full of 
responsibi1ity to his parents. The arguments of Yisvan- 
bhara with his brother, who wanted to take him away as 
a child Sannyasx, shoos that like other children ho is 
also attached to his home.
Yyndavana and Jayananda do not mention this
incident.
It is likely that on one occasion Yisvambhara 
was offered betel-*nut along with other fruits (as offering:
to God), The distribution of Prasada among devotees 
is a general practice in Bengal, Pe know that fresh 
betel-'nut contains an astringent juice. The child 
Yisvambhara nay well have chewed it and this astringent 
may have temporarily paralysed his nerves. It is well 
known that the sensations even of certain adults are 
affected by Suparr, Pe have noticed that IZavikarp.apura 
does not mention Yisvambhara as chewing betPignut, 
ICavikarnapura1s treatment of the child Yisvanbhara is 
much more hagiographical than Hurari1s, and he nay well 
have omitted it because it was not consistent with his 
concept of an infant godhead. This very fact, and Its 
comparative unimportance suggests that it may be true.
He ea^ts the offerings to lord Yisp.u> prepared by _Ja^adIsa 
and. II ir any a .
other biographer mentions this'story but 
Yrndavana and Ilrsnadasa. Prsnadasa based this story 
on Yrndavana1s GaltanyapBhagavata, but he merely mentions 
that on one occasion Yisvambhara on the pretence of 
sickness, ate the offerings to Lord Visnu at the house 
of Hiraapya and Jagadisa.
It is likely that Yrndavana invented this
story just to provide further evidence of Yisvambhara1s 
godhead even as a child . It is unlikely that a jSrhhmixd 
boy, well trained in his traditional faith, would think 
of touching offerings to Gods and this, the silence of \
Murari, and the fact that the story is clearly intended 
to prove Yisvambhara1s godhead, lead us to disbelieve it.
His restlessness.
The child Yisvambhara1s claim to be Harayana
Himself as expressed to the bathers and the maidens may
be true since he was fortunate enough to have enjoyed a
religious background. Jagannatha Misra was a pious
Yaispava, and no doubt discoursed on religious topics
with the Yaisnavas of Havadvlpa. The child Yisvambhara
might leaxn all the Epsiia legends from their conversation
0
and also from his mother who used to tell the stories of
Lord Ersiia. The description of Yrndavana states that
even the maidens used to talk of the Krsna legends.
Grib; day one of the girls complained to SacI against
Yisvambhara1s prank which according to her, was similar
- 1to that of Lord ICpsiia of Ypndavana. , Another girl complained
1, C-bhcLAdi, Yl, 80.
„  1
to Saci that Yisvambhara proposed to marry her. It is
possible that the high-spirited hoy from time to time 
re-enacted the episodes of the Er§m.a legend with other 
children, as Indian children do to this day. And he 
would not ignore the pranks of the supernatural child 
of the legends, which he might well have believed in 
some measure to justify his own naughtiness.
The other episodes need not detain us since 
they are evidence of increasing emphasis upon the identi­
fication of Yisvambhara with Visnu.Q 9
A mothex* is the best source of information 
about the childhood of her son. This is applicable to 
Sad, the mother of the Saint Yisvambhara, The memory 
of Yisvambhara1s infancy and childhood was recorded 
vividly in the mind of S a d  and these sweet memories 
stirred in her mind when her son Yisvambhara became 
the greatest spiritual force of the times. It Is likely 
that people from different corners of India came to 
Sad, who was famous as the mother of the Saint Yisvam­
bhara and it is very probable that she disclosed to them 
memories of Yisvambhara1s childhood. It is not unlikely 
that S a d  found something different in the child Yisvam-
1. Ibid., Adi, YI, 78.
t i .  \
bhara since a mother thinks that her child is quite 
different from others* We have no reason to doubt her 
sincerity* She was proud of her venerable son, who 
bore so famous a name and had an epoch-making career, 
Narahari, Viisud&va and his two brothers, Murari G-adadhara, 
Narayajjl and Advaita Acaryya lived in Ifevadvlpa and 
they witnessed several of Visvambhara's lalas » Sacl 
undoubtedly supplied them with the childhood episodes 
of Visvambhara, We should not, however, sacrifice 
sympathy and understanding in evaluating her testimony, 
fhus we see that S a d  played the most vital part in 
transmitting the stories of the early life of Visvambhara, 
Although the hagiographers have largely modelled 
the early career of Visvambhara on that of the child 
Krsp.a yet there may have been some real foundation in 
the description of the legends, ' If we analyse them we 
see a child, who was precocious, intelligent, energetic, 
religious-minded with a heart full of fun.
CHAPlTSRffl
In this Chapter we shall review the evidence
C-onCr&rnLnjj
in the ’biographies Visvambhara*s first marriage
to LaksmI Devi, his visit to East Bengal and his second 
marriage to Visnu Priya,
(i)
xaVisvambhara1 s Marriage to Laksml Devi * 
a) 'ffihe Evidence 0 
Io Murari Gupta1s Version *
Visvambhara once went to visit Vanamalx Acary^a 
On his way home, he happened to see Dak§ml Devi, the 
daughter of Vallabha lcaryj?& She was 011 her way to bathe 
in the Ganges with her friends. Ihe Sanskrit idiom 
Murari Gupta uses to describe the way Visvambhara was 
attracted to LaksmI Devi 1 she was born for me1 is roughly 
equivalent to the English colloquialism: 'We were made
i
for each other. Visvambhara went to the house of Vallabha 
Acaryya along with his friends.
presumably at the instigation of Visvambhara,
Vanamall, presumably a matchmaker, went to see Gael Devi, 
Visvambhara1s'mother0 to broach the subject of marriage 
between Visvambhara and LaksmI Devi. S a d  opposed the 
marriage on the grounds: first, she was a widow (and
presumably could not afford the [expense); second, Visvambhara 
was too young to marry, and third, Visvambhara1s education 
was incomplete (and presumably, he could not support a 
wife). On his way home Vanamall met Visvambhara and told 
him the news. Thereupon Visvambhara went to his mother and 
asked her what she had said to upset Vanamall. He expressed 
regret that his mother could not have been agreeable to 
him. S a d  took the hint, sent for Vanamall and told him 
to arrange the marriage.
Vanami.ll then went to Vallabha JLcaryj^ g and 
formally proposed a marriage between Visvambhara and 
Vallabha’s daughter, LaksmI Devi Vallabha welcomed 
the proposal, but said he had no dowry to offer. Vanamall 
assured him that no dowry would be asked for. When he 
heard the news, Visvambhara made the necessary arrangements 
for the wedding and at the auspicious moment the Adhii/asa 
(ceremony on the eve of the wedding) was performed.
SacI asked the barajatrl (the members of the 
bridegroom*s party who escort him to the bride's home) 
to help her to make a success of the wedding, since she
was a widow (whose finances were presumably limited),, 
This saddened Visvambhara and he declared, '0 mother, 
am I so poor that you should make such a request? You 
ask for the assistance of others, because my father is 
dead.- We could afford to give three plates of areCa­
nute and betel leaves and perfume to each gu.est, if 
we so wished, for I possess■supernatural power. But
I choose to conduct myself like an ordinary mortal1.
o
The wedding ceremony xvas dujly performed in the home
— 1of the bride’s father, Vallabha Icaryyu
II. KaVikarna. Pur a 1 s Version.. ■
ICaVikarna Pur ah s account agrees with that of 
Iiurari Gupta in the description of the above incident.
III. Vrndavanadasa * s Vers ion w
One day Visvambhara happened to see LaksmI 
Devi on the way to the Granges to bathe. He recognised, 
her as his eternal consort, as LaksmI is the eternal 
consort' of Visnu* There and then he declared his love' 
for her and she responded in like fashion. That very 
day Vanamall broached-the subject of their marriage to
. _ _ y  • .
3, o w. a i .10.' .
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SacI Devi, wlao consented. When the wedding was concluded 
SacI Devi’s room was flooded with supernatural light and 
pervaded with the fragrance of water lil^ies, and poverty 
left her home, by which she realised that LaksmI Devi 
was indeed Lakgml Herself, the eternal consort of Vig#.u.^
17. Jayananda's Version
One day Visvambhara discovered LaksmI Devi 
on the banks of the Ganges praying to Lord Siva that 
Visvambhara might be granted to her as a husband. When 
she opened heroes, tkefl£ stood Visvambhara before her.
*Have no fear1, said Visvambhara, 'God will fulfil your 
desire, Go home. We shall be married this very month1.
On the way homeVVisvambhara met Vanamall, whom 
he informed of an understanding between his father, 
Jagannatha Misra, and LaksmI Devi's father, Purandara
— — P * -r -i*Acar^*, “ that Visvambhara should marry LaksmI Devi. He 
then asked Vanamall to propose the match to Purandara 
Acaryya Vanamall did so, and Purandara agreed. Purandara's 
wife then went to propose the match to SacI Devi. In 
doing so, she told SacI Devi how Purandara used to tease 
his daughter Lakgmi, by asking her what type of man she
1, G-bhlldi, X, 50-127.
2. Purandara_2Lcarygia may well be an assumed name of 
Vallabha Acary^A
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woxxld-1 ike to marry * Laksmi Devi1 s ^ variable reply
■was: z&an-whose curling''Hair was decked with bakula . j
flowers-1, who jested with Priests and scholars, whose
tall figure was.adorned with Sandal-Paste, who danced
and chanted Hari1 s name, whose eyes inmidated his body
with tears of love as he danced1. But nowadays, Purandara5 s
wife continued, when asked- the same question by her
father, LaksmI merely bowed her head in silent shyness.
Whereupon SacI Devi gave her'consent to the match.
I1 he wedding ceremony was attended by hundreds
of ladies, whose husbands did not accompany them. On
seeing Visvambhara one of the ladies declared that she
felt so consumed with hopeless passion for him.that she
3would drown herself in the Ganges.
V. Locana Dasa1s Yers ion.
One day Visvambhara and Vanamall met LaksmI 
Devi. Visvambharaf s eyes never* left Lakgml Devi, nor ■'
did a smile leave his lips, whilst she was there. Neither "P 
LaksmI Devi nor Van&mali could fail to perceive what was , V.,: 
in Visvambhara’s mind,
Locana, reports that the wedding was attended "k
1. cJayananda, ppf 40-4-6
.by thousands of Brahm&na ladies , breaking their vratas ^  
This may either mean that they gave up the vrata cere­
monies in which they were engaged in order to attend, 
or that they were unfaithful to'their.husbands in their 
hearts. fl!he description suggests that the latter reason 
is plausible, in view of their behaviour. i’hey could 
not control themselves and gazed at him openly with 
passion.i ‘ •
VI. hrsnadasa1s Version.
Krsnadasa’s description of Visvambhara1s 
marriage -with LaksmI Devi follows Vpndabaradasa1 s except 
that according to him at her tender age LaksmI Devi, the 
daughter of Vallabha. Acaryya went to the Ganges to "worship 
the deities. .3he and Visvambhara. met, and they fell in 
love, Visvambhara told her that he was the supreme God - 
and asked her to worship him, in order that she might 
attain her heart1 s desire. Accordingly,, she strewed him 
with flowers and anointed him with Scandal paste, finally
2bowing before him to present him with a jasmine garland.
b ) .Discussion.
I'Jurari Gupta1 s Version. ;
Murari1s account comprises the following
events: , • '. - :
1. Visvambhara fell in love with LaksmI Devi at first
sight and-arranged that a formal proposal of marriage
should be 3iiade * ‘ .
2. SacI Devi at first rejected the proposal, on practical 
grounds; first, Visvambhara.'s Immaturity; and second 
their inability to support a wife for Visvambhara, 
since Gael Devi was a widow and Visvambhara still;;..a 
student,
3. Gael Devi later consented when she saw how eager 
Visvambhara was to marry LaksmI Devi.
4. Vallabha Acaryy^ the bride's father, was unable to . 
offer a dowry. . y
5. The wedding took place. It was a: modest affair 
owing to- the limited means of both families. Vis- ':- 
vambhara reproved SacI Devi for mentioning their 
poverty, claiming that as a divine being he could 
have had a much more sumptuous wedding, if he had
so wished. • V
This scheme of events accords with the normal
pattern of events in a Bengali wedding. It is all
entirely plausible, except for Visvambhara's reproof
of his mother. But even this is plausible to some extent
Bengali bridegrooms do not make a point of claiming to 
_ supernatural.
be y C i b e i n g s ,  but they are generally touchy about
supernatural
social status. Coming from the-mouth of a /feirn being, 
the reproof sounds all too human and petty, especially 
as Gael Devi's remarks about the■family circumstances 
are entirely conventional and would probably have been 
made, even if'their circumstances had been affluent.
We are therefore prepared to accept that at his wedding 
Visvambhara, uttered some touchy remark about his status, 
but not that he claimed to be G-od incarnate.
The respective roles of Visvambhara and Laksmi
• u  o -
Devi should be noted: the initiative throughout comes
from Visvambhara, and .it is entirely natural that it 
should have done; Laksmi Devi's role is entirely passive,' 
we are not even told whether she approved of her suitor 
or not, and this at the time was also entirely natural 
or at least regarded as such.,
II. 'Kavikarnapura 1s Version.
ICavikarnapura * s version corroborates that of
Murari.
The scheme of events remains substantially
tlie same, but there is a significant change in the
character and roles of Visvambhara and Laksmi Devi.
supernatural
Both" appear to 'be accor&ed/imPtrm status as Visnu and ^ f 00
Laksmi. SacI Devi is convinced, of Laksmi1 s divine
status by a supernatural event and a marked improvement
in the family’s economic position. Laksmi Devi’s role
is not passive: she declares her love for Visvambhara.
supernatural 
We would suggest that the accordance of/Iba-ia.,;
status to Visvambhara and Laksmi Devi is merely an expre­
ssion of opinion on Vrndavards part; i.e. it does not 
constitute evidence, and can therefore be disregarded.
The supernatural event referred to may be subjectively, 
true, SacI Devi may actually have experienced some such 
hallucination or have convinced herself that she had. in 
later years, when recalling Visvambhara1s .first marriage 
in the full knowledge-of his later reputation. The \ 
improvement in economic circumstances was probably due - 
to Visvambhara’s taking up teaching to support the family 
and also to the fact that Laksmi proved to be a competent , 
and thrifty housewife. It is a commonplace of Indian 
thought and literature to identify such a housewife 
with Laksmi, as a compliment to her' effeciency. We
■ would- interpret B a d  Devi's praise of Laksmi Devi in 
the light of this convention*
Laksmi Devi's declaration of love for Visvam™ j 
Lhara is not without importance* We may accej)t that
,-s
young women did make such. declarations, when assured 
of the Ibve of' their suitors* It is therefore possible 
that the marriage did result from a type of romantic 
love, which' was fast losing favour in orthodox society 
at the time and was soon to become almost impossible.
If the marriage did, in fact, result from such' romantic 
love, then this merely adds to our picture of Visvambhara 
as a remarkably personable young man, who was likely to 
make a profound impression on members of either sex at 
first :sight,
IV * Jayananda 1 s 'Version *
We can accept only one item of Jayananda's 
testimony as plausible: the understanding between
Jagannatha Kisra and. Purandara Acaryj&j that Visvambhara' 
should marry Laksial Devi, Such unclerstandings are common* 
between close friends, and are often honoured even when, 
as in this case, one of the parties to the agreement has, 
since died. .
- In the light of such an understanding, which
would of course havejbecome known to Laksmi Devi, her 
declaration of love for Visvambhara becomes even more 
natural and all possibility, of charging her with immodest 
conduct ceases.
But if such an understanding did exist, it '/ 
becomes difficult to understand why L alas ml Devi should . ■ 
have felt it necessary ted pray that Visvambhara should ' 
be granted her as a husband*, We know that Parvatl prayed 
to obtain Siva as her Lord, and can only assume that 
Jayananda deliberately fashioned his material on this 
model so as to. make his heroine behave in accordance 
with his 'conception of .divinity* We would therefore ' ■'
suggest that Laksmi1 s behaviour on the banks, of the 
Ganges is a deliberate fabrication on Jayananda's part* 
Similarly we suggest that Laksmi1 s:> description 
of her future Lord should also be rejected: it implies
that Laksmi Devi was able to foresee events beyond her 
own death,.since in her lifetime Ti&vambhara never 
performed Janilflidana, . .
Similarly we would also suggest that the final- 
paragraph of■ Jayananda1s version be disregarded. All 
the evidence suggests that both SacI Devi and Vallabha 
Scaryfjwere poor* 1‘hey could not have afforded to 
invite so many, guests, 'furthermore, Bengali ladies of
■good family do not make a practice of attending social 
functions unescorted; and they certainly do not behave 
with the type of immodesty described 'by Jayananda* (The 
account of Jayananda of the immodest, behaviour of the 
respectable married ladies at Visvambhara' s x^edding are 
evidently inspired by the tradition of the GopTs in the 
ICpsria legend, and we need not believe them.*
V. Locanadasa1s Version* . V" ;
Locanadasa1s version confirms the general ' * 
impression that Visvambhara1s marriage to .Laksmi Devi 
was a love-match*
Locana imputes the same type of 'immodest conduct 
to Brahm&nAladies' as does Jayananda* If these imputations 
have any significance it is this: Visvambhara was so
handsome, that even the most strait-laced of women were 
not proof against his devastating charms. Thus these 
imputations may be interpreted as an hyperbolic des­
cription of Visvambhara1s personableness.
VI.. Ep snadlSlfel Jo r s io n .
It;sna-tfcsa1 s version strains our credulity to ■ 
the utmost. His description of Laksmi*s ’behaviour 
suggests that she either possessed a degree of gullibility,
that should have prompted her parents never to let her 
out of the house alone, or a simply marvellous sense 
of humour. Ho one, not even a young inexperienced girl, 
would take seriously a young man's statement that he 
was the Supreme God incarnate. This description tells 
us'more about the simple piety of Krsna-dasa,. than the 
character of this historical figure, Laksmi Devi. \Je 
suggest that it be disregarded.
An expert poet Kpsnadasa Eaviraga infused 
life into his account of the love of'Visvambhara and 
Laksmi Devi. Such innocent juvenile love affairs occur 
among the Bengali families even today, and there is 
nothing unnatural in the description. But we cannot 
tat.be surprised to see Visvambhara-reciting siokas 
from the Bhagavata since he might have learnt them from 
their superiors*
Nevertheless, Visvambhara1s meetings with 
Laksmi Devi have not been mentioned by any of his early 
biographers. Vpndavanadasa is also silent in this 
respect although Ersnadasa Kaviraga.has based his account 
of Visvambhara1s H a v a d v l p a da"mostly on Vpndavanadasa. 
Therefore it is to be assumed that Epspadasa Kaviraja ' 
has based his account of the love between Visvambhara 
and Laksmi Devi mainly on his personal imagination.
General Conclusion.
All the 'biographers are agreed that Visvam­
bhara met and fell in love on the hanks of the Ganges; 
and that they subsequently married,,
Their meeting place was what one would have 
expected. People living near the Ganges would naturally 
go there to bathe every morning and it is only natural 
that a handsome lad and a pretty girl should begin to 
notice each other on their way to the Ganges, and perhaps 
fall in love.
It is also possible that there had been an 
understanding between their parents. This would make 
it even more natural ,that they should take an interest 
in each other on reaching marriageable age. It would 
also account for the fact that no dowry was demanded, 
and Vallabha ScarjyJ s willingness to allow his daughter 
to marry a fatherless boy with no means of supporting 
her.
Ve therefore conclude that Visvambhara1s first 
marriage was fundamentally a love-match.
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(ii)
Visvambhara1 s visit to Bast Bengal and the death of 
Laksmi^; Devi P
a) Evidence .
1. Murar i Gupt a 1s Version-
Visvambhara thus became a householder• Some 
time later he set out for East Bengal in the company 
of a few friends. His intention was to earn money by 
teaching. Ee stayed for a while on the banks .of the 
Padma, where he managed to attract some (Srahmalna pupils 0 
Meanwhile Laksmi Devi served his mother-in-Gn^ 
(Avhavadvlpa like an ideal Bengali wife. And Sad'peyl. -• 
in her turn treated Laksmi like a daughter. Suddenly 
one day Laksmi was bitten to the foot by a snake, SacI 
Dev’I summoned a snake charmer to remove the poison, but 
the charmer's mystical formulas failed and Lal-cismi died.
Visvambhara returned to Eavadvipa laden with 
silver, gold and clothing and laid it all at his mother’s 
feet. &aci Devi was looking grief~striken, and when 
Visvambhara asked why, she told him of the death of his 
wife, fhe news pained him, but he managed not to break 
down. He even managed to say a few words of consolation 
to his mother, telling her of the transitoriness of
1
1mman life."
II. Vpndavanadasa1s Version*
Vpndavanadasa gives no reason for Visvambhara1s 
visit to East Bengal* When he arrived in East Bengal, 
he was informed by the $rahm$na& there that they had been 
intending to come to HavadvJpa to study under him, but 
now thanks to the grace of G-od he had come to them 
instead* They compared him to Vphaspati, a part of God 
and an avatara of -Vrhaspati. They stated that such 
scholarship as his could be attained by God alone, 
stating that they taught their students using,his gram­
matical commentaries as their text-book, and that they 
would like to become .his students and disciples, so that 
Visvambharafs deeds might become Immortal in those parts.-
Visvambhara promised to' comply with their requests and
2stayed there a few days. . , .
■ Meanwhile Laksmi waa smitten with the‘pains 
of separation, but she did not disclose this to one* 
Wishing .to be reunited with her eternal consort, she
ft
1. KajStUjUi. 11.5-28., i. 12*7-19.
2. C-bbZfcS&i XIV, 49-98.
1 'died thinking of the feet of Visvambhara.
- - When Visvambhara was about to leave East 
Bengal, a Brahmfrgd named Tapana Misra sought his assis­
tance. This•Tapana Misra had relinquished all pleasure 
in life and was seeking salvation. He had had a dream 
in which a ^rahm&ftahad appeared to him, saying that he 
was to seek out Visvambhara, who was God incarnate, and 
that He world be able to assist him. Commanding him to 
divulge his dream to nobody lest he should suffer in 
this life and the next, the $ruhmtaadisappeared.
Visvambhara advised him'to chant Hart's name, 
as--this was the only means of practising religion in 
this decadent age (kaliyuga). The advice satisfied 
Tapana, who expressed-a desire to accompany'Visvambhara 
to Havadvlpa. Visvambhara dissuaded him, promising that 
they would meet again if Tapana were to go to Benares.
Bo saying Visvambhara embraced him, and thrilled with 
emotion. Tapana then disclosed his dream to Visvambhara 
who asked him not to divulge it to any one else.
Thus Visvambhara blessed East Bengal and 
returned to Navadvipa. When he arrived home with his
1. C-bhOdi, XIV, 99-104. , . '• /
earnings, he was told of his wifefs death by his neigh­
bours.^
H I .  J ayananda1 s ¥ e r s ion *
■Visvambhara on becoming a householder had to 
maintain his relatives and servants. In order to earn . ■' 
money he went to East Bengal* Visvambhara gave Laksmi 
Levi his sacred thread and asked her to keep the' dust 
touched by his feet* He told Srlvasa that die eV&ould 
convert the people of East Bengal to Vaisnavism.
In his absence Laksmi Devi painted a .portrait
of Visvambhara. she was sleeping with SacI Devi when
the time for her death came* A snake bit her on the
small toe of her right foot, and she died. While .Gael
was mourning the immature death of Laksmi Devi a celestial 
a
voice foretold that Visnupriya would be the next wife of 
Visvambhara; Visvambhara would return from East Bengal 
in the.next spring. The news of Visvambhara1s departure 
from East Bengal was received by the people-'of ITavadvIpa, 
who sprinkled a thin solution of Sandal-|?aste 011 the 
streets, and decorated their courtyards to welcome 
Vi svambhara.
1. C-bhtLldi, HIV, 116-178
> . ; On his re turn Visvambhara heard the news of
his wife’s death from the neighbours. He began to
dance from emotion. Be -told his mother that this was
a transitory world and only. Ersna was'real; he said
that he had 'earned money in order to support the family,
but Laksmi, his wife., was somewhere elsetherefore
money was the root of all evils; He pacified his- mother,
saying that he would not go away and leave her alone, at 
]Havadvipa* " ■
IV« Locanadilha1 s Version ■ .
One/,,-day Visvambhara suddenly decided to visit 
East Bengal for the good'of the people of that land; 
since his touph would -l$aless the river Padraii and people >':; 
would realise that he was the;Supreme Being* He spread 
Harinama amongst untouchables and beggars, thus releasing 
them from earthly life! He converted them by propagating 
Hama-s&foklrtana* ' He attracted' numerous pupils, who under 
his tuition became scholars within a day; ;a fortnight, 
or a-month.. Visvambhara1 s separation took, the form of
■ ' . . p - -
a .snake which bit Laksmi Devi in the lego.;"
1, Jayananda, pp.- 47, 48, 50 
2 * : Lo canadas a p p  * 70-73*
Y. Krsnadasa Karinaja’ s Version, ■ ' *,
Erspadasa Eaviraju follows Yyndavanadasa*.in 
the description of the above incident
b) Discussion,
1° Murari Gupt a,1 s Ve r sign,
thus from Murari we learn two facts:
1• That Visvambhara went to East Bengal to earn money 
by teaching and that he was to some extent successful 
in achieving his purpose, for he returned with silver 
and gold, Murari 1 s account of Yisvainbhara ’ s motives ■ - 
in making the journey is likely to be accurate, since 
it is what any.young learned ^rahmdramight have done 
in the circumstances. His calm reaction to the news 
of-his wife’s death is also consistent with our know­
ledge of his character, and as Murari knew Visvambhara 
■ at the time he may well have had first-hand knowledge 
of the events, -
2, That he did not break down at his wife’s death.
II . Yrnda-vana1 s Ye r s ion.
-Yrndavana1s version to some extent corroborates
1. c-c- Scli, XVI, 6-21
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that of ilurari. He does not state the reason for Vis~ 
vambhara1s visit hut one infers fron his account that 
it was in fact to teach; and Yrndavana later informs 
■ us that Visvambhara returned to Havadvlp£with his earnings 
■ ■ The remainder of Yrndavana's testimony i>s 
doubtful and to some extent self-contradictory. His 
testimony implies:
1. That Visvambhara' s grammatical commentary was so well 
known as to be a text-book in East Bengal.
2. That Yisvainbhara ’ s reputation as a scholar was so 
great that Hast Bengali l3rahm&n$s had been intending 
to travel to Kavadvipa to sudy under him.
3. That having met him, these same t5rahm&n<9& were so
'— J  u
impressed with his scholarship that they deemed him 
superhuman to have attained this knowledge.
All three implications must be exaggerations. If any 
one of them were true, it would have been unnecessary 
for Visvambhara to leave Havadvlpa to attract students. 
Yrndavanadasa already enlarges on the simple story to 
glorify his lord. ' His statement that Visvambhara was 
'alreadyy.known in East Bengal as the author of .a gramma­
tical commentary is possible, since Visvambhara was 
\ evidently an exceptionally able scholar, who had studied 
this subject among others, but it is surprising if this
Text written more than a year or two earlier, owing to 
Visvambhara1s tender age at the time, and new books 
circulated much more slowly in the days before printing. 
Moreover, no trace of the text survives.
Vpndavana*s second paragraph is self-contradi­
ctory. If Laksmi disclosed to no one that fact that 
she was smitten with the pains of separation, then how 
did Vpndavana come to know of it? -
The, episode of Tapana Misra contains the same 
type of self-contradictory statement. If Visvambhara 
divulged Tapanis dream to no-one, then how did Yrndavana— 
has a come to know of. it?
, , We would suggest that these doubtful, self-
cohtpadictory elements crept into Yrndavana's account 
owing to -his .indifference about chronology'. In relating 
Visvambhara1s enthusiastic reception in East Bengal, 
Yrndavana obviously has in mind the type of reception 
Visvakbharagwas accorded at later stages In his career, 
vrhen he was- not a householder and teacher, but a. mystic 
and religious evangelist.’'The episode of Tapana MiSra 
belongs to this later period.also. . ,j
III. Jayananda 1 s Yer.sion.
Jayananda similarly corroborates that Visvambhara
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went to East Bengal to earn money. He also'implies 
that he returned to Havadvlpa with his earnings „
But the scheme of events of- this period of 
Tisvaifbhara1 s life is submerged beneath Jayananda's 
knowledge of what was to happen later, This is evident ■ 
from Jayananda's manner of narration. This .appears, 
for instance, from the passage which follows:
"One day lakisiai Devi was sleeping with SacI Devi 
. , when her time for death came , * A snake' bit her on
the little toe and she died1'.
This implies that Laksmi*s death was predestined. The 
celestial voice informing iSacI Devi that Visvambhara1 s 
next wife is to be Vispupriya is further evidence of 
Jayananda's conviction that he is narrating a series 
o f pre de s tined events.
It is this conviction that probably led him 
to attribute to Visvanbhar a a s e c ondary purp o se in 
visiting East Bengal. Since it was predestined that 
Visvambhara was to become a religious evangelist, what 
could be more natural, to Jayananda1 s way of thinking, 
than that before going to East Bengal Visvambhara should 
promise to Brxvasa that he would convert, the people of 
East Bengal to Vaisnavism?.
But Visvambhara1s own. conversion to Vaisnavism
-r-?r
■ v did not occur till’'his visit to Gaya at about 
the age of 231 -as1 we shall demonstrate in a later 
chapter. If is also possible that the second' motive 
was attributed to. him by Jayananda simply because the 
mere earning of money-seemed too mundane a motive for 
such a saintly figure. Thus Jayananda.’s conviction 
that he was narrating 'a predestined series of events 
led him. to lose his control over chronology of Visvam- 
bhara’s life,-.- ' '• '
‘This loss of control over chronology gave - 
ris^- to the absurdity o,f,.his' description of Visvambhara1 s 
return,- Would neighbours who were waiting'to inform a 
man.>of the death of his‘beloved wife really decorate the 
streets to ;make of festivity o'f his -return:?-
Jayananda's description of Laksmi Devi painting 
a portrait of Visvambhara to assuage her loneliness 
probably derives more from his knowledge of older literary 
convention than of Visvambhara1s life. It is the con­
ventional behaviour of the prositapatika in Sanskrit 
literature,
IV, Lo canadasa’s Version,
Locanadasa corroborates that Visvambhara went ■ \ 
to earn money, but he also continues the trend set by
$5
Vrndavana and Jayananda of describing the visit in 
terras of Visvambhara1 s 1 ater ca3?eer. In Locana' s 
account Visvambhara is no longer a nan but a full 
avatara of Visnu.
V . Krsi^adasa Kaviraja's Version.
Krsnadasa’s account closely follows that of 
Locanadasa. He states that Visvambhara learnt of 
Laksni's death by transcendental power while he was 
still in East Bengal,,
General Discussion and Conclusion*
Stripped of its hagiographical accretions, 
the evidence we have of Visvambhara1s visit to East 
Bengal is meagre:
1. We are told that Visvambhara went to East Bengal 
to earn money by teaching.
2. He returned with money and was told of his wife's 
death by either his mother or the neighbours.
3. He did not break down on hearing of his bereavement.
4. He had visited the banks of the Pa din. a „
(The evidence is intriguing. The first-item
would tend to suggest that Visvambhara was either desperate
or had some other reason in visiting East Bengal. One
i
infers that he may have been desperate, because a newly :.j
married man would not leave his wife to earn money away - hi
from home, if he could have earned it at home. His motive
in earning money in East Bengal may have been not onlj7*
to support his family, but also to support the tol which
he had established in Havadvlpa. But if he was not desperate!
for money, why should he choose to go to East Bengal? yi
We know that his father had immigrated into Bavadvlpa
from Sylhet* /: Was he perhaps going to contact relatives., v
'or to try to tap the same source of income his father f t
had enjoyed before leaving Sylhet? But we do not know "
whether he went as far as Sylhet* We know only that he
reached the banks of the Padma. It is curious to^  note 1;
that the biographers are completely silent about the y
the
places visited by Visvambhara in^course of his tour to . y
East Bengal. It is possible that the biographers 
Inclined to record their Lord's spiritual activities 
and did not consider it worthwhile to record the name y
of the places visited by their Lord* Does not item 
3 suggest another possibility? He did not weep at the t
news of his wife’s death after a feww months’ separation* -1
Had he perhaps ceased to miss her, and indeed even forgotten
her during his short absence? Had he in fact gone away
in the first pjbace, not driven by economic necessity at
all, but by disappointment in marriage? Could it really 
have been true, as Vrndabanadasa suggests, that Visvam- 
bhara was a brilliant scholar with a rapidly spreading 
reputation, who could easily have attracted students, 
even if he had stayed in Xfavadvlpa? . Was it possible 
that the world-weariness that was eventually to lead to 
his sannyasa was already upon him?'" .
The evidence . Is insufficient to warrant any 
conclusions: it Is merely sufficient to stimulate
curiosity.
(iii)
Vi svambha.ra1 s Ilarriage to Vi snupriya 0 
a) The. Evidence.
I . Kurari Gupta.
One day Sac! Devi told uaslnatha to go to 
Sana tana ilisra, the Baj aWPanQita, with a formal proposal 
of marriage between-Visvambhara1 and the £a ja-Papg.it a 1 s . 
daughter, Vispupriya.. ICasinatha did so, and Sanatana 
agreed to the match* Sanatana then began to make the 
necessary arrangements for the wedding.
.When the preparations were almost complete, 
news reached Sanatana that Visvambhara did not wish to
marry again* The news greatly distressed Sanatana and
his family, Visvambhara heard of their distress end
eventually consented to marry* The wedding was performed
1on an auspicious day*"
II. Vpndavanadasa1 .s Version .
SacI Devi wanted Visvambhara to marry again*
Bhe began looking.round for a suitable bride* One day
she saw Vispupriya* She remembered seeing Visiiupriya
as 'a little child-on the bathing steps of the Ganges*
The child used to salute her respectfully. Sacx Devi
decided'that the girl might make an excellent wife for
Visvambhara*
The expense of the wedding was borne by too
well-to-do citizens of Eavadvipa, Budhimanta Hhana and
llukunda Sang ay a * The wedding was performed with pomp
2and splendour*
III. Jayananda’s Version*
One day Sanatan Kisra realised that his .daughter, 
Visnupriya, had reached the marriageable age* He sent 
for Easinatha Hiera and asked him to choose a bridegroom
1 * Eadaba *
■ 2. C-hbaldi, XV, 38-155.*
for tier* Iladnatha dreamt that Visvambhara should 
marry Visimpriya, Accordingly he told Sanatana to 
malce a formal proposal to Gael Devi, so that the marriage 
may he concluded that very month* Sanatana did so, and 
S a d  Devi gave her consent, The marriage ceremony was
T
performed ifith great pomp,*
IV, LoCanadasa1s Version,
Sanatana Hisra and his wife were aware that
Visvambhara was the Supreme Being, and were delighted
to have him as a son-in-law, The rest of Locana's
„  P
account accords wrth that of Mur a n  •
Krsnadasa Kaviraja merely records that Visvam­
bhara marrie d Visnupriya.^
General Discussion and Conclusion.
Three of the biographers state that the initi­
ative ' for the marriage came from S a d  Devi: one, Jaya-
nanda,-that it came from Sanatana Mi&ra. Whichever is 
true, the significant point is that the initiative for
1, Jayananda pp. 51-5-V•
2, Locanadasa pp. 73-SO
3, 0-0 Adi, XVI, 25-
Yisvambhara ’ s second marriage came from the parents 
of the bride or the groom,
Yrndabanaditsa states that the. expense of the 
marriage was borne by two rich men, which suggests that 
Sanatkna Kihra was unable to afford the expense of 
marrying his daughter. This', in turn would suggest that 
Sanatana had had difficulty in finding a. bridegroom, 
Murari Gupta tells us that Yi&vambhara was 
..reluctant to marry again, and finally consented only 
when he learnt of the distress his reluctance was causing 
Sanatana and his family, file reasons for• Yi&vambhara*s 
■reluctance, are not given. He may have been grieving 
for his first wife, Laksmi Devi. , He may have been 
'averse to marriage, having had one-experience of it,
■ Or he may have been .reluctant to marry Vi2nupriya, 
because he was not attracted by her. 1'he evidence is • 
too sparse to warrant a conclusion.
All that can be concluded is that Yisvambha3?a1 s 
second marriage had been arranged and that he entered _ . 
into it with reluctance,
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CHAPTER Iff
YlgyAMBlIARA A.HD THE YAISHAYA COMjHUNITY IE HAYADYIPA ;
HIS, EDUCATION AHE HIS TOL ♦
In this chapter we shall consider Yisvambhara*s 
relations with individual members of the Yaisnava 
Community In Havadvipa? his education and his tol 
nrior to his visit to G-gya©
(i)
Visvambhara and Srryasa
a ) The evidence,*
1 o Yrndavanadasa * s v er sion.*
*  ....
One day Yisvambhara found himself face to face
y
with Srivasa? who was presumably a friend of the family 
and a pious Yaisnava® Yisvambhara*s learning and 
nolemics? SrPYasa claimed? fed only his nride and vanity*, 
True wisdom, Srivasa stated? consisted in the acquisition 
of only such knowledge that led to salvation* If he 
continued in his present course? then Srivasa regretted 
that Yisvambhara1s intellectual exertions would prove 
abortive* Yisvambhara should study to be pious and to 
become a devotee of Srikrsna and thus fulfil the earnest 
desire
3 8 :
of Srivasa and of the Vaisnava coimunity of Havadvlpa. - \
Visvambhara replied' that he would remain a - 
teacher until such a time as he would meet a good Vaisnava, 
who would teach him how to worship Krsna , Visvambhara ■ ,•
promised that when he did decide to become a Vaisnava ,i
devotee, he would do his best to be a sincere one. His 
reply did not satisfy Srivasa, however,
b ) Discussion.
In view of the fact that Vpndavana's version 
for this and the following three episodes is largely 
uncorroborated by any other biographer, it must be treated 
with caution. Provided due allowance is made for Vrhda- 
vana’s idiosyncracies, it is possible, however, that 
valuable information may be gleaned from these accounts,
The first paragraph of Vrndavana's version is 
plausible, Srivasa was a prominent member of the Vaisnava 
community of Navadvlpa and also a friend of Visvambhara’s ; 
father, Jagannath liisra. As such it is entirely natural 
that he should take an interest in Visvambhara1s spiritual 
welfare and try to persuade him to take an active part 
in the affairs of the Vaisnava community.
1. C-bha Adi, All, 247-253.
The second paragraph is less reliable, being 
based, upon Vpndavana’s knowledge of Visvambhara1s future 
career. It ,does, however, -imply that Visvambhara1 s' respoh 
to Srivasa's efforts to arouse interest in Vaisnavism , 
was cold: .he was more interested in pursuing his < , ,
profession at this stage, V
(ii)
Visvambhara and Oridhara.
a) The Evidence „
I a Vpndavanada sa ' s Version.
Srldhara was a poor, pious Vaisnava, who had 
a stall in the market place where he sold the leaves, 
bark and pith of the plantain tree.
One day Visvambhara paid Orldhara a visit and 
asked him how it was that he who worshipped Laksml-kanta_
’ (The Lover of LaksmI, i.e. Visiriu) xtfas so poor, being 
dressed in rags and housed in a delapidated hovel; whilst 
those who worshipped Candl and Visahari (Hanasa) were 
rich.
Srldhara implied that everyone, rich and poor 
alike, spent their time like birds, feathering their own 
little nests and gathering food.for themselves and their;’
dependents. .The rich were not happier than the poor; V
all were, in fact, suffering the fruits o.f their own p
acts. ’ V
Thus Yisvambhara by his humourous conversation ' 'V
brought out the better and more spiritual side of Srldharafspi
nature, Srldhara promised to give Visvambhara a supply p.. 1
of his wares.free of charge each day, Visvambhara revealed'p
his glory to Srldhara intimating that he belonged t o .the p V
ffopl class and was the source of the Ganges. This apparent.,
blasphemy on Visvambhara*s part alarmed Srldhara, who * /h
1 :had failed to pe3?ceive Visvambhara1 s godhead,
II. The Version of the otherBiographers
The cordial relations between Visvambhara and #v 
Srldhara are attested by the other biographers, Jayananda^ d 
relates, a miraculous episode in which Visvambhara reveals y 
to Srldhara a place where he may find hidden treasure, n5
b) Discussion, p 1
1* Vrndavanadasa 1 s Version, ’ • ■ V
If Vrhdavana’s account of this incident is true, hh 
then it is important, for it implies: h :v-
1. That Visvambhara was poor, otherwise why should he 
want to be supplied with Srldhara1 s. wares free of 
charge? Had Visvambhara been in a position to pay, 
he would surely have done so, 'when Srldhara1 s poverty 
was so patent.
2. That Visvambhara was struck by the difference in
/ iv 1.
wealth between the Vaispavas and the 3aiv#t|i. This 
may have accounted for his reluctance to participate 
in the affairs of the Vaisnava community. As far as 
Visvambhara could see, it would be more.profitable 
to serve the cults of Gandl or lianas a.
#  9
3» That Visvambhara was, as SrIdhar&points out, worldly 
at this stage in his career,
\Ie are already familiar with Vpn&avana's belie 
that Visvambhara was God incarnate and of his tendency 
to insinuate this belief into his accounts,of incidents 
in Visvambhara1s life. In view of this, Vrndavana’s 
third paragraph may for the most part be disregarded.
II. The' Other Version
This adds nothing worthy of discussion. . •.
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(iii)
Yisvambhara and Kukunda Datta.
a) The Evidence «
Ypndavana1s Ye r s io n .
One day Yisvambhara noticed that Kukunda Datta,
a learned scholar from Chittagong, moved away at his
approach and quickly disappeared in the crowd* Yisvam- 
asked
bhar a/Covin do., presumably a brother of Kukunda why 
Mukunda was avoiding him and 'was told that Mukunda. probably 
had urgent business to attend to* Yisvambhara was dissa­
tisfied -.with this reply* .He pointed oixt a fundamental 
difference in the respective attitudes of Hukunda and 
himself; Mukunda was a devotee of Tirana, who believed
6 o o *
that one's life should be spent in devotion to God; 
whereas he himself was worldly and he taught the more 
worldly Arts of Grammar * Yisvambhara suggested that 
this was a more-, probable reason for Mukunda!s avoiding
When there arose an opportunity of questioning 
Mukunda directly, Yisvambhara asked, him, why he was 
avoiding him and whether he thought that be,, Yisvambhara,. 
was // worldly; pointing out that a- time would come when 
Kukunda would not wish to avoid him, for he, Yisvambhara,
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wo..uld then be a strong supporter of Yaisnavisiiu Then ,,y
even the gods themselves would come to his door and 
kukunda would, follow him like a shadow* • - ' -
b) Discussion, ' ■ /■:
The first paragraph implies that Yisvambhara •-h 
was by this, time no skwYuhly worldly,, that some members 
of the Vaispava community in bavadvipa, found his company 
irksome and 'deliberately avoided him*
The second paragraph follows the familiar y
pattern of Yrndavazaa1 s version on these incidents, being ;
a -prediction of Visvambhara1 s future life, based on 
Yrndavana * s, knowledge „ Vv‘{
(iv)
Yisvambhara and Isvara Puri,
a) The Evidence, .
Yrndavana Dasa1s Evidence»
Some time after Yisvambhara had started his y
career as a teacher in havadvlpe, Isvazra Purr., a samryasl, h-;
came on a visit to the district, Tsvara Puri was a disciple
1 . C-bheL Adi, XI, ■ 57-49.
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of Madhavendra Puri, a pious Yaispava. Isvara Purl .
was given an enthusiastic reception by the Yaispava 
community of Havadvlpa.
One day Yisvambhara met Isvara Purl in the -CV 
street and greeted him respectfully* Isvara.Purl expre­
ssed pleasure'in'fetaking YiSvambhara1 s acquaintance', as 
he had already heard of the young man!s scholastic 
brilliance. Isvara I-iirl was so highly impressed with 
the young man that he wondered whether YiSvambhara did 
not possess stiperhuman, possibly even divine qualities.
ISvara Purl was (then invited to dine in Yi-svam- 
bhara*s home. He found tide young' fpn- most agreeable and ;
thereafter^ the two met from time to time. Isvara Purl
was at this time engaged on wilting a book on the theme
of the Hadha-hrgp.a-111a . I&vara Purr asked Yisvambhara 
to examine the \fork for grammatical flaws. Yisvambhara 
expressed reluctance to do so on the grounds that one 
ought not to criticise the x\rork of a devout bhakta on 
such a sacred theme, but nevertheless, he was prevailed 
upon to point out what he considered to be errors in 
grammatical construction. Isvara Purl managed to convince 
him, however, that these were not errors but correct usage.
1. C~bhdAdi, XI, 85-125-
Id ) His cits sion.
This episode is entirely plausible. If Vpnda- 
vana's version is true, it demonstrates that Isvara 
Puri possessed considerable tact. He did not antagonise 
Yisvambhara, as Srivasa had done, by attempting to demon­
strate the 'inferiority of scholarship to spiritual life. 
On the contrary, he flattered Yisvambhara by confining 
his remarks to Yisvambhara's own interests. His showing 
of his book 011 the Hadlia-Hrsna theme was probably a ruse . 
■to try to awaken Yisvambhara1s interest in the theme, 
rather, .than the mode of expression, Yisvambhara’s reply 
shows, if anything, how well Isvara Puri had succeeded 
In disarming the young man, for Yisvambhara worded his 
refusal to read the book in such a way that Isvara Puri 
could not possibly have been offended. When pressed, 
Yisvambhara tried to point out errors, but to 110 avail. 
Obviously Isvara Puri had not been in the least concerned 
about his book’s grammar, he merely wished to get Yisvam- 
bhar a to re a d ■it.
General discussion and Conclusion.
Okie general reliability of VrnGavana's evidence 
on.the first three episodes recorded above is attested 
in each case, b y  his second paragraph. These indicate 
Yrndavana ’ s' embarrassment at what lie had to record.
As we have seen, YrndSvana was convinced that Yisvambhara 
was God incarnate. Each of -thes episodes was opposed to 
his conviction. So he was forced to incorporate these 
deliberate fabrications in his second paragraphs, pre- 
dieting Yisvambhara6future' behaviour, in order to re­
establish his own mental equilibrium.
The picture that emerges from these episodes 
is this. Yisvambhara was- born into a Yaisnava household, 
but was educated as a scholar. As far as he could see,' 
Yaispavism had.brought:his father and his father 1s 
friends onlypoverty. . -Even -the followers of Qapdl and 
Manas it were better .off'financially than the'Yaispavas 
of llavadvlpa o' Life •sinpe ,.his. father’s death had been 
a hard struggle* H,e was determined to devote all his 
energies to earning his daily bread, and was not in the- 
least concerned for his- spiritual welfare or eventual •- 
salvation. ; : b .., '
Erlends of his father, such as Grivasa, who 
had come to-Navadvxpa from ..Sylhet like his-father, tried 
to convince him of the sterility of mere scholarship 
arid to interest him In the affairs of the spirit, but 
without success *' ■Srldham.po into d out to him, that he, • . 
Yisvambhara, was too. worldly; and that worldliness did 
not lead t o .happiness. To spend all one’s time feathering
one’s nest and gathering food was to behave no better 
than the birds of the forest; i.e. such behaviour is 
less than human. But Yisvambhara was unimpressed by 
such arguments*
Other Yaisnavas, notably those who had.come 
from Chittagong and presumably had’either no interest 
In his family background or no'previous acquaintance' 
with his father, foim4vYisvambhara1s attachment to 
.worldly goods lift so me. and frankly avoided him. .
Only Isvara Purl had the" wit to see th.at.tp_ 
catch, a - scholar one must behave as a scholar, but their 
acquaintance in ifavadvlpa was, too brief to have any . 
lasting influence,, ■
VISVAMBHARA AWD HlK HUMBLE 3?Qlfc 0? KAVADVlPA..
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a) The Evidence»
Vrndavana^liasa * s Version
Visvambhara used to frequent the houses of 
weavers, who supplied him with clothes on credit* 
dairymen used to address him as mama (maternal uncle) 
and supply him with dairy produce free of charge*
Visvambhara also took perfume from, the house of the, 
perfume-seller, saying if the perfume’s fragrance proved 
durable, he would pay later*
Gardeners, charmed by his air of sanctity, 
gave him garlands free of charge* Betel dealers gave 
him betel, arec&mut and camphor* And conch sellers gave
him their wares freely, saying that they would not object u|
-  -■> ■
1 ’Vhy-
even if he was later unable to pay for them* ■ -
V
V  \ A
b) Discussion* - h
This evidence 'is uncorroborated by any other ~ ‘ -v. S
biographer. Its implications are these:
1. 0-bh.CLAcLi, XII, 108-141.
.
.
w
m
'Is
1. Visvambhara was poor* ■
2. The tradesmen addressed him as mama, ‘maternal 
uncle', which implies a so-called sweet relation­
ship (madhura-sampaxka) as opposed .to a sammana
- u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . — r r -1— ■ *im m n n .]w n - - > i» - i n iw n iiiT * n i w i« « » * m > t ^ i.Mr i » M i i . i ! p ^ u.r rrr-- |  IT ) r  J *  » * »  '  , 1- I I - , .  II, m i  m j  <■■■— ■ . i  . m u ' i f l  i-T i>
v samparka, 'a relationship of respect1. This form 
of relationship implies a free, familiar, informal, 
even at times intimate, relationship, in which a :
good deal of mutual teasing and banter takes place.
The behaviour described above is typical of that 
type of close relationship; this appears, for example, 
from Visvambhara*s taking the perfume and promising 
to pay later, if the fragrance proves durable. This 
is obviously a joke, implying that future payment is 
unlikely.
3* Visvambhara was married, otherwise what need would
?he have for perfume from the perfume seller.
>
mVl£VANBHARA1S JjiPtlCAIION
According to I'lurari Gupta Visvambhara received
his primary education from Sri Visnu Pandif^ and Sudarsana
Pa:qdi|*>0 Afterwards Visvambhara studied under Gangadasa
1 *Pandi[£, a distinguished Grammarian*" Visvambhara studied
p
the six branches of the Vedas, ~
According to Eavikarnapura, Visvambhara was 
educated by the same three teachers.
According to Vpndavanadasa JagamxathaHisra
f
performed the ceremony of Visvambhara1s initiation to 
study on an auspicious day, Visvambhara showed his 
remarkable genius in the art of reading and writing 
following the.instruction of Visvambhara JagannathaMisra 
requested Gangadasa Pandi|: to accept the boy as one of 
his students, Gangadasa was delighted by ViSvambhaiu! s 
intelligence and placed him first among the students of 
the 'Tol'5
• Prom, about the age of sixteen Visvambhara began 
■regularly to debate questions of Logic with older students
1 , Kat$3*?a i • 9-1-3
2, Ibid, i0lo3®
3, C-bha Adi, VI, VII, VIII.
like Murari Gupta, Kamala Kant a and Krsnananda, He
used to study in solitude at home. By about this time
he is said to have written a commentary on a Grammatical
1 -text known as Ealapa.~ Jagannathj ilisra was delighted
to see this mark of Visvambhara1 s intellectual .progress, 
Visvambhara was proud of his learning. He 
used to tease Murari Gupta by pointing out the letter’s 
poor knowledge of Grammar, and on one occasion challenged 
him to a debate, in which, however, neither was able to 
defeat the other, Murari Gupta was surprised by Visvam- 
bhara's dialectic skill;s> he wondered how Visvambhara had 
managed to acquire such a fantastic command of logic.
Once when Visvambhara touched him, Murari felt a thrill 
of ecstaSy, and he became desirous of becoming Visvambhar 
pupil,^
On another occasion, Visvambhara defeated 
Mukunda, a Kpsria worshipper, by .pointing out several
A
rhetorical errors in the extempore Slokas he recited.
On another occasion, Visvambhara defeated 
Gadadhara, a student of Nyaya "(Logic), in a debate on
1-. C-bh&Adi, Vlll, 75-76 
2 o Ibid, Sdi, K, 1 9 -3 5 °
3 , Ibid, Adi, Ell, 6-19.
1P6
‘The path of. Salvation1."*'
According to Jayananda, Visvambhara studied
p
poetry, drama,, law, logic and literature.
Locanadas^ closely follows Murari Gupta in 
his account of Visvambhara's education.
According to Kpspadasa Kaviraja, Visvambhara 
received lessons in grammar from Gangadas Pa^di^. So 
remarkable is Visvambhara1s memory alleged to have been 
that he could memorize a whole text together with its 
commentaries at a single hearing; and thus he rapidly 
became expert in the interpretation of texts. While 
still-da novice he defeated several senior students in 
debate. For further details of his education Krsnadasa 
Kaviraja refers his readers to Vpndavanadasa.^
In comparison with the latter account Murarils 
description of Visvambhara1s education is very brief.
As he was a fellow student of Visvambhara, we may accept 
the general authenticity of his account. As, however, 
he evidently omits many details, it is quite possible 
that details recorded by others are also authentic.
1. Ibid, Idi, XII, 21-27•
2. Jayananda, p. 18.
3. C-C Idi, XV, 3~5o
t07
Vrndavanadasa* s account of Visvambhara1 s 
education implies that Visvambhara mastered most branches 
of Sanskirt scholarship. He attempts to demonstrate 
Visvambhara1 s omniscience due to his being an incarnation 
of Lord Krsna. His statement that Murari Gupta felt a 
thrill of ecstasy passing through his body whenever, 
Visvambhara touched him, is of doubtful authenticity, 
since Murari Gupta would certainly have mentioned such 
an experience o (This is obviously an addition by a 
hagiographer, to which no credit should be given.
lhat Visvambhara wrote a commentary on grammar, 
when still very young, may be true, since all the biogra­
phers emphasize Visvambhara’s mastery of grammar. More­
over, he is said to have been welcomed in East Bengal 
as the author of a grammar. If he did write a grammar, 
however, we must assume that the work was neither original 
nor valuable, since no copies of it have survived. If, 
however, it was a work written by him when he was still 
a pupil, one would hardly expect it to have survived.
Thus, after his primary education Visvambhara 
was admitted at a Sanskrit Tol conducted by a certain' 
Gangadasa Pandifcr, a distinguished grammarian. Ho doubt, 
Visvambhara was far above the average intelligence and 
seems to have relished debates with his fellow students.
On tlie testimony of Vrndavanadasa we may safely 
assume that Visvambhara had a fair knowledge of Logic, 
Grammar and Rhetoric® Lo this list may be added Poetry, 
drama and law on the strength of Jayananda's testimony, 
which, is probably based on that of Gadadhara, who had 
been a close friend of Visvambhara, and who instructed
n
Jayananda to compose his 'Oaitanya Halfefgala1 .
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Y1svaiibhara and hie To 1 * 
a) (The Evidence.
I Hurari Cfupf:ars Version;
Visvambhara used to teach many students* He
'»
was ;a good speaker, who taught his pupils etiquette 
(.1 aukika- saj;krf ya-vid.hi) and poetry."**
II, Vrndavanadasa1 s Yersion", .
ViSvamhhara1s teaching career commenced when 
he'-was provided with class-room facilities, hy a 'rich 
•brabmdnaiiamed Mulmhda Sanaaya. ~ ; ,
■’ . His school , (tol.) ' flourished. His scholastic.
\ " • 4 * v  ’
reputation spread^far and wide, and students flocked 
frobi all sides to,, sstudy under him,
• Unlike other teachers, he did not seek to 
maintain .an air of. gravity .and seriousness* He -used 
to criticise other teachers in view of their comparative 
ignorance* -The teachers greatly respected him for his
i.15*1-2 see also Of. Locsnadasa p. 80.
2. OrbJbSicLi, 2, 38. . ' .
5. Ibid... Sal, XII, 276-278; • •
profound scholarship, Eis students held him in great 
1reverence.
Ill e (The Evidence of the other' Biographers,
*W» I1IIIM«M ■'!!■■> llllll1IMIBH«U jaMW%<». HI I HI I'MM i.JIIMI i n ■ MM nil .MI IP 11 «■«!«.».■ — 111 r 'Hi. m I Mf 1.1—tt-.u .mm,  f-* .. ,
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The version of the other biographers. A) Kavi~‘
lcanpapura, Jayananda, Locana, and Jipsriadasa y is meagre 
and adds'nothing to the above.
b) Discussion.
i * .  t i n  ' -  »• 1 - „ ’
The scant information'about Yisvambhara1 s ‘vV 
teaching.career recorded hy most of the biographers I
indicates their lack of interest in this .aspect of his 
life. Ypndavana alone is at pains to record as fullaa 
picture as possible of this period in Yisvambhara1s 
life. The picture he paints of a gay, humourous young
teacher Is plausible in view of,his extreme youth, when ';V:y
L '. . i!
he commenced his career. Had his career continued, he. fh
may well have acquired the grave, ponderous manner that ' -
■p,
was expected of him by some older members of his profession. 
Ypndavana's reference to thousands of students is obviously'fy 
exaggerated, If his references to Yisvambhara1s poverty ' id 
elsewhere are to-be believed.. Ho-doubt Yisvambhara » f
enjoyed moderate success as a teacher. He obviopsly. :
had an engaging personality.
General Discussion on the Chronology of this Period,
.Before embarking upon a discussion of the 
visit to' Gaya, 'that was to change the whole- course of 
Yisvambhara.' s life completely, it is. necessary to clarify 
the chronology of his life as a householder and teacher*
' ‘ . . Murari Gupta states that Yisvambhara married
Lhlcsml Devi, whilst.still studying grammar under Gangadasa' 
Bandit * ■“ - How Wrndavaftadasa tells us that Yisvambhara
was still studying grammar underc Gangadasa at the age
o - - - .
of 16.* We presume that Visvambhara first married,'
thex'efore,, at about the age of 16 or 1 7  at the latest*
We assume that -his teaching career must have
commenced soon after his marriage, at about the age of
1 7 or 18.
; Some tisne after his marriage, possibly before
or after the commencement of his school (tol), he spent 
a few months in East Bengal teaching.
According to Kavikarnspura- Yisvambhara returned
1. KadCtS^ i .9*11.
•  e  *
2* C-~bbibZdi, X, Id
- - 1to Bavadvipa from Gaya after the end of Pausa whereupon
* p
Yisvambhara continued to teach for another four months, 
but he had to give up his career as a teacher due to 
his devotional ecstasies. Afterwards he spent eight 
months^ in practicing Sapkirtana* Yrndavanadasa and 
following him Kpisnadasa Kaviraja^ agree with this des­
cription of Kavikarpapura stating that Visvambhax’a dis~ 
played his devotional ecstasies for a' year in Navadvlpa 
following his return from Gaya. Ivpsnayfoasa Kavilfcaja 
writes that Yisvambhara turned into a-Sannyasi at the 
age o f 2d-»
fhus Yisvambhara1s teaching career probably 
comprises the period from the age of 17/13 to 2d-, i.e. 
during six or seven years.
1. MahaKavya, 76.
2. Ibi/t^ 5* 2d-.
3. Ibid, 5 . 125*
4. C-bhSMadbya, II, 346.
5. C-C, Idi, XVII, 30.
CHAPTER 3?
YISVAMBHARA* 3 VISIT TG GAYA.
a) The evidence*
Io Murari Guptafs Testimony,
When Yisvambhara set oxit Tor Gaya to perform
the Sraddha of his father, he was in good spirits and
his behaviour was perfectly normal. He talked cheerfully
with his companions and enjoyed watching the deer sporting
in the fields. On reaching the River Carandhayaka, he
took a bath and then climbed Mount Mandara to visit a
temple. Then he contracted fever. Prescribing for
himself ’the water touched by the foot of a brahmin’ as
the best medicine, he drank some and recovered. Resuming
p
his journey, he crossed a river at Eajgir and worshipped 
at Brahmakunda» It was at Brahmakunda that he met Isvara
f  •  o  #
PuiSu The sight of this great sage filled Visvarabhara1 s 
heart with joy and Visvamhhara asked him how he was to 
find salvation and the feet of Lord lirspa. This gratified 
Isvara PulSand he initiated him with a ten-syllable 
mantra, Visvambhara was deeply moved and extolled Isvara 
Purr, saying that he, Isvara PuM> had bestowed a rare boon 
ppoh him. After presenting Pining to his father In the
temple, Yisvambhara saw the foot-prin& of Vispu, The
sight of the foot-print filled him with pleasure, but
Yisvambhara began to wonder why it did not fill him with
intense joy. Then suddenly tears began to roll down his
cheeks; his pores perspired; his chest grew wet with
tears; and his mind lost consciousness of his surroundings,
lie left Gaya, bound for Madhuvana (Mathura), determined
to settle there, but a celestial voice ordered him to
return to Navadvlpa for a while, adding that afterwards
he could go to Madhuvana or wherever he pleased, for he
was Paramesvara, the Supreme Being, Accordingly Yisvam-
]bhara returned to JTavadiSfipa. ‘
II» KavikarnaruraT s Te stimony,
Yisvambhara set out for Gaya to perform his 
father’s Sraddha. He was accompanied by his uncle,
Zcaryya Ratna (the husband of his maternal aunt) and some 
others, who are not named. He talked with them happily 
on the way.
On reaching the BhaglrathI, he selected a 
beautiful spot near a lake to spend the night, and then 
went to bathe in the lake before settling down for the
1 , Kagaifc.i.15.6-19, i.16.1-11.
night0 The following morning they resumed their journey 
and reaching the River Clm Yisvambhara bathed there and 
offered oblations to his ancestors and the gods. He 
caught fever but did not allow it to disturb his daily 
routine. He cured it by drinking ’water touched by the 
foot of a firahm&na' . He then went to Ria.JM^ Ira and Brahma- 
sarabara; and performed the obsequial rites of his father 
with the help of Priests. He was happy when entering 
Gaya and it was there that he net Isvara Pura His 
encounter with Isvara Purr was much the same as Mufari 
Gupta described it, except that Yisvambhara was initiated 
not with a ten-syllable mantra, but with the Goplnatha- 
ballabha mantra. Yisvambhara then visited the Phalg.u 
River, Pretsida, Daksina-ftfanasa ASaraYara, Ut tax' a- Manas a - 
Saravara, and Gaya—Sira. He also saw the lotus feet of 
Gadadhara (Yisnu) . The remainder of ICa^ikarnapuTra * s 
testimony accords with that of liurari Gupta.
111V Yrndavanadasa's Test impny.
Realising that his time for self-revelation 
was at hand, Yisvambhara set out for Gaya with his 
numerous disciples to perform the Sraddha. During the 
journey he beguiled^time with happy discourse. After 
a few days he reached Mount Ilandara and climbed it to
see the image of Nadhusudana in a temple there, Then 
he fell ill, and, in order to demonstrate the power of 
$rahm&nS% he drank water touched by the foot of a Brahm&na 
and was instantly cured. He then went to the Punpun 
River, bathed in it, and made oblations to his father.
On reaching Gaya, he saluted it; went to the Brahrn^J<unda' 
and bathed in it; and then went to Gain? aver a to see the 
foot-print of Yisnu. The foot-print was surrounded by 
foahra&na^ who sang its praises, Yisvambhara was over-
i
whelmed with a feeling of intense devotion: tears welled
Lip in his eyes and rolled down his cheeks; and perspiration
- exuded from his pores, The brahmins gazed upon him with
wonder. As luck would have it, Is vara-Purl was passing
by at the time.
Yisvambhara saluted him with complete sincerity.
Delighted Isvara PitS embraced him and both were bathed in
tears, Yisvambhara told him that the moment he, Yisvam-
bhara had set eyes on isvara Prpi, his visit to Gaya had
borne fruit. He added that the offering of Pingla at
tirtha-sthana might have the power to save the departed,
but it could save only those for whom it was specifically
intended: the seeing of Israra Puff by Yisvambhara alone,
however, would free all the bonds of krcMS of his
P
ancestors instantly, for Isvara Priffwas above all the
117
tarthas; he was the prime source of blessings. Visvam-
»p#niw. m j  *'* v J
bhara went on to say that he had surrendered at the feet 
of Isvara Put1! and to request that he, Isvara Pub% deliver • 
him from earthly life by offering him the meatar-juice 
of Lord Hr spa1 s lotus feet. Isvara PuMreplied that 
judging by Yisvambhara‘s scholarship and nobility of - 
character, he was evidently born under divine influence.
He added that the sight of Vi&vambhara was as spiritually
f
efficacious as that of Lord Krsiia. He went on to say 
that he had had a dream about Yisvambhara the previous 
night. (This had now come true, for Yisvambhara now stood 
before him in person. Yisvambhara had occupied his 
thoughts ever since their meeting in HavadVipa.
Yisvambhara asked and was granted Isvara Puri’s 
permission to perform the &raddha. He peformed this 
ceremony on the banks of the Phalg-u,River with a cake . 
of sand. He pleased the Srahm&nas by giving them sacridotal 
fees and conversing with them happily. He then visited . 
Daksi3jLa-S5anasa-Sarairara} and Rama-Jaya (where In his 
incarnation as Rama he had performed the obsequial rites 
of his father and performed a further Sraddha for his
father. He then visited Yudhistfy.ira~gaya, Uttara-fcfianasa, 
Bhima- {Jay a , idiva-^aya, Brahm&JSI* gay a and So£asa~$aya.
He afterwards bathed in the Brahmi%unda, and performed
yet another1 Sraddha at Gaya&ira; and worshipped the 
foot-print of YIsnu with flowers and sandal paste. Fe 
then returned to his quarters'to prepare his meal.
Isvara Puri turned up, reciting the names of Sri Ilpsna, 
so Yisvambhara gave him the food he had prepared and 
then cooked for himself.
He then visited Kumiraahatta (the modern Kali& t
Sahara, birth-place of Isvara Purr. lie saluted the 
place reverently bedause of,its association with his 
spiritual guru, wept profusely, and then placed some of 
the local soil in his bag, declaring it to be his very 
life, his all, his soul,, for it originated from the 
birth-place of Isvara Purl.
One day at Yisvambhara1s own request, Isvara
Purl initiated him with a ten-syllable mantra. When
muttering this mantra , Yisvambhara began to weep, cryin
that Krsna was'his life, his beloved, and asking where
his beloved had gone, after stealing his heart and 
anc(
abending him. He rolled on the ground, weeping and 
coated in dust. His disciples tried to console him, 
but Yisvambhara asked them to go to Hayadvlpa to tell 
his wife and mother that he could be a householder no 
more. He wanted to go to Kathura to find his beloved 
ICrsna.
mOne night he set out for Mathura without 
informing his disciples, hut on the way he heard a 
celestial voice, which told him not to go to Mathura 
right now, hut to return to HavaGYrpa0 He, Yisvambhara, 
wa& SrI Yaikun t hana tha (Yisnu), the vo ic e said, and the 
purpose of' his present incarnation was to propagate 
Krsna-Prema throughout the world• Prompted hy this 
celestial voice, Yisvambhara put off his journey to
—  i
Mathura and left Gaya with his disciples for Havadvipa.
lYo Jayqnanda1s f e s timonyo
Jayananda's testimony differs from that of the 
three biographers so far considered on the following 
points:
1. Yisvambhara1s visit to Gaya took place before 
his marriage to Lakgml Devi, almost immediately after 
hi s father1s de ath*
2o He was accompanied by Haa?ida<sa lhakura, PandiMu 0  ;  q *  v , - '
Gadadhara, GoPinatha, Hurari, Mukunda, Bakresvara, 
Jagadananda, GovinGa, and Acaryj*) Patna„
3. Yisvambhara met Isvara Purl and Hadhavenda Purl 
at Bajgir; and was initiated there by Isvara Purl with
1. C-bhOldi, XVII, 9-139.
■ 4. An old woman was cured of fever by drinking 
1water touched by the ftet of Visvambhara!.
5c He was dissuaded from going to Mathura by his 
weeping companions, not by a celestial voice,
6 , He restored to life Tilbttaraa, who had been
—  i
turned to stone by the curse of Harada.
Yo Locanadasa’s Testimony.
Locana's testimony is generally in accord with 
that of Hurari Gupta„ He differs on the following points 
1• He was initiated with the Gop ihat ifemaharman tra 
by Isvara Purl,
2o This initiation gave rise to his' Radlia-Hrsna- 
Iftxa^ /a.
3c He began to proclaim that he was the Supreme
t > ■ 2Being*
VI. Hrsnadasa Kaviraja1s lestimony°
Hrsnadasa's account is brief, Yisvambhara
4  0  0
went to Gaya to offer Pinda; he met Isvara Purl in
1 . Jayananda, pp• 5 2 -3 5 •
2 . Locanadasa, pp, 8 0 - 8 3 .
Gaya and was initiated by him. Thereupon he exhibited
1his divine love.
b) Discussion
I . Muriri Cfu.pta 1s T e stimpny.
The sequence of events given by Murari is: 
h  Visvambhara sets out for Gaya to perform his
father1s Sraddha as a normal man in a festive mood,
who comments eagerly upon each small change of scene.
2o He climbs Mount Kandara to visit a temple.
3- He contracts fever and then a dramatic change
of mood ensues: he cures himself not with medicine
like a normal man, but with water touched by the foot 
of a DrabrdUu
d. He crosses a river at lukjgir and bathes in
the Brahmakunda. It is here that he meets Isvara Purl, 
whom he immediately asks how he is to find salvation 
at the feet of Lord Krspa. Isvara Purl initiates him 
with a ten-syllable mantra there and then. Visvambhara 
is deeply moved but exhibits no signs of his later 
religious fervour: weeping, trembling, rolling on the
ground and unconsciousness of his surroundings.
5* After performing his father's Sraddha, he goes 
to see the famous foot-print [the Vis:nu Pada Temple] of 
Vispu. The foot-print fills him with pleasure, but he 
is initially disappointed as he had anticipated a far 
greater emotional response. Then suddenly it comes.
He weeps and perspires, and loses consciousness of his 
surroundings. The intensity of his experience is such 
that its effects are permanent: from that moment his
life as a householder has virtually ended, his one 
desire is to find Idr^ na and dwell permanently in his 
presence. He sets out for Mathura, but is urged to 
return to Havadvlpa by a prompting from deep inside 
his subconscience (the 'celestial voice*). In compliance 
with this inner guidance he momentarily abandons his 
quest for Hpspa and returns to Navadvxpa.
II. Kavikarnapura's Version,
Kavikarnapura's testimony largely corroborates 
that of Murari, but there are three minor differences:
1. He performs his father's Sraddha before, not after, 
his meeting with Isvara Purl.
1. For the sites visited by pilgx*ims to Gaya see: L.P.
Vidyarthi, The Sacred Complex in Hindu Gaya, 1961.
m2. Isvara Puri initiates him, not with a ten- 
syllable mantra, but with Go pinatha^frallabha-mantra.
5. He visits far more shrines and sacred spots 
such as the Phalgu River, the Pretsila, the Daksina 
and Uttara-^anasa-iaraVara and the Gaya-Sira.
Visvambhara may well have performed numerous 
Sraddhas in and around Gaya, so the" first difference is 
of no importance.
The difference in the Mantra would suggest 
the comparative unimportance of the initiation ceremony.
If the ceremony was the deciding factor in Visvambhara's 
transformation from a householder into a religious mystic, 
then surely people would have remembered what particular 
Mantra it was.
The list of sacred spots is probably authentic.' 
Since Visvambhara was in G-aya, he would presumably visit 
the same sites as other pilgrims.
III. Vpndavanddas a’s Test imony.
Vpndavanadasa introduces several changes into 
the sequence of events recorded by Murari Gupta.
1. Visvambhara set out for Gaya to perform his 
father’s firaddha only when he realised that his time 
for self-revelation was at hand.
mL  He drank the water touched try the foot of a 
brahmin not so much to cure his fever as to demonstrate 
the power of 'Brahmsln$£
3. He met Isvara Purl, not before his mystic 
experience at the sight of the foot-print of Visp.u, but 
immediately afterwards,
4 e He eulogised Isvara Puri and was greatly blessed 
in return.
He asked for Isvara Puri’s permission to perform 
^ke Sraddha and was granted it. And performed the ceremony 
wifh sand, instead of a pinda of rice* . • b*.grr \.
6 . He was not initiated, before his mystic experience, 
at Visnupada,, but some days later.
7„ He visited ICumarahatta, the birth place of 
Isvara Puri, and regarded its very earth as possessing 
great sanctity, because of its association with Isvara 
Puri.
8 . It was the reciting of the Sacred Mantra given 
to him by Isvara Purl that induced a second mystic 
experience, and prompted Visvambhara to set out for 
Matiura,
9 . A celestial voice informed him of the purpose- 
of his present incarnation: to propagate Krspa-jprema.
10. He had come to Gaya, not via PjTjgir, but via
P u n p u n .
¥e may begin with the.least important of 
these innovations, Vpndavana states that Yisvambhara 
went to Gaya, via Pompom, rather than via Rfjgir,■ ■ in 
contradiction to all the other biographers * He was ' * 
probably prompted to do so, because the route via Punpun' 
as the most common pilgrims route to Gaya from tTavadvipa. 
Thus item 10 is disposed of.
Items 1 and 2 are Interdependent. Vrndavaha 
was convinced of Yisvambhara's godhead and gives constant 
references to it. Item 1 is merely further proof, if 
such is needed, of this conviction of Yrndavana. If ;? 
it has any importance here, it is as an indication of 
Ypndavana's realisation that the turning point In Yis~ 
vambhara's life was his visit to Gaya. Since Yisvambhara 
was God incarnate, naturally all his acts have a moral 
value. Ihis explains and disposes of item.2 .
Item 9 is only an expression of Yrndavana's 
opinion. It probably reflects contemporary ideas, and 
is therefore important to that extent,
Ihe remaining items, namely 5 to 8 , all have J 
one feature in common: Isvara Purl. It is our opinion-
that Yrndavanadasa deliberately remoulded the order of 
the events in Gaya, in order to glorify I&vara Purl,
because of his central importance to this particular 
sect of Vaislavism.
Murari Gupta stated that Visvambhara had a 
powerful mystic experience by the foot-print of Vispu 
and immediately thereafter set out for Mathura, I'hus, 
if Vrndavana were to succeed in his attempt to glorify 
Isvara Purr, he had somehow to insert convincing refer­
ences to the _influence of Isvara Purr on VisvaMbhara 
between the mystic experience by the foot-print and 
his departure for Mathura. Unless there were two distinct ■ 
mystic experiences, Vpndavana's task was impossible. f
Hence he creatbd two mystic experiences. The first 
occiirred, as Murari had recorded, by the Visnupu&a, 
the second, again in agreement with Murari, immediately 
before his leaving Mathura, Thus Vrndavana was to some 1 
extent able to preserve Murari’s course of events, whilst y 
significantly altering the role of I&vara Purl, :
Vrndavana makes the meeting of Isvara Purl 
and Visvambhara almost coincide with the first mystic 
experience, thus channelling our interest away from 
the foot-print on to Isvara Purl, Our interest remains 
with Isvara Purr, while Visvambhara is made to seek his 
permission to perform the Sraddha; to visit his birth­
place, Iflumarahatta, and treat its soil with great
veneration; to ask for initiation at Isvara. Purl1 s- hands;_ 
and finally to go through, a second mystic experience as 
a result of reciting the mystic formula (mantra) supplied 
by Isvara Purl, We suggest that all these events were 
conditioned to suit VrcLnavana1 s personal, belief,
Vrndavanadasa is the only biographer to record - ' 
that Yisvambhara had previously met Isvara Purl in 
Nava&ipipa. If the influence of Isvara Puri had been as ' 
great as Vrndavana claims, why then had Visvambhara been 
unimpressed in havadylpa? Why had he not sought initiation P . -  
there and saved himself a long journey? Surely the answer 
is that it was not the person, but the place that, influenced ; 
Visvambhara.. Visvambhara would later almost faint at the?- ■,? 
mere mention of Gaya, as Vrndavana himself points out 
elsewhere. Was he ever known to faint ‘at the mention 
of Isvara Purl? 110, Vrndavanadasa overstates his case 
and thereby defeats his o\m object. Visvambhara seeks 
Isvara Purl’s permission for a trivial event like per­
forming a Sraddha. When an event of real moment hangs 
in the balance, it is the promptings of a ’celestial 
voice’ from the deep recesses of his subconscious mind 
that determines his course of actions not his so-called
EJE1*
Ihe use of sand instead of rice in the per-
formance of the Braddha. has no great importance. It 
is unattested by other biographers and is therefore 
probably fabricated as a kind of parable indicating 
that the letter of ritual law is unimportant, provided 
its spirit^ is observed.. This item is of the same kind 
as item 1 and 2 above.
IV. J ayananda 1 s 7e r s 1 o 11.
The changes in the scheme of events introduced 
by Jay ananda are set out on pps.l|9 and 12*09
Item 1 contradicts the testimony of most other 
biographers and is probably intended to Illustrate VIs- 
vambhara’s orthodoxy. As far as we can judge, Visvambhara 
was never particularly orthodox, (at least, as far as the 
letter.of the doctrine is concerned) so we reject this 
Item of Jayananda*s testimony.
Item 2 Is unlikely. 1/hen Visvambhara set out 
for Gaya, he was apparently a common householder, who 
had been unsuccessfully wooed by the Vaisnnsva community 
of Navadvxpa. (This item would imply that Visvambhara 
was already a prominent figure in that community. We 
therefore reject this list of companions with the excep­
tion of Scaryya Batna, who was a relative. As a relative 
it would be perfectly fitting that Acaryya Batna should
have participated in what had originally been merely . 
a family ceremony: the performance of the sraddha of
Jagannatha Misra. - ' ?
Item 3 may be true. It "differs only slightly 
from Murari ’ s. testimony.
. Item LV is unlikely, - It is the kind of event 
that may have happened later but. not on the way to Gaya.
Item. 5- This celestial" voice evidently repre-s 
. . ' ■ ■ • . . y . . . . , it '
a personal "hallucination or flash of inspiration, and^is
quite feasible that this was the decisive?factor in the?
change, of his plans. Though .the earlier biographers
make no mention of it, it is intrinsically probable,
that his companions, more .worldly than he, would try to
persuade him to return to' his wife and mother, and,.we _.
may suggest that though Jay ananda may have'imagined this
incident, it may yet be true, .
Item 6 is another of Jayananda1s literary- 
embellishments. It is probably-based on the story of 
Ahalya in the Rainayana. It -bears .witness to Jay ananda? s 
conception of divine behaviour , and also to his /wide •-=. 
reading, but has no relevance to the life of this, hist­
orical, figure, Visvambhara. /
V. LoCanada,sa1s Testimony.;
The three main additional details given by 
Locanadasa have been mentioned on page.13&0*
Item 1 increases the uncertainty regarding 
the name of the actual mantra and so suggests its unim­
portance.
Item 2 suggests that Locanadasa was influenced 
by Vrndavanadasa,,
Item 3 is certainly untrue as there is not the 
slightest other evidence that Visvambhara ever proclaimed 
while consciousy that he wa.s the .Supreme Being„ •
VI. hrsnada s a Kavira j a . ■ „
hr^nadasa’s testimony betrays how successful' * 
V3?ndavana' s propaganda on behalf .of Isvara .Puri1 s repu- ’ 
tation was.
G-LIIBRAL PINCUSHION-AND CONCLUSION.
After a careful consideration of the available 
evidence, our conclusion about what actually happened 
accords substantially with the outline presented by 
Murari Gupta.
It was probably almost ten ye sirs after the
death of his .father that VIsVambhai’a ’ could afford to 
...go to Gaya to- perform his father's, Graddha. Pie set 
1 off with a light heart like a man suddenly released 
from the burden of household responsibilities. He 
chatted/gaily with his companions and greatly enjoyed 
the occasional diversions by the wayside, such as the - :■
grazing deer; and he also enjoyed camping in the- open 
air in, scenes of great natural beauty.
naturally,.since his purpose was to. perform 
his father's Sraddha , his thoughts.turned to his -father 
and his'fatherf.s faith, Vaisnavism, ■ He visited Vaisnava 
shrines, such as that on Mount 'Mandara. lb: is doubtful 
whether he had ever seen such impressive Vaisriavite 
shrines before.
Then he contracted fever. It is,our belief <-'• 
that this was a real-, turning point in his life. If it/ 
was, it would.not be the first time that a religious 
conversion of great moment.followed an illness, -Another* 
well-known example is the conversion of Saul. 'That 
Visvambhara was, In fact, "converted from this moment is 
indicated by two facts: first drinking water 'touched,
by the feet of a "Brahmina to cure his fever was surelyY
the act of a convert, not of an ordinary householder; 
and second, his asking fordthe path towards salvation
at the moment when he saw Isvara Purr without first 
being p e r s u a d e d  to do so by Isvara Purr, shows that he 
was already converted. Thus,' in our view the role of 
Isvara Purer is of comparatively minor importance. He 
just happened to be the first distinguished Vaispava 
he met after his fever.
Our conviction-that the general lines of our 
interpretation are correct Is strengthened by Visvambhara* 
Initial disappointment with Visnu's foot-print. He 
expected to be- deeply moved, as he had now accepted 
his father's faith and would, participate in the activities 
of the Vaisnava community after his return to XIavadvrpa, ■
ei
But the Intensity of his eventual experience Isy the foot- ( 
print was probably greater than he had ever expected.
Up to that moment he had still been a hoxiseholder as 
his father had been. But the intensity of this experience 
carried him far beyond what he had anticipated; it 
transformed him in one moment from a householder into 
a religious mystic, who led a complete transformation 
of Vaisnavism in Bengal-.
CHAPTER iZr
VISVAMBHARA1S SPIRITUAL PHASE 
FIRST PERIOD
(i) • , -
Murari Gupta writes tliat Visvambhara returned
f 1to Navadvlpaat the behest of a celestial voice; The ‘ 
change in him was- - evident right from* -the% moment when 
his mothe3? Saci Devi came to welcome him. She was. 
weeping with joy to see him. safely home again,. Visvam- 
bhara wept too and cried In a voice,, tremulous ..with
p
emotion: 'Hare Ersna, Harle Ersna1, He remained in
•  6  0  * ’ 0 0 0
the same state of emotional excitation when he went to 
teach his students.^ He was, as It were, in a permanent 
state of enchantment due to-his love for Tlari and at 
times tears streamed ceaselessly from his eye s', ...On one 
occasion his emotion became so intense. that .he fell to 
the ground in the home of Guklaml^.ara Brahmacari, a
1. bee above p.
2 * Ka$»a; id • 1 • 8 • . • -v , «
3, Ibid#, ii *1,8.
r  .  ' . 7 ; .
"benefactor of has, and began to roll about '‘uncontrollably;) . 
without having control of his movements * Sometimes he 
wept so much that he lost all sense of time* He would 
wake up during the day and ask how long it woifLd be till 
davm*- And sometimes he would swoon at the sound of 
Harinama and at others he would tremble like a danda
(bamboo staff) on hearing it*^
In spite of his love for God and his frequent 
ecstasies^, he still had to earn a living, so he could 
not yet be totally indifferent to the affairs of the 
world* Thus he continued to teach his students*
Once, when walking in the stx^eet with Sribhasa 
and the letter's brothers, he heard the sound of Hari ' s 
flute which overwhelmed him and brought upon him a 
t r ans i t o ry s wo on/1*
Yisvambhara greatly enjoyed going to the home 
of Orihviasa, where he, Orx Vlasa, Brirai% and Hukunda 
Hattci, used to dance and sing Ersna songs almost every
1 * Ea^.to^ *n * 1 o 20 "*21 
2o Ibid; iiolo2d™25» 
3* Ibid; ii»2»3” -^» 
d. Ibid.* ii«2Ql” 2.
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'1day and night
Once when Visvambhara was brooding on .how 
he might best approach his Lord, Hari, Levi (his wife) 
came and said to him: .1 Surely.you must have realised
by now that you were born by the volition of Hari, so 
that your life might form a model of perfect Bhakti 
for all men to witness. Do not sit and brood.. Kirtana 
(songs of praise) is the means of worship (Yajna)■ in 
this wretched age (Kali Yuga).., This Yajna requires
■ p . . .
the grace of Hari for its performance~ Hie words of 
Devi greatly cheered. Visvambhara. Murari Gupta1s account 
of Visvambhara1s gradual spiritual awakening is important. 
*Jrhe transformation in Visvambhara1s personality is clearly 
brought out. One observes how Visvambhara1 s■ Rad.h^-Bhava',j 
which was first manifested in Gaya, gradually intensified 
after his return. ’ /- ‘
And, as is. evident from his account, Visvambhara1 s 
heightened emotional sensibility made a profound impression 
on Murari Gupta, who witnessed'Visvambhara'.'s return >to 
Havadvipaand many of the ecstatic trances, that Visvambhara
1 o Kacpchfe^  ii o 2.5™6 
2 o Ibid: ii.2.7-'10
experienced there.''
Murari's account is, on the whole, factual. 
There are hut two references to supernatural events: 
first, the celestial voice, and second, the hearing 
of Hari’s flute. Both may he subjectively true, in 
that Visvambhara genuinely believed that he heard them. 
■Murari was therefore right in recording them. Thus 
there is-no reason to doubt the authenticity of Murari1s 
account of this phase :6f Visvambhara1 s life, when he 
stands, as it were, poised 011 the threshold between 
his old life as a house-holder and teacher and his new 
life as a religious evangelist. In Murari1s account we 
see the beginning of Visvambhara1s involvement with the 
Vaisnava community of Havadvlpa. He is welcomed into 
the home of Srlh/iasa, a prominent Vaisnava, where in 
the singing of 1.1 rtay.aVisvambhara finds a happy release 
for his extreme emotionalism.
We cannot close our discussion of Murari1s 
account.without considering the identity of Devi. Devi 
originally means ’goddess’ or ’queen’, but it is unlikely 
that it is used in this sense here. In modern Bengali 
the word Devi is prefixed to the names of married women
and is thus, roughly equivalent to .the English Mrs.
Taken in this sense, Devi could refer either to S a d  
Devi, Visvambhara1 s mother, * or to Vispaipriya Devi, his 
wife. Since the mother*is generally mentioned by name, • 
Devi most probably refers to Visnupriyiu The only ■
^ nuMUM iitw w  9 0 U  , SJ
alternative explanation is'that Murari intended to imply 
that the speaker was a goddess. This interpretation is 
most unlikely since he nowhere else refers to the Mother
i
Goddess, and when a celestial voice! is heard by Visvam- ; 
bhara Murari elsewhere states this quite explicitly.
, The biographers hardly ever mention Vi^pupriya, 
so that we .know little about her. The■biographers are 
inclined to emphasise the spiritual side of VisvambharaTs' 
life and to- neglect its more.common-place aspects. There< 
is reason to believe that Vispugriya played an important 
part in the-.spiritual, development of Visvambhara. ¥e 
are told that 'when Visvambhara began to frequent almost - 
every night SrrM-asa’s house to sing, the glory of Irsna, 
he could not .devote himself fully to the pursuit of 
Erspa as he had also obligations towards his wife. It 
seems as though Vispupriya noticed the great change which
had taken place in him, and she reassured and encouraged 
him by declaring that he was under Ersna’s influence 
and should practise Krrtana for the fulfilment of bhakti. 
This passage, though perhaps not representing the exe.ct 
words of Visvambhara1s wife, at least indicates that she 
appreciated and respected his spiritual power and gave 
him. encouragement in the pursuit of his spiritual ideals. 
The account may.be based on something told to Murari d  \ 
Gupta by Visvambhara himself.
(ii)
According to Vrndavanadasa the people of
ITavadvIpawere happy to receive Visvambhara when he
— 1returned from Gaya, ‘ Visvambhara told his .relatives
and neighbours about his visit. He said that he owed
- 2 his visit to Gaya to the blessing of his kinsmen. All
the Vaisnavas were also happy to know of his arrival and
7
went to see h i m d  He described the Gaya mystery to 
some sincere Vaisnavas but wept incessantly at the
1. C-bha Madhya, I, 10-13.
2, Ibid». Madhya, I, 14.
3 * IhidfrjMadhya, 1 , 20.
utterance of Fadapadma-tirtha, referring to Ersna's
1 • ' name, The garden is said to have been flooded .with
■ 2his tears; he began to tremble ancl perspire, ■ . The •
Vaianavas such as Srlmana Pandit realised that a change
had taken place, for they.had never seen, Visvambhara in .
a state like this before and thought that Ersna must'
have favoured him. The explicit reference to S'rlmana
Pandit suggests that he was the source-of Vrndavahadasa's'
information,.. i v
¥1len Visvambhara regained consciousness- he ' ! .
asked two of the Vaisnavas to go to the house of Sukfeam-
hhara Brahmacarl where he could describe his sorrowful 
4expenence.
Prom that time onwards he was under the.influ- . 
ence of Krsna; he was indifferent to the., affairs of the 
world. fSaci could not understand Visvambhara1 s changed 
nature. In her perplexity she prayed to Kpspa to guide 
her in her conduct towards her son.
h  G-bha, Madhya, I, 2p~»25? 29«
2. Ibidc liadhya, 1 , 31 -3 2.
3. I-bicL J;, ^ 3 - 3 ^
4. I b i d M a d h y a , I, 37-40.
5» C-bhMladhya, I, 42-46.
The Vaisnavas tised to go to Srl^ftasa's garden
to gather flowers, Grlmana Pandit informed them of the
remarkable change that had taken place in Visvambhara.
He reported Visvambhara1s request that some of the
Vaisnavas should assemble at £>uklamlviara Brahmacarl1 s
house on the following day. Srimana's report delighted
the Vaisnavas. Srlb/i.asa prayed that Krjsna might increase
1the number of their members.’
When Gadadhara learnt of the change in Visvam­
bhara he went and hid himself in Suklamte&ara1s house in 
order to hear what Visvambhara had to say on the subject
p
of lirsna. ~ The reason for his concealment was" twofold: 
first, he had not been explicitly invited to the meeting; 
second, he had previously quarrelled with Vi&vambhara.
Sadasiva, Murari Gupta, Srimana and SuklamK^ara 
assembled at the meetingbplace and in due course were 
joined by Visvambhara, who revealed to them, that he had • 
once found JCpspa, but was not sure of how he might find 
Him again. After these words he collapsed on the floor 
bringing down with him one of the house-pillars, which 
he had embraced in his intense emotion.
1 o C-bha Madhya, 1 , 51-75•
2. Ibid, Madhya, I, 79-80.
His.collapse greatly affected the Vaisnavas, 
Gadadhara fainted and the. others wept. Gradually Vis- 
vambhara recovered and asked the name of the man who 
had been in hiding and was informed that it was his 
intimate friend Gadadhara, Visvambhara was pleased to 
see Gadadhara so moved and remarked that Gadadhara had 
been a devotee of Kpsna since his childhood-, Gadadhara 
was extremely fortunate in this; he said, since it had 
endowed him with intense bhakti towards Krsna, Visvam­
bhara expressed regret at having so far spent his own 
life in the pursuit of worldly ends, instead of in the 
pursuit of Krsna as Gadadhara had done, Visvambhara
now felt that he had lost Krsna.^
®  #  #
After Visvambhara had left, the Vaisiiavas 
expressed surprise at his trances; and related them joy-
p
fully to the rest of the Vaisnava community of Havadvlpce 
Ihe Vaisnavas held diverse opinions about 
Visvambhara, Some said that God Himself had come to 
them; some said that through Him they could take revenge 
against the a few said that the mysteries of
Krspadli1?a would be revealed through Visvambhara.
1. G-bholiadhya, I, 81-106,, '
2 o. IbfdP;) iiadhya, 1 , 108-110,'
tel
Others said that under the influence of Isvarapurl in
Gaya, Visvambhara may have witnessed a manifestation 
1
of Krspa,
Visvambhara visited his tutor Gascstgadasa 
Pandit, (They discoursed happily, G-a^gadasa asked
p
him to resume his teaching from the following day,
Visvambhara did so. But his discourses were 
restricted to one topic only: Krsna, He told his 
pupils of a dark boy playing on the flette who accompanied 
him everywhere, for to Visvambhara all places were the 
abode of Krsna; and his ears would admit nothing but 
the sound of Kpsna's name, ‘finally he told them that'' 
he could no longer teach them, and advised them to study 
under different tutors according to their temperament. 
Thus he disclosed the secrets of his heart to them and 
in tears tied up his books for the last time,
The students said that no books could compare 
with the lessons they had learnt from him, and these 
they would remember for the rest of their lives, bo 
saying, they bound up their books and began to recite 
Hari1s name. Bathed in tears, Visvambhara embraced them,
1. G ~bhS Madhya, 1, 115 •
2. Ibid, Madhya, I, 120-121,
They too'wept disconsolately. Visvambhara -blessed them 
and advised them to devote their lives to the service 
of Kpspa, for in his view intellectual effort was vain, 
since it was untouched by Krsna.. True wisdom consisted
V  #  ' •  0
in the performance of Hrsna-Klrtand. "What's Exrtan€?,/
they asked, -and Visvambhara demonstrated it to them.
He clapped his hands and shouted,, saying that- they should
bow down toVHari, to Krsna, ladava, G-opala, -Govinda,
• —  • ■ 1 -Hama and Madhusudana, He started to sing Kirtanaand 
standing, round him’ his students, sang in chorus,. Visvam­
bhara rolled on the ground in ecstasy, and asked them to
 ^ i '• “ ’
repeat the nama. ■ - -' a 1' '
The sound of B a ^ kl rtann at tract e d the people 
of Havadvipcxand they came- to Visvambhara' s house. The 
Vaisnavas of the neighbourhood came.; running to witness 
* it.- They tMiSrtanoifead. come to "Hadia-ftagarai,
... p
and such devotion was'rare, in this world"
Visvambhara used to say that his devotion for 
Epsna would grow, in him'through the. service of others. 
Thus he would wring out the garments of those who were 
washing, carry people's baskets to 'their homes for them,
1. C-bl&Madhya, I, lG2~d7dy 250r4-ll 
2; Ibid^ Madhya, I, 4-12-4-16..-
rr-■ocollect Ins a (sacrificial grass) for others, and di
holy soil from the bed of the Ganges for devotees. He
declared that these services clarified his vision of 
1krsna.
«  o  ©
lie is said to have pacified the Vaisnavas by
saying that he would do his best to check the opposition
— 2 of the Pasandls.
In ecstasy he said that he would destroy the
-  -  g
Pasandis, and repeatedly said, nl am Re11.
The ignorant could not understand Visvambhara1s 
devotional ecstasies, They thought that he nias suffering- 
from a mysterious malady (epilepsy?):,- and asked'' Bae’I . 
Devi to have him treated medicallyZ1’ Informed of this 
mysterious malady in Visvambhara, SrlViascUcame to see ; 
him and after examining him-declared that .the symptoms 
were not of epilepsy (Vayu 'Vyadh.iL'W as alleged lay the
1. C~bb5liadhya, II, 4-3-45.
2. Ibid, Madhya, II, 75-78. ' ■
3. fbid,. Madhya, II, 85-86.
4-. TbidtJ Madhya, II, 96-102.
5. Ibid.. Madhya. II, 95- Of.- also C-C Madhya, XVIII, 174.
ignorant but of Prema-1 akso^jQM in an extreme form.
Hearing this, Visvambhara embraced him,’*"
Visvambhara once related an incident that had 
occurred on his way back from Gaya. While passing through 
the village of EaiSu^^i^a-^ala, he encountered a dark 
boy (Kpsna). The boy had smiled at him and embraced him, 
and then fled. Visvambhara had no idea where the boy
had gone, but noxv he felt haunted by a sense, of loss.
x  ■ ■
As he narrated the story to his Vaisnava companions,
Visvambhara must have been deeply affected by the memory
of the incident, for, 011 completing the story, , he swooned.
On other occasions Visvambhara asked Gadadhara
where he might find lersna. ,fIn your own heart” Gadadhara 
replied. Whereupon Visvambhara was about to tear his own 
heart in a frantic effort to reach his Lord, but Gadadhara 
restrained and calmed him.
Vrdavanadasa's account of this phase, in Visvam­
bhara 1s life .is elaborate and almost free from super­
natural incidents. O11 the whole he presents a logical 
sequence of events but in a few passages he is inclined
1. O-bhjMadhya II, 1 0 5 -1 1 5 .
2. Ibidf iladhya, II, 179-187.
3 o Ibid# iladhy a, II, 203-207-
to attribute supernatural power to Visvambhara. Perhaps 
Vrndavanadasa's best account of this phase is that given 
in his Calntanya-Bhagavata, where Visvambhara is depicted 
as an ordinary mortal endowed with extraordinarily inters 
bhakti for his Lord. Indeed so intense is Visvambhara1 s 
religious fervour that other Vaisnava bhaktas fall irre­
sistibly under its spell and acknowledge Visvambhara as 
their- spiritual master.
Vpndavana's account of how Visvambhara's rela­
tives and friends came to visit him on his return from 
Gaya is natural and convincing.
Before leaving for Gaya, Visvambhara1s attitude 
towards Vaisnavism had been apathetic. The intense 
devotional fervour he displayed on his return must, as 
Vrndavana records, have come as a very pleasant surprise 
indeed to the Vaisnava community of Navadvlpa
As we have already indicated, Vrndavana is 
often at pains to suggest that Visvambhara is the Bhagava 
incarnate, [but not so clearly in this episode] because 
here he describes Visvambhara as receiving and indeed 
even soliciting the blessings of the Vaisnava community 
in order to gain Krsna's favour. Vrndavana explains ■.
l— > # 0 9  #  * A *
away this apparent inconsistency, by declaring that 
although being the BhSgavat Himself, Visvambhara humbly
solicited the blessings of the bbaktas; in -order to 
demonstrate how a true bhakta. should conduct himself:
i.e. as a humble seeker of Divine favour. •
Vpndava.ua's account of Visvambhara1s ecstasy 
in the home of Gulclamhhara Brahmaca:f$, remains„ true 
to the bare outline of the event as it is presented by 
Murari, but much detail has been added. This addition 
renders Vrndavana's account much more vivid. One concludes 
that Vrndavana must have taken great care in collecting 
material to reconstruct Visvambhara's spiritual development 
Vrndavana's account of how Visvambhara relin­
quished the teaching profession is impi,essive. The 
mutual affection between Visvambhara and his students'■ 
went deep and rendered all the more painful the breaking 
off of their relationship. Visvambhara's demonstration 
of 8a^kirtanato his students and his final injunctions 
to them suggest that Vi&vambhara wished to convert them 
to Vaisnavaism, though we have no evidence of whether, 
in fact, they were converted.
Vrndavana's account deviates from that of 
Murari on one.point: the. length of time Visvambhara •' v
spent as a teacher after his return from Gaya» Murari 
states that he continued to teach for some considerable 
time: Vrndavana that he relinquished teaching after
only a few days- Whereas, Eavikarnapura states that 
Visvambhara continued to teach for four months,following 
the letter's visit to Gaya, though Vrndavana's account 
of this phase is plausible and in general reliable, it 
would nevei'theless appear evident from both accounts .■
that Visvambhara1s new personality was not'y0^ fully 
integrated. Thus on this particular point Murari and 
Eavikarnapura1s version may be the correct one.- Possibly 
Vrndavana based this record on the strength of the legend 
that developed following Visvambhara1s passing.
Murari Gupta and following him, most of the 
other biographers agree that Visvambhara first introduced' - 
Sa:i^klrtana. Vpndavana, on the other hand, implies that 
■ Iilrt.anawas known to some Vaisnavas of havaavlpaprior to 
this. The apparent contradiction between these two 
accounts possibly suggests that Visvambhara merely 
popularised the performance of Kirtanain the Havadvlpa 
area and rendered It a regular part of Vaisnava worship 
there.
One feature of Vrndavana's account Is startingly 
original: his description of Visvambhara1s charitable
services to lower orders. Such services on the part of 
a Brahin&njwould at that time have been regarded as 
reprehensible. It is therefore unlikely that Vrndavana
would have added his description of them, had he not 
fully believed in their authenticity, for in performing 
then ‘Visvambhara must have exposed both himself in 
particular and the Vaisnava community in general to the. - 
opprobrium of the orthodox and in recording them Vrndavana '■ 
ensured that that exposure continued. One. is therefore 
forced to conclude that these acts of charity on the 
part of Visvambhara were time and furthermore that they :; 
were deliberate. Their significance will"' become apparent 
later. ;
Q.he position of the- Vaispava community in 
Favadvipaat the time of Visvambhara1s return from Gaya 
appears to have been we ale. They seem to have, suffered 
considerably from the constant attacks and insults of 
Pasapdis. Attempts have been made to persuade Visvambhara 
to join their ranks, before he left for Gaya. . These were 
probably made with some hope of success, since Visvambhara1 
father had been a member of the Vaisnava community* 
Visvambhara1s response had, however, been cold disdain, 
how on his return he was more than willing to participate 
in their activities. The Vaiguavas welcomed him-with 
enthusiasm, for Visvambhara had achieved a considerable 
reputation for scholarship. Gince the attitude of scholars 
towards the Vaisnava comnunity was generally mo eking and
satirical,"** the addition of Visvambhara to their ranks' 
was regarded as a victory for their commnnity and a : -
vindication of their beliefs,, But there was a further 
reason for Vaisnava rejoicing: Srxfc^asa and his assoc­
iates obviously saw in Visvambhara a potential leader , 
of considerable sta^ree and an important 'source of 
converts.
It is obvious that Visvambhara1s threat .to 
destroy the PasandTs, if uttered at all, was.not meant 
literallyc Vpndavana probably intended his readers to 
understand that Visvambhara threatened to defeat his 
opponents in ^g^ument. In any case, none of our sources. ■ 
contains any reference to Visvambhara committing acts of . 
violence against other sects, or encouraging his followers 
to do so„ Such behaviour would be irreconcilable with 
his teachings*
We are told that some aspects of Visvambhara’s , 
devotional fervour were viewed by the ignorant as symptoms 
of a mysterious malady, (possibly epilepsy) , but Sri'^ s/iasa, 
a devout bhakta, interpreted these symptoms as Prema­
i l s  a$am in an extreme form: i.«e« "signs, of love" or
Prema-bhakti (Love-Devotion) in Maha-bhakti-yoga.
1. C-blSULdi, XVI, 8-13
There is some evidence that in early life 
Visvambhara suffered occasional attacks of a disease 
resembling epilepsy, and. if we are to interpret our 
sources in a completely rational spirit we may suggest 
that these attacks grew more frequent after his return • 
from Gaya. . But ontthis point rationalisation and'inter­
pretation may be misleading* In this case it is perhaps 
not so very important to know whether he had indeed 
epilepsy or not; what really counts is: whether he and
his followers believed that he had epilepsy or not. 
Vrndavana’s account suggest that the ignorant aregarded 
Visvambhara as an epileptic. There foi'e his devotional' . 
fervour left them unmoved. But the Vaispavas like 
Srlvasa interpreted the same manifestations as an extreme 
form of Prema-bhakti« Hence on them the effect was 
absolutely overwhelming. This is the important .point, •
(iii)
Jayananda omits almost all record of this 
phase In Visvambhara1s spiritual development.
(iv)
Locanadasa follows Murari almost completely. 
His only deviation from Murari's account Is in the 
nature of the agency by which Visvambhara was informed
i _
that he was under Hari's influence. Murari states that
„ 2
he was informed by Devi, Locana that he was informed 
by a celestial voice.
This deviation is symptomatic cb'f a genex^al 
tendency: Murari1s account is generally simple and
natural; the later biographer^ accounts tend to be 
more elaborate and to introduce supernatural elements. 
Thus in the later accounts Visvambhara the man becomes . 
obscured beneath Visvambhara the saint.
O )
. Krsnadasa Kaviraja is silent about this phase 
in Visvambhara*s life. Possibly he considered Vrndavana 
account adequate.
1. Locanadasa, p. 87
2. Eatho2#^lI.2.7~il*
CHAPTER ~SZEL
VISVAMBHARA1S SPIRITUAL LIffE 
, SECOND PHASE: A SERIES OP .
Avesa
i
The Varehavesa.
a) The evidence 
I Murari1s version
Murari Gupta relates how he and Vi&vambhara 
once entered Muranri's temple. Visvambhara became very- 
emotional and wept incessantly. Hd twice said that he 
was being attacked by a great boar (Varaha). Then he 
got down on all fours; his eyes became red and round; 
he grunted like a boar; and then seized a jug in his 
teeth.
When asked to identify who he was, Murari at 
first confessed his inability to do so and then Murari, 
remembering a passage in The Gita, said that he did 
know his identity. Visvambhara then asked, whether the 
■fcke Vedas knew Him, and Murari replied that they had not 
the capacity to reveal Him. Visvambhara then declared 
that according to the Vedas He had no arms or legs, but 
that as God Himself, He knew the truth of the Vedas. He
was Paramatman (the Supreme Soul). He had no eyes, 
yet he could see, He had no ears, yet he could hear.
None knew him, yet he was omniscient. He was $aramatman.
II Vpndavana*s version;-
One day after hearing a recital of several 
Slokas from the Vis&u-Sahasra~Nama depicting the Great 
Vaa?nha-Incarnation (Varaharatara) of Vi^gu, ViSvambhara 
went to visit Murari Gupta, and on the way he began to 
grunt like a boar. When he arrived at Murarirs home, 
Murari respectfully greeted him, and then they proceeded 
to Murari*s Viggu temple. Murari was somewhat surprised 
to hear Vi&vambhara chant fBoarl Boari*, as they walked 
along. On entering the temple Visvambhara saw a water 
jug and, getting down on all fours, he seized the jug 
in his. teeth, suddenly and simultaneously assuming the 
form of a boar, xVbdch trotted about on its four hooves 
grunting. Murari was dumbfounded. But the boar retained 
the power of human speech and addressed him reassuringly. 
There ensued a conversation, during which Visvambhara 
Informed Murari that a certain Prakasananda, a Vedie 
scholar of considerable repute, who resided in KasI,
1. ;Ka$ct&U-i. 2. 11-25•
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was at that very moment asserting that God never mani-
fested Himself in human form and was being afflicted
with leprosy for this blasphemy. ,
Ypndavanadasa then concludes, his account with
a number of verses describing how Yisnu will punish 
1unbelievers.
Ill Kavikarnapurd1s version
Kavikarna.pu.ra1 s version is exactly the same 
as that of Murari except for one detail * Eavilcariiapura 
writes that during the Yarahavesa Yisvambhara threw a
p
pitcher to the ground.
1Y
In Jayananda’s version Yisvambhara is given * 
some camphox1 and betel nut by Murari1 s wife and sleeps 
for a short while before visiting the temple. After 
assuming the form of a boar, YiS'vambhara hurls a copper 
vessel over a high wall. This is such a fantastic feat 
of strength that witnessing it, Murari faints. Whereupon 
Yisvambhara1s Svesa ends, later Murari recites some
1. C-bhfXMadhy a? III, 18-53.
:
2.{Kavya J. 15-21.
slokas in praise of the Boar-Incarnation, delighting 
Visvambhara by his eulogy and poetic skill.*
V. Krspadasakayiraja1 s account is brief. He
merely records that Visvambhara once entered a trance- 
like state in the home of Murari drupta and that during- 
this trance (avesa) he was possessed by the sentiment 
of the Great Boar (Varaha).^
b) Discussion
■ I w H w i M H u w
I, Murari * s version
The sole eye-witness sxcount is that presented 
by Murari and indeed he was the only witness of the 
incident at all. His version must, therefore, be the 
most reliable.
In essence Mui*ari 1 s version is this. Once 
whilst visiting Murari*s private temple, Visvambhara 
became, very excited and twice declared that he was 
being attacked by a boar. This was presumably a vision, 
which was immediately followed by a trance-like state 
in which Visvambhara behaved like a boar. Murari indicates
1. J ayananda, p . 54* °
this by picking out significant details. Visvambhara 
got down on all fours: as a sign that hb was possessed
by the Boar. His eyes became red and round: he grunted
and seised the jug in his teeth: in all respects he
behaved as though he was the Boar.
Visvambhara then asked Murari to identify him 
and this Murari finally managed to do on the strength 
of a recollection of a passage in the Gata. This and 
the ensuing conversation is important: it reveals that
both Visvambhara and Murari were thinking and acting in 
accordance with a literary conception; it further reveals 
that in Visvambhara1s case this view had penetrated 
particularly deep, for in his trance-like state his 
subconscious mind presumably controlled his conversation; 
furthermore it reveals that in Visvambhara1s subconscious 
mind the belief had taken root that he was indeed Para - 
matman.
11. Vpndavanadasa 1 s version.
Since Murari1s was the only eyewitness account, 
all deviations from it in Vrndavanadasa1s version must 
be put do mi either to hearsay or to Vrndavana’s personal 
imagination.
The first deviation refers to Visvambhara1s
hearing a recital of part of the Vi s itu . -  sahasr a-nama 
before visiting Mnrari. This must be attributed to 
hear-say. This does not, however, exclude the possibi­
lity that it is correct for it links up with the reference 
to the Gita in Murari1 s account and strengthens the view 
that both Visvambhara and Murari acted in accordance with 
ideas derived from literature. The second deviation is 
that Visvambhara actually became a boar, or appeared to 
do so to Murari Gupta. This must be attributed to 
Vrndavana's hagiographical intention.
The subject of the theological discussion between 
Visvambhara and Murari in Vrndavana's version is substan- 
tially the same as that in Murari1s: i.e. whether Brahma
or God ever manifested Himself in human form; but there 
is an important deviation. In Murari1s version Visvambhara 
states that according to the Vedas he has no arms or legs: 
in Vpndavana's version, not the Vedas, but a renowned 
student of the Vedas, actually declares at the time of 
Visvambhara1s trance that Brahma" never manifested Himself 
in human form and the renowned scholar of the Vedas Is 
immediately smitten with leprosy as a punishment.
This deviation is important: it implies that
Visvambhara1s metamorphosis into the Great Boar and also 
his claim to be God incarnate hafe&to be believed. Disbelie
will incur due punishment. That is, by the time Vrndavana 
was writing, the incident narrated by Murari had already 
become trans-muted into an article of faith in Vaisparism.
Ill. The other versions
These versions follow with minor exaggerations 
and deviations the basic accounts presented either by
Murari or Vrndavana. It is interesting to note that
_  ~ 1
Krpnadasa Kaviraja' records that Prakasananda, the Vedic
scholar mentioned by Vrndavana, was later converted by 
Visvambhara, which implies that he recognised his error; 
and that Jayananda suggests by his description of Visvan- 
btiara hurling the jug over the wall that during his trance 
Visvambhara experienced a marked increase in physical 
strength.
1. C*~G Madhya., XXV,
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(ii)
BalaramSves a
a) The evidence 
Io Hurari1s version
Murari records that Yisvambhara was possessed 
by Balarama on tv.ro occasions, On the first occasion 
Yisvambhara had jvist finished teaching for the day vrhen 
he experienced a vision of Bcilarama, in which Balarama 
demanded Palmh vrine in a deep voice. Thereupon Yisvam­
bhara began to dance with his companions. They went to 
the home of Murari Gupta, singing the glory of Hari as 
they went. On arriving at the house Yisvambhara demanded 
strong-scented vrine, but was given only water. When he 
drank this, however, it produced all the signs of intoxi­
cation and he began to dance, smiling happily. He was 
by now possessed by Balarama, and the SrahmdnBS present 
began to worship him. Whilst in this ti'ance-like state 
of possession (avesa), Yisvambhara was able to push a 
Srahmaria wrestler with such force with a single finger, 
that the wrestler was hurled backward to the ground some 
distance away. The state of trance persisted from morning 
till dusk.***
On the second occasion Yisvambhara had swooned
several times. When he finally recovered, he requested
Gadadhara in a faint voice to summon the YaisnaVas. i/hen
they arrived, Scaryya Patna asked him what the matter was.
Yisvambhara replied that he had seen Balarama, whereupon
$caryya Patna again asked for a detailed account of what
he had seen. Instead of complying with this request,
Yisvambhara led them in silence to the spot where he had
witnessed the vision of Balarama. Once more he fell into’
a trance-like state in which he was Possessed by Balarama,
and began to dance. The Vaispavas began to dance as well,
and to clap the rhythm with their hands. This Kirtarnof
dancing and clapping continued throughout that day. During
Palm
the afternoon the fragrance of/wine pervaded the air, 
delighting the dancing Yaisnav&s. Two of the $>rDhm§.n;§S” * a
experienced visions. S r M s a 1 s brother, Srirama, saw 
a host of lotus-eyed people clothed in white raiment.
Their heads were white and on one ear they wore a lotus, 
whilst on the other they wore an ear-ring. And SfemamalT 
vsaw a golden club, the traditional weapon of Balarama, 
lying on the floor. Yisvambhara danced the whole night 
through, and Fityananda embraced him all the time he danced.
1. EahadO-d i .14.10- 26.
Q
II * Yrndavanadasa.f s version,
Yrndavanadasa also recox'ds two occasions on 
which Yisvambhara was possessed by Balarama. The first , 
occunM in Srl^asa's house for the express purpose of 
demonstrating the supernatural power of RltYananda, whom, 
the sect regarded as an incarnation of Balarama. Yisvam­
bhara sat down on a cushion, was possessed by Balarama, 
and asked his disciples for wine. Then he asked ITltyananda 
to furnish him with a plough and club immediately. Hitofa- 
nanda complied. Some of the disciples failed to perceive 
the plough and club, though a few declared that they could 
see them. Yisvambhara then made a second request for Palip. 
wine. This threw the Yaispayas into a quandry. Pinally 
they decided to give him Ganges water instead. Yisvambhara 
was satisfied and drank it off as if it were wine• Yisvam­
bhara was now fully possessed by Balarama and his disciples 
praised him. When he had recovered from this trance-like 
state of Possession, Yisvambhara humbly besought his 
disciples to tell them whether he had been at all offensive. 
Whereupon his disciples hastened to reassure him that, 
on the contrary, his behaviour during the trance had been 
most instructive.
1. C-bhflL Madhya, Y, 37-57.
On the second occasion Yisvambhara and Srl^rasa
*/
were walking along a street in 3tfavad^ Ip$, when they
-Palm /Pailm
suddenly smelled/wine from a nearby/wine shop. Yisvambhara
was instantly possessed by Balarama and wished to enter
Palm /
the shop to buy some/wine, but Sri^asa managed to dissuade 
him from doing so, by threatening to drown himself in
the Ganges.1 V
Vh
III. If a vikarnapuii)1 s t e s t imp ny.
ICavikarnapuia’s account of these two possessions 
(avesa) is in the main faithful to that of Murari Gupta. 
There are 3 diff expenses, all regarding the second occasion;
i) There was no need to send for Acaryya Patna. He 
and the other Vaisnavas were already present.
ii) Thei',e is no mention of Nit^ananda embracing 
Y i svambhara.
iii) Yisvambhara did not lead the Vaipna-fas to the 
scene of his vision of Balarama: Icaryya Patna saw
Yisvambhara "in the dress of Balaramaf1> Yisvambhara
- 2then became Possessed by Balarama and began to dance.
1. G-blial'ladhya, XXI, 30-42. 
Mate-
2,/,R:avya VIII, 19-50.
IV, Lo canadasa1 s t es timony
In the main Locana's account agrees with Murari 
The differences are these:-
i) On the first occasion Murari states that Visvam- 
bhara had a vision of Balarama, who asked for wine in a 
deep voice: Locana states that Vi&vambhara heard a
celestial voice asking for wine,
ii) Murari states that Yisvambhara was possessed by 
Balarama: Locana that Visvambhara assumed the appearance
of Balarama*
iii) Murari states that Visvambhara came to his house 
Locana that Vi&vambhara went to a place where Murari and 
Acaryya Ratna (who is not mentioned by Murari) were 
present *
iv) On the second occasion when asked, to describe 
Balarama by Icaryya Ratna, Yisvambhara did not do so 
according to Murari: in Locana’s version "Yisvambhara
describes Balarama*
v) Murari states that the trance persisted for a 
day and a night: Locana that it continued for 3 days*
vi) Murari states that it was Sr-irama, who witnessed 
the divine host: Locana that it was SrlV&sa.
vii) Murari states that ^anamalT saw a golden club,
Locana that he saw a golden figure
"b) Discussion
I « Murari1s version
Murari1s account of the first occasion on
which Visvambhara was possessed by Balarama is presumably
compoimded of hearsay and first-hand information.
His statement that Visvambhara experienced a
vision of Balarama, who addressed him. in a deep voice,
is based on hearsay* Presumably it was reported to him
by Visrambhara himself, in which case we are bound to
accept it as subjectively true*
In essence Murari’s account of the first
possession is this* Visvambhara had a vision of Balarama*
OPhis threw him into a trance in which he was possessed
by Balarama and behaved as if he were Balarama* The
signs of this possession were:-
Palm
i) requesting/faine, which is associated with Balarama
ii) exhibiting signs of intoxication astf■ter consuming 
only water;
iii) displaying remarkably Increased strength, by 
hurling' a wrestler some distance with a single finger*
1* Locanadasa, pp. 117-118.
Murari1s account of the second possession is 
presumably based on hearsay* But since Murari was a 
contemporary of Visvambhara, and since the story could 
have been reported to him quite soon after the event; 
there is no reason to doubt its authenticity.
The account abounds in significant detail:
i) Visvambhara had swooned several times* Thus 
the likelihood of his swooning or passing into a trance-, 
like state on a similar occasion was very strong*
ii) Visvambhara spoke in a faint voice: he had
difficulty In speaking. This is corroborated by what 
follows. He manages to get out only that he has seen 
Balarama* 1/hen others press for details, he is unable 
to say more but leads them mutely to the spot where he 
had experienced the vision* This suggests to us that 
he was still in a condition of semi-trance.
iii) The scene of the vision affects him so power­
fully that h e •again passes into a trance-like state, 
is possessed by Balarama and begins to dance*
The remainder of the account is important.
It suggests that through participation in the Kirtana 
of dancing and rhythm clapping in the presence of Vis­
vambhara the others present were able to participate in 
varying degrees in Visvambhara1s mystic experience. All
Palm
of them apparently reported smelling the aroma of/wine 
and were delighted by it. Thus they were so deeply 
entranced, that their normal reactions were suspended.
Two of the witnesses were indeed so deeply entranced 
that they too actually experienced mystic visions or 
hallucinations, one reporting that he had seen a host 
of divine beings, and the other that he had seen Balaram1 
club.
Thus liurari1 s second account is extremely
important. It demonstrates that Vi&vambhara possessed
the essential qualities of the Indian gurM: he was not
only able to experience mystic visions himself; he was
also able to lead others to the same level of mystic
so
experience; and like the gur.m, he did new by a technique 
in which he was an adept: the ExrtarPof dancing and
rhythm-c1apping.
11. Vrndavanada s a 1s version.
Vrndavana(s two accounts are based on hearsay. 
As he was, however, the son of HarayaijI, the daughter 
of SrlVasa’s brother It is probable that much of what 
Vrndavana records mayjbe authentic.
It \tfill be noticed, however, that Vrndavana1s 
accounts differ markedly from liurari1 s. This need not
militate against their acceptance as authentic, since 
it is possible that Visvambhara may have experienced 
several possessions by Balarama, Our feeling is that 
these details, which accorded with similar details 
recorded by Murari, must be accepted as authentic,
The s e de tail s are s -
Palm
i) During; the trance Visvambhara askedjfe^ vrine, 
and was given water, which he drank as though it were Palm 
wine,
ii) During the trance some witnesses experienced 
hallucinations, reporting that they had seen a plough 
and club,
The details, which do not receive general 
support from Murari, are:-
i) Visvambhara1s asking Mit^ananda for a plough 
and club and being furnished with them,
ii) Vpndivana's first account mentions no stimulus.
In both of Murarifs accounts a stimulus is mentioned: 
a vision of Balarama; which precipitated the possession 
in.Visvambhara Vrndavana's first account suggests that 
Visvambhara was able to enter a state of possession at 
will;- i.e. no stimulus was required. Vpndavana's second 
account suggests that Visvambhara could be sent ' .into a 
state of possession in a public street by a strong ; ,
Palm
stimulus: the smell of/wine; i.e. Visvambhara had no
control over his trance-like states; they Occurred 
involuntarily. Vrndavana further suggests in his second 
account that Visvambhara would so retain his faculties 
whilst in a trance-like state as to be open to persuasion 
by blackmail, the threat of suicide on the part of 
Vpndavana. These inconsistencies and implausibilities 
inherent in Vpndavana's accounts suggest that his testimony 
must be treated with caution.
It would appear that Vpndavana was deliberately 
remoulding his material in order to bring out the divinity 
of Mit^ananda. He states that the express purpose of 
Visvambhara entering into a state of possession at will 
in the home of SrlVasa was to reveal the divinity of 
ITlt^ananda• We doubt very much whether Visvambhara 
could enter into such states at will. The evidence we 
have so faf. considered suggests that Visvambhara1 s trances 
resulted from a stimulus. Vrndavana then states that
Visvambhara made two requests during his possession by
_ Palm
Balarama; one, he asked f01/ wine and was given Ganges
water; two, he asked for a plough and club and was given
Palm
nothing. All saw him drink the water as if it wrere/wine; 
only some saw him holding the plough and club. This 
vision granted to some indicates, according to Vrndavana,
the divinity of Hlt^ananda. We remain doubtful.
There is a further detail recorded by Vrndavana, 
which is not corroborated by Murari. This Is that after 
recovering from his trance Visvambhara humbly beseeches 
his disciples whether he has caused any offence. If 
authentic, this detail is significant, for it suggests 
that VisvaBibhara was unaware in his normal conscious 
state of the events that occurred during his trances.
This could be most important, for it would then be 
possible for his subconscious mind to make statements 
during his trances that his conscious mind would deny: 
for example, he might declare In a trance-like state 
that he was Brahma" (as, in fact, Murari records that he 
did during his Varahavesa), which he might later deny,
» » *  i ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ — i.     *
when conscious. Thus in fact It would be possible to 
support his alleged role of man-God,
III. The other versions
The other versions do not deserve detailed 
discussion. They are all obviously based on hearsay, 
and tend only to add weight to Murari1s accounts, though 
differing in minor details.
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(iii)
Hrsijfciha Avesa
a) The evidence 
I * Mur ar i Gupt a 1 s t e s t impny
One day $rl%asa had offered oblations to his 
ancestors and listened to a recital of the Visnu-sahasra-
i ©  A  ,|,,i,„ i,M, y.,,,,111 i .nnTTTimrrt
naiaa, Visvambhara, who was present at the time, was
greatly affected by the sound of Harinama and became
possessed by Nrsiua.ha0 He dashed from the house in a
blind fury holding a club. His appearance was so ferocious,
that passers-by took to their heels in alarm. Thereupon
Visvambhara1 s fury SLibsided and, becoming quite subdued,
sat down on a cushion, dropping the club. He then asked
whether he had done any wrong in alarming people in this
way. His disciples hastened to reassure him and told him
that not he but they were to blame for what had happened,
because his avesa (possession) had been provoked by their
1evxl thoughts.
II. Vrndavanat s t e s t i mo ny.
Vrndavana1s account is brief. He states that 
Visvambhara exhibited this Hrsimiha avesa, .since Hrsiriha
o
- 1 was an avatara of Visnu.
,111. I, -I I | | , * *
111. Kavikarg.apura1 s te stimony .
Eavikax'jaapura1 s account implies that ViSvain-
biiara was not only possessed by Npsimhaa, hut also that
he assumed the appearance of NpsijpKaa.
In Kavikaivp.apura1 s version of the conversation
following the possession, the disciples reply that the
master (Visvambhara) could not possibly have done wrong,
since He is the supreme judge of all and has the right
o
to punish those who transgress against him.1"
IV* Locanadasa’s testimony0
Locana’s account is substantially the same as 
Murari’s, except that when asked if Visvambhara had done 
any wrong, the disciples reply that the master cannot 
possibly do any wrong.
1. C-btiJIdi, XI, 6-12o
2.^Kavya VII, 82-85.
3o Locanadasa, p. 112.
b) Discussion 
I . Murari1s version
The basic account of this incident is obviously 
that of Murari Gupta, which is either based on an eye­
witness experience or upon contemporary hearsay* In 
view of Murari*s general reliability, we should say that 
its authenticity ought to be accepted.
The account differs from Murari*s accounts of 
the Varaha and Balarama .Svesa in that the stimulus is 
not a vision but a recital of part of Yignu-sahasra-nama. 
It will be recalled that Vpndavana claimed that a recital 
of another part of the same text had resulted in one of 
Yi svambhara1s Yarahave&as.
Murari mentions that Yisvambhara held a club. 
Whether the club was real or illusory is not clear.
Murari implies that Yisvambhara*s trance ended, 
when he saw the people retreating in alarm. This and the 
following conversation suggests that Yisvambhara was not 
only aware of what others were doing during his trance 
but also remembered afterwards. The conversation suggests 
that Yisvambhara was disturbed by his own behaviour during 
the trance, which implies that whilst in a trance, even 
though he may afterwards have remembered what he had seen 
and done, he was unable to fully control his actions and
that this inability worried him, when the trance was 
over.
The reply of the disciples is not evidence.
It is merely a report of.a contemporary opinion. If 
it has any importance at, all, it is this. Yisvambhara1s 
contemporaries were interpreting Yisvambhara1s actions 
in the light of their knowledge of Yisnu as derived 
from sacred literature; i.e. their literature informed 
them that Yisnu would be constantly reincarnated to punish 
the wicked and to establish dharma. They interpreted 
Yisvambhara1s actions in the light of this information 
and addressed him accordingly.
II* The other versions.
The other versions merely re-echo Murari’s 
account. The differences merely indicate how the opinion 
of Yisvambhara' s contempox*aries, that Yisvambhara was in 
fact, Yisnu, had strengthened in the interval of few 
years that separate Murari’s versions from the later ones.
8iyavesa
a) evidence .
I . Huraii Gupt a 1s testimony.
A ^8l\/0te singer once approached Visvambhara, 
saluted him and then began to sing Saivife songs. 
Visvambhara became possessed by .Siva, climbed on the 
shoulders of the singer and began to dance, whilst at 
the same time singing the Praises of Kama; and also 
blowing the horn (srfjga) and playing the tabor.
* Vrndavanadasa1s testimony .
/One day a jDais/'B'--. e singer came to Visvambhara1 s 
house and began praising Lord $iva, whilst playing on 
his drum, Visvambhara became possessed by Lord Siva.
He climbed onto the singer’s shoulders, and declared 
’Pam ;tlln$kara’ . Some witnesses experienced a vision of 
Visvambhara with matted hair, blowing the horn and playing 
the drum of Siva. When the trance ended Visvambhara 
climbed down from the singer's shoulders and gave him 
alms.^
1. Kaj0jdJii.il.13-20.
2, C-bhOladhya, VIII, 96-103.
Ill o Eavikamapur a 1 s test imony.
Eavikarnapura states that Visvambhar climbed 
to the Saivike singer's back during his trance presumably 
while he was lying down and danced there* There is no
« _  I
mention of Visvambhara singing the praise of EamaM
IV. Lo canadasa1s testimpny*
Locana's account is virtually the same as
that of Murari* except that Locana records that Visvambhara^
sang the praises of Lord Siva, when commanded to do so
2by Lord Siva Himself*
b ) Discussion 
I * Murari's version
It is not clear whether this version is based 
upon an eye-witness experience or upon hearsay.
If the account is intended to be a record of 
what Murari or his contemporaries actually saw and heard* 
then it is implausible. It Is Impossible to sing Hama- 
gana and blow a horn at the same time. If on the other 
hand the account Is intended as a record of an hallucination
W#.avya VII, 86-90.
2. Locanadasa, p» 112.
experienced either by Murari or his contemporaries, then 
presumably we must accept it as a record of such an 
experience, for it would be subjectively true in that 
the witnesses actually believed that this is what they 
saw and heard.
There are features of the account which would 
incline us to reject the account as a piece of deliberate 
fabrication on the part of Murari, Visvambhara was, at 
the time of this account, a vaispava, A singer
singing the praises of Siva to Visvambhara1s face would 
be provocative. If, however, Visvambhara could be des­
cribed as possessed by Siva, and playing the horn and 
tabor of Siva, yet at the same time singing,the praises
_  j
of Rama, on the very shoulders of a Saiv.&h> singer, then 
this description would be symbolic of the superiority of 
Vaigp.ava.ism to Saivism, We suggest that this was in fact 
the purpose which motivated Murari G-upta to fabricate 
this story. The fabrication is not without importance, 
however: it suggests that Saiv&s and Vaispavas existed
side by side, the former believing the superiority of 
Siva, the latter of Vippu.
II. Vrndavana1s vex*sion.
Vrndavana ' s version is either inspired^Fiurari 1 s ■
or based on hearsay. As a description of a collective
hallucination it is plausible. Its content is consistent
with the caitanya legend in that, as Paramad^n^m|r,Visvaia-
bhara would be equally entitled to describe himself as
Sankara. It is also consistent with the portrait of
Visvambhara presented by Vrndavana, In that he could
claim to be Sankara in a trance, even if he would deny
the assertion when conscious. In short, Vrndavana.*s
'hcv
version neither adds to^substracts from what we already 
know except in regard to one detail. He excludes any 
reference to the Rama-gana. Now if, as we believe,
Murari1s version Is a fabrication, then this omission 
on the part of Vrndavana is significant: it demonstrates
that the position of Vaisnavism in HavadvTp&had strength™ 
ened to such an extent that either symbolic representations 
of its superiority are unnecessary or, since Visvambhara 
is declaring that he is Saiykara, Vaisnavism is absorbing 
Saivite converts.
III. Kavikarnapura*s version.
If Kavikarpapura' s account is a record of mass 
hallucination, then^of course, it must be accepted as 
subjectively true. We are inclined to reject the account
X71
as imaginary.
The omission of any reference to the Eama-gaiia 
strengthens our conviction ahont the improvement in the 
status of Vaisnavism in l\favad$/ip3,
IV- Locanafs version,
Locana* s version is based on that of Murari.
His statement that Lord Siva commanded Visvambhara to
sing His Iraises indicates some change in the relations
of Vaisnavism and Saivism by the time of Locanadasa.
Either relations between the two sects were now cordial,
/or Vaisnavism was absorbing still more former EaivB^'S, 
whose allegiance to the old sect was still sufficient 
for them to feel sensitive to possible affronts on their 
f o rme r faith.
4
a) G?lie attribution of supernatural power 
to Visvambhara* b) The postulation■of Budhist influ­
ence. ,
In this Chapter we' shall discuss three inci­
dents in the life of Visvambhara, in.the- final version 
■of which supernattiral power is attributed to him.
In the first, the story of the leper, he is 
alleged to possess the power-to cure leprosy; in the 
second the power to disperse clouds; and in the third 
to accelei'ate the growth of trees.
A.- The Evidence.
w —a miw t ^ —Jn mn»»»».n w w> ♦rert*Hra*i.«Mww«.ut»kw»
I. Murari Guptafs version .
Visvambhara came to.the house of Srivisa, 
holding a club, which he had just worshipped 1|h order 
to punish the wicked. Srlvasa told him of a leper, 
who hated the Vaispavas. Visvambhara promised to dis-5 
patch the leper to Hell for this wickedness and declared 
his intention to punish the leper's followers also.
Some days later the leper and Visvambhara met 
in the street. The leper saluted Visvambhnra, who, he 
declared,, was popularly acknowledged as the Supreme 
Being, and besought Visvambhara to save him.
Visvambhara angrily treated the leper as a 
wicked reviler of the Vaispavas, and pronounced that,.
"be cause of the leper* s hatred of the Vaispavas, he 
would continue to.suffer from leprosy during his next
I/ .6.2-6.
1'hundred births* On the other hand, Yisvambhara declared,
those loyal and obedient to the YaiSlavas would continue
to en$py an easy passage through this world*
Yisvambhara then dismissed the man and went to
.Srlvasa's house, where-he related the incident, Srlvasa
suggested that, since Yisvambhara had already converted
such grievous sinners as Jagannatha and KadhaYa, he
ought to convert the leper also, Yisvambhara agreed to 
2do so,
11 . YrndavanaucDasa1 s Ye r sion ,
Yapndavana's version follows the broad outline 
of Murari's, except that according to Vrndavana the 
leper visited Yisvambhara after his renunciation (Sannyasa) 
in the home of Adryaita llca^yya in Santipura,
Yisvambhara explained to the leper that by
1, Mo doubt this passage seems inconsistent with Murari1s 
aclaiowledgement of Yisvambhara as the Supreme Being,)
We can not avoid the suspicion that Murarei' s experience 
was sparked off by some strangle manifestation on the 
part of emotional mystic* If these words were uttered 
at all we must not believe it too literally since in 
the spur of a moment, impulsive Yisvambhara might well 
. have uttered these words.
2, ICap&jsg-* ii, 13 * 6-17«
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calumniating Brivasa he had sinned. Thereupon the 
leper repented and asked Visvambhara how his sin could 
he expiated. Moved by the leper's evident sincerity, 
Visvambhara told him to go ’ to Srlvasa, and beg Srlvasa-' s 
forgiveness, which, when granted, would free him from 
sin. The leper did so.”
III. l.vavikarnapura ’ s Vers ion.
Kavikarnapura1s version substantiates Murari1i
IV. Locana-ctiasa1 s Version.
Though in the main faithful to that of Murari, 
Locana’s version deviates on a few points.
Visvambhara told the leper that had the leper's 
hatred been directed against himself, he could have, 
borne it with equanimity. He would have felt himself 
obliged to save the leper,■despite the leper’s hatred, , 
had the leper-merely hated Visvambhara. himself, and ■ 
hot. the .Vaispavas. But to hate the Vaisnavas was to w 
incur Viisvambhara' s hostility.
Hearing this the leper burst into tears of 
remorse. Visvambhara then went to Srlvasa and told him
1. O-bli^Antya, IV,.. 34-6-385
mthat a man had contracted leprosy as a direct result 
of calumniating him■(Srlvasa), adding that if Srlvasa 
were to forgive the leper, then the leper would undoubt--* 
edly be cured. Srlvasa replied that'he himself was too 
insignificant a person to be able to effect such a cure.
His forgivtogn.ess could only be the instrument through 
which the grace of Visvambhara would cure the leper. - •
In the;full knowledge that this was the case, he never­
theless forgave the leper for all that the leper had 
done against him. At this Visvambhara began to chant 
Harina3.ua.
Meanwhile the leper had been cured. His body 
had. become 'divine1. And he began to cry out Visvambhara ’ s . 
name. ■
Visvambhara took leave of Srlvasa and was on 
his way to see the leper, when they suddenly chanced to 
meet in the street, flue leper made obeisance to Visvam­
bhara and touched his feet. Visvambhara embraced him, 
thus bestowing upon him a rare .mark of love, liiis sent 
the leper wild with emotion. The Vaisnavas and the 
people of Havadvlpa experienced great delight in witnessing 
this scene.^
1. Locanadasa, op> cit., p. 115-116.
In ICrsnaclasa^ Kaviraja's version, a BrTilrraind 
named G-opala Oapala, maliciously mocked Grivas a ' s wor- 
ship of Lord Krsna by cleaning a place in front of 
Sriviisa's gate and placing there all the objects heces.-* 
sary for the worship of Sri BhaVanl: china-roses (jaba),
TutmriSj^ , vermilion, sanda 1-paste and rice and also, as 
an act of desecration, a jug of-palm wine I Three days 
later Gopala Capala contracted leprosy,
The leper found Yisvambhara sitting beneath 
a tree on the bank of the Ganges; addressed him as 
uncle on the strength of their common residence in the 
village; acknowledged that Yi pvambhara was the incarnation 
of Krsna; and begged Yisvambhara to free him from his 
wretched condition,
Yisvambhara, was unmoved by the man's entreaties,- 
He declared 'that he, had no intention of freeing the man 
and that on the contrary the man would be eaten by worms ■ 
for a million births in consequence of his malicious 
mockery of Grivasa, The man would also suffer in the 
Hell of Haurava -for the same period* Yisvambhara con­
cluded by declaring that he had been incarnated to 
destroy the wicked and propagate devotion (Bloakti) ,
He then took leave of the place.
Later 00:pala G©pala visited Yisvambhara in 
the village of Kulia after the latter's renunciation, 
Yisvambhara informed him that only the forgivingness 
of Srlvasa could free him from his sins. Accordingly 
the leper went to Grlvasa, begged his forgiveness, and, 
on receiving it, became released from sin and was cured 
from leprosy.***
B , Discussion.
1 o Murari's_Yersiqn.
The incident, as narrated by Kurari, is vague: 
The leper is hot named, nor is the cause of his leprosy. 
But beneath this vague narration the following 
framework of beliefs is discernible:-
i)' A belief in some quarters that Yisvambhara was the 
‘Supreme Being,
ii) Yisvambhara's belief (a) that he possessed the 
power to despatch sinners to hell;
b) that sin consisted in hostility to Vaisiiavism and 
.resulted in physical torment (leprosy etc,); 
and c) that virtue consisted in acceptance of Yaisnavism 
and resulted in physical ease (freedom from leprosy etc,)
1. G-C Adi, XYII, 35-55.
ill) . Grivasa1 s belief that conversion to Va'ispavisra 
could, cure the consequences of sin (leprosy).
II. Yrndavanauiiasa1 s; Ver slon.
Vpndavan&^&sa1 s account is more specific. 
The leper remains unnamed, but the nature of his sin 
is stated: he had calumniated Grivasa, a prominent
Vaisnava: and.the means of exoiation are also stated:
obtaining drivasa’s forgiveness
Yrndavana alters the scene of the;events to 
the home of • Adtfaita- Acaryya-, probably with the intention
of exalting this saint
III, Locana* s Version ,
Locana’s account stresses the nature of the 
sin:- hatred of Vaisnavism, , ■ ■
Yisvambhara states that he could have borne 
an attach upon himself with equanimity, but not upon 
his faith'.
IY. Kpsnaoasa1s Version.
Krspax&asa haviraja’s version is the most - 
specific. He names the leper, end describes in detail 
the nature of the leper’s sin.
Krsnayliasa also has Yisvambhara declare -that 
he was incarnated to destroy the wicked and propagate 
Bhakti, i.e. Yisvambhara was aware of his identity with 
krsna and of the puroose of his descent to earth.
‘Taken collectively, the narrations of this 
incident reveal that there was a group, evidently opposed 
/othe development of the Vaisnavas, which propagated
slanders publicly. It is expected that they encouraged 
other sects. The opposition of this group became intoI-' 
enable, and Yisvambhara realised their continuous pressure 
should, be' faced boldly, lie worshipped the 1 Gada1 in 
the conventional manner to punish the opposition. That 
such a mild and gentle teacher should think of punishing 
. his opponents Is also interesting. Vie need not assume 
that Yisvambhara1s threat t o ’destroy the opponents, if 
It was uttered at all, was meant literally. Kurari 
Gupta probably only intended his reade.rs to understand 
that Yisvambhara threatened to defeat his opponent in 
argument* In any case', none of our sources contains 
any reference to Yisvambhara committing acts of violence 
against other sects, or encouraging his followers to do 
so. Thus it is .most likely that Yisvambhara merely 
wanted to defeat the opponents by arguments and that 
their defeat would be looked on as.a sort of punishment.
Although Yisvambhara was recognised as an 
incarnation of Lord Krsna, by his disciples, there were
evidently many people who could not believe in his 
Identity with Lord Krsna. 1 In fact, if by that time 
Yisvambhara had -then been generally accepted as an 
incarnation of Lord Krsna his opponents would hardly 
have shown such courage as to oppose him so openly.
But it would seem the gradual development of Yisvambhara* 
spiritual life became the talk of the town, until at 
last the opposition group realised their mistake and 
subsequently came to Yisvambhara for pardon.
Hurari’s description and following him Kavika- 
rpapura, Ypndavanadasa and Krsnadasa Eaviraja do not 
state that the leper was cured from leprosy in a mira­
culous way; rather it suggests that Yisvambhara promised 
to save the leper from the sin which he committed as 
a result of his hatred for the Yaisnavas. In contrast 
Locana states that the leper was cured miraculously 
from leprosy. Ye have shown in the previous chapter 
how he deviates from ilurarl * s account in the nature 
of the agency by which Yisvambhara was informed that 
he was under Hard’s influence. Kurari states that he 
'was informed by Yisnupriya Devi, Locana that he was 
informed by a celestial voice.
The' leper’s anxiety for a pardon, was due, 
probably to a fear of the infernal sufferings which
ohe was expecting to encounter. Early religious texts ' 
allow no escape from the. effects of Earmeui: in theseM - t <*
sinners may he treated sympathetically hut in ho’ cir- ’ 
cumstances can they he saved Efron the ' torments of t&tse" 
Hell. But in.some.Vaisnava sects we see a striking 
difference, the grace of Clod could set aside Karman t - 
and was sufficient, hy God's grace, to efface any sin.
The. .strange reference to Gopala CSpala in 
the description of Eysnadasa Eaviraja is very interesting. 
Zpsnadasa states that OS^pala ©apala contracted. leprosy . 
throughout his whole hody,just three days after, committing 
a crime against' Grivasa,,whereas leprosy in fact, develops 
very slowly; there are no other records of such a rapid"' f 
spread throughout a whole body. But Indians knew very . 
well what leprosy (Eui stta) was, it is clearly distinguished 
from different skin diseases,. Therefore, the 1 leper1 of 
the’ Incident was suffering indeed .from leprosy. It Is 
probable that this passage, ‘is a development on the part 
of ICrsnadasa himself of Kurari' s account, Krsnadasa0 a tf a o o
must have felt that the - description would be' for^ceful 
if he Introduce that ;©0pala contracted leprosy within a 
period of only three days. We needqaccept this -statement 
too 1i terally.
^ • The evidence ' . : ■
1° Hiirari Gupta (s version„ , y . .
Whilst yisvambhara and his devotees were■ 
pex*forming Samkfrtana, a bank of -thunder clouds appeared 
in the sky. The cloud threatened to end the performance 
The devotees were saddened' by this- thought, g
Yisvambhara began.' clanging the cymbals and 
began to sing; the praises of Lord Krsna„ The clouds 
scattered before the winds.' The moon appeared and 
Samklrtana was resumed,**- ’ ■ 5
0
II, Kavikarpapura1 s version. ’■
Eavikarnapura repeats Ilurari’s account of 
the incident. .. ; ■
III, Locansufcasa1s version,
Then clanging the cymbals to dispel the rain- 
clouds, Yisvambhara thoughtthat he ought to look up at 
the sky to satisfy heaven. He did so and. the clouds
1 . ii .3 *18-26.
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1cli s app e ar e d . ‘~
lY , KrsnsulDasa Kaviraga1 s versfon.
Yisvambhara willed the clouds,to disappear 
Pand. they did so * ■  .
Discussion and Conclusion .
Although the above'description is simple, the, 
hogiographer suggests' that a miracle took place. But' 
in point of fact Exrtahaft took place on most days of 
the year and we have no- reason tor wonder if there was 
a cloud at a time when our Saint and his disciples were 
in a mood for performing Bar tana <, Ue know that clouds 
are not always followed by rain. On the other hand it 
is quite possible that the story is in fact a parable 
describing how the disciples' anxieties are removed 
by the Kirtana. Yisvambhara himself started to sing, 
playing on a 1Mandira' whereupon the clouds of gloom 
cast on the mind of -the bhaktas disappeared and they 
recognised him as Lord Krspa Himself.
1 . La canadasa, m  9 1 • 
2.. 0-0 Idi, KYI 1 , 85
THE STORY 01 THE MANGO TREE
Ao The .evidence
L  Murari Gupta's version.
Yisvambhara once discoursed to his disciples
about the illusory nature of the world and all it con­
tained* Nothing benefitted one, he said, except that 
which was done for God. He illustrated his discourse 
by referring to an "illusory seed", which produced an 
"illusory tree", which in turn produced "illusory fruit".
II 0 Kavikarnapura's version.
Eavikarnapura's version substantiates Murari1s.
III. Locana-cjPasa ' s version.
It developed immediately into a tree, whose fruits were 
picked and offered to God, whereupon the tree disappeared 
leaving only the fruits, and thus illustrating the truth 
of Yisvambhara's discourse.
Yisvambhara then went on to say that he had 
■’ created the world from illusion. Man failed to per ve
Yisvambhara took a mango stone and planted it
1. Kafd&x. ii.4.6-11.
*95-
the fact and thus .they quarrelled among themselves. 
Hone could dispel the illusion, The only solution 
was for man to dedicate himself to the worship of 
Yisvambhara, Thus only could man fulfil himself.'*'
IT, ILysna-ADasa 1 s versign.
Cnee when tired out after a prolonged per­
formance of Sa&fcklrtana, Yisvambhara refreshed himself 
and his companions by planting a mango-stone, which 
immediately grew into a tree and brought forth two 
hundred succulent, mangoes. Each of which was a meal 
in itself and full of nectar-like juice,
Yisvambhara washed the fruits, which he offered 
to Lord Plrsnia, Thereafter they were eaten by his devotees 
Okie tree bore fruit each day and was similarly 
enjoyed by Yisvambhara and his disciples after performing 
Samnklrtana.
of the- tree
Nobody but Yisvambhara and his disciples knew 
2
1, Locanadasa, p. 93 <■
2, ,C~C Adi, XVII, 73-81.
B * Discussion.
This incident does not require detailed dis­
cussions. The evolution of the story through the four 
versions is obvious. The story began as a parable 
probably indicating that man, like a tree, is doomed 
to an unending cycle of birth, growth and rebirth; 
unless his fruits (his acts) are dedicated to God, in 
which case alone they will acquire significance. Gra­
dually the parable is transformed into a stupendous 
miracle wrought by the power of Yisvambhara.
As far as we are concerned, however, the 
importance of the story is twofold: first, like those
of the rain-clouds, and the leper, it illustrates how 
Yisvambhara was gradually endowed with supernatural 
powers by his biographers. Secondly, there is, however, 
one more Indication for the tendency on the part of some 
of Gaitanya's biographers to gain acceptance for ViSvam- 
bhara as an incarnation of Yisnu.
®  e
In order to achieve this aim, the biographers
generally accentuated parallels between the behaviour
of Caitainya and that of Sx'Ikrsya or between the attributes
1of Caitanya and those of Vis^LU. But since the Buddha
1 . G-bhaldi, II, 174.
had, at the time of the composition of these biographies, 
been accepted as one of the tenth avataras of Visnu, 
there was no reason why similarities and parallels 
between the lives of the Buddha and Caitanya should 
not also be accentuated for the same purpose,
in our view, this story of^Mango-stone is 
evidence that the biographers were consciously pursuing
i
this purpose, There is a similar story in which Lord 
Buddha causes a mango-stone to grow in an instant into 
a tree, with, fruit on it. Although Lord Buddha's motives 
were quite different from those of Gaitanya - he merely 
wanted to prove his power to perform miracles - the 
similarities of the details in the two stories are 
striking.
Buddhism was widespread in Bengal in pre- 
Muslim times and the story of the miracle of Sravasti 
must then have been very popular, Bossibly it was 
transmitted in some form or other in folktale or legend, 
and thus reappears long after the disappearance of 
Buddhism from Bengal,
Had this been the sole pa3?allel between the
1, The Life of Buddha as Legend and History, Edward J, 
Thomas, pp * Boucher, The Life of the
Buddha, p. 210.
alleged behaviour of Caitanya and the Buddha, it might
have been dismissed as fortuitous. But the postulation
of Buddhist influence is suggested by similar parallels
in other places between the accounts of Caitanyafs life
and the stories of Lord Buddha, Bor instance: (i) Before
the birth of the Buddha and Gaitanya their respective
mothers dreamed of celestial beings paying homage to
them after their conception, (ii) Both received obeisance
from one of their parents after becoming saints, (Lord
Buddha received obeisance from his father Suddhodana,
— Pand Gaitanya from, his mother Saci Levi, (iii) Both 
were consulted by Lings about military operations,
_  v, „
According to Jayananda^ King Pratap^T-^clrtc
of Orissa consulted Gaitanya about invading Bengal,
Caitanya discouraged the King, prophesying that this
war would bring disaster to the people of Orissa,
A similar story^' occurs in the life of Lord
~  (*>»<■>
Buddha who was consulted by VassakaraA, the minister of
1 , 'E, J , Thomas, The Life of Buddha as Begend and History, 
pp, 98-99; A, Boucher, The Life of the Buddha, p p ~  
174-175,
2, Nataka, Act 1, p. 22.
3 » Jayananda, p. j7JI(introduction) .
4. Vinya Pi£aka, i.228; LJdana (Pali Text Society), VIII, 6.
King AjatasattuJj when the latter was contemplating war 
against the Liechavis. The answer of the Buddha was 
ambiguous, however, whereas in this story Gaitanya is 
described as positively discouraging the King from war.
There may even be others that have escap&dd 
our notice. Furthermore, Vrndavanadasa even identifies 
Gaitanya with the Buddha, stating that in his incarnation 
as Lord Buddha, Gaitanya manifested kindness and religion 
to mankind. Thus we are convinced that these parallels 
are not fortuitous.
It has always been assumed that Buddhism 
disappeared from Bengal after A.D. 1200, when their 
monasteries were sacked by the invading Muslims. Smaller 
establishments may have survived till fairly late.
Buddhists ideas disappeared when other cults absorbed 
them. The above parallels indicate how some Buddhist 
stories were absorbed by the Gaitanya cult. This would 
suggest to us that Buddhists, too, may have been converted 
to the movement. The biographies furnish no evidence 
to support this contention, as far as Bengal itself is
-i-l —concerned, but Kavikariiapura and, following him, Krsnadasa
1. Kanaka, Act VII, pp. 135-134.
Kaviraja'1' records how some Buddhist were converted in 
Southern India.
1. C-C Madhya, IX, 38-56.
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1 . Zavikarnapura1s version
Presumably King Pratabaru&ra Deva learned of
and
Srilq?sna-Caitanya ‘ s visit to Zxlacala/of the - profound 
impression he had made upon his subjects there, and 
even of his having converted Sarvabhauma, one of the 
most eminent scholars of the time, to his new faith, 
the Zing becane eager to have audience with the young 
ascet^ic, Accordingly Sarvabhaucaa was summoned to His 
Kajesty's presence and commanded to arrange an audience,
<bA
But Barvabhauma declared such^audience impossible; firstly,
i
Gaitanya had left Orissa on his way to the D ec c a na n d
CLf/j
secondly-Gaitanya would grant^ audience only to the humble.’ 
In the course of the conversation the Zing learned to 
his surprise that Garvabhauma was convinced of the godhead
of Gaitanya,
Gome time later the Zina heard reports of how
1, Hat aka, Act VII, p. 124-
Chitanya, whilst in. in the Deccan, had‘ ^
cured a certain Yasudeva of leprosy by merely embracing 
1him ."
f PWhen Gaitanya returned to Puri, “ the King 
urged Sarvabhauraa to intercede on his behalf and to 
try to gain him an audience with Gaitanya* Sarvabhauna 
complied, but, when informed of the King's request, 
Caitanya put his hands over -his ears, declaring that 
he had renounced the world and that having done so he 
could have no further dealings with the worldly. the 
company of Kings, added Gaitanya, is poison to a Sannyasr 
it jeopardises his spiritual! quest.
f!?
But King Pratapar$*dra' is not like other kings, 
argued Sarvabhauma: he was pure of heart and dedicated
to Jagannatha. A King remains a King, protested Caitanya 
no matter what his attitudes and convictions may be; and 
the true .bannyasr must scorn his company. Indeed it is 
wrong for a 6 annyasl even to look at a worldly man or 
woman, or even at the image of such. Kor just as a 
snake or an object resembling a snake brings terror to 
the heart of an ordinary man, so does a King at someone
1. Nataka, Act Til, pp. 126-127 
2* rbia., pp. 135-136.
to 3
— *¥■ 1resembling a King to the heart of a Sannyasl. '
fhus silenced by this threat, Sarvabhauraa 
reported his failure to the King. Deeply disappointed 
the King observed that even the most humble of his 
subjects could gain access to Gaitanya, whilst he alone ‘ 
was debarred. It would seem that God had descended in
p
human form to save all but him." Nevertheless, this 
set-back strengthened, rather than weakened, his resolve 
to see Gaitanya. His devotion was such that either he 
would see Gaitanya, or die in the attempt*
Sarvabhauna was in a dilemma, as he was moved 
by the King’s sincerity. He consoled the King by sugges­
ting a way to visit Yisvambhara. During the Gar festival 
(Hatha Yatra), Yisvambhara would dance with his companion; 
before the Gar (Hatha), and when tired, would rest in a
secluded grove, hearing ordinary clothes, the Zing
"6should visit him then.
‘Thus Prataparudra came to hTlacala from Cuttack 
to see Yisvambhara at the Hath a Y atra. By the time the 
Hatha reached Yalagandl, Yisvambhara was tired and
pp •
1 . Hat aka, Act VII /145-14*6.
2. Nat aka, Act YTI, pp. op. cit. 147-148
3. Ibid., Act VII, p. 148.
entered a ga?$ve to rest. Prat apar u&r a according to
the directions of Sarvabhauma, put aside his* royal dress 
and ornaments, and wearing plain white clothes went into 
the grove.. . The disciples were sitting beneath the trees. 
The entry ox the King, dressed as a devotee, surprised 
them, but they remained silent. The King hrept upto 
Yisvambhara soundlessly so as not to disturb him.
Tears of joy. were still pouring down Yisvam­
bhara !s cheeks as a result of his ecstasy in witnessing 
the Gar festival. The sight of such joy moved the King 
and he clasped Yisvambhara1s feet firmly. Yisvambhara1s 
eyes remained closed and thus he was unaware of the 
identity of his visitor, but pleased by his fervour, 
he embraced the King and recited some Siokas from the 
Bhagavata again and again. ~
Prataparudra learnt that Yisvambhara was about 
to leave bTLacala for Yrndavana. This news saddened 
the King, who asked Sarvabhauma wiry he and Hamananda 
were allowing Yisvambhara to leave ITrlacala. Sarvabhauma 
replied that he had tried to dissuade, him, but Yisvambhara 
would not listen, hamananda accompanied Yisvambhara as far 
Bhadralca. He then returned to Prataparudra and gave him
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an account of the rest of Yisvambhara' s journey from 
the men appointed by Samananda to accompany Yisvambhara 
beyond Bh a dr aka«. Yi s varobhar a did not, on this occasion, 
get as far as Vrndavana, but only to Gau^aand other 
intermediary places,, Pratapaxuidrs was exceedingly 
delighted to hear of Yisvambhara's return to Yllacala. " 
Pr a t a ;d a r udr a told his priest of his intention 
to witness the bathing festival (Snana-Jatra) from the 
balcony of his palace since he would have a glimpse of 
Yisvambhara if he attended the festival. 1’he king 
requested Iasi Hisra to bring the bhaktas froia G-aur«?.l 
to the balcony so that the bhaktas and his relatives 
could witness the bathing festival from there. The 
King pointed Yisvambhara out to the Queen and they both 
saluted him from the balcony. The bathing festival 
commenced. Yisvambhara. was greatly moved by. it and 
his eyes streamed with tears of joy. It was a custom 
for Jagannatha to remain in seclusion for fifteen days 
after the festival. The Zing learnt from one of his 
informants that this seclusion grieved Yisvambhara.
A Zlrtana party was arranged under the direction of 
,3varupadamouara, so that Yisvambhara might forget his
1. Zataka, Act IX, pp. 166-177
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sorrow. I'lie ICing and Kao 3. Kisra witnessed the ICirtana
1from the balconyZ
During the Car procession (Hatha-Jatra) Irata- 
par udr a told IKasr Misra that he wanted to see Yisvambhara 1 s 
dance before the hatha (Car; . He said that he would not 
be satisfied to see it from the palace. He added that 
during the Hirtana he would stand behind the bhaktas, 
and if he were lucky, he might manage to catch a glimpse 
o f Yi svanbhara.
The . preens watched the festival from the 
balcony, and the king and his minister Ilaricaiixharn from 
behind the bhaktas, none of whom were aware of His 
Majesty’s presence„ Ihe Zing became anxious as he 
could not see Yisvambhara, HaricandsaAV- pushed Crivasa 
in order to attract his attention to the proesonce of 
the ICing. Grivasa was disturbed at being pushed. He 
became angry and slapped Earicandarw The Zing feared 
lest Haricanda.tl might rebuke orlvasa, so he told him 
that he (the Minister) was blessed, since he had been 
touched by one of the disciples of Yisvambhara. Tie 
himself, continued the Zing, would esteem, it a great 
favour if he had been slapped bp .Srrvasa. He then
'ataka, Act Z, pp. 187-193-
warned Ills Minister hot to do anything.
During the Kurt ana the fueens caught a glimpse
of Y i s v a n b h a r a , who was hy then covered in dust and
sweat as the result of dancing, which eventually caused
1
him to swoon in ecstasy."
K a v i k a r n a o u r a 1 s account of Y i s v a m b h a r a 1 s
encounter with King Prataparudra given in- his KahaJfcavya
is substantially the same as that given, in his iv ar a k a , 
except that Yisvambhara addresses kin:': Prataparudra as
— «  x
1Rudradeva1, when he visits him in the secluded grove.
In the H ataka the Saint does not recognise the King, 
who is dressed as an ordinary nan. The drama was intended 
for performance before the King himself, and Prataparudra 
would hardly have allowed this rather derogatory account 
to remain if it had not been true. Possibly the only 
citation of the k i n g 's name by Yisvambhara in this 
connection is due to an early copyist's error, or indeed 
■it m ay be due to the exigencies of the metre.
Yisvambhaiu went to Cuttack to visit temples.
He was invited as a guest to the house of one Brahmtoa 
named Bvapnesvara. Kamananda reported to the King about 
Yisvambhara's arrival. Pratanarudra and Ramananda
mounted elephants and reached the grove where 7isvanbhara 
was restingo Prataparudra alighted from the elephant 
and stealthily walked towards Yis varobhara. The Zing 
shed tears at the sight of Yisvambhara; he fell down 
on the ground and saluted him in various ways. Deeply 
moved, Yisvambhara embraced him and spoke sweetly to 
him o
According to the Hahakavya, Prataparudra later 
ordered that a memorial pillar should be erected to 
mark the place from where Yisvambhara would cross the 
river (feitrat^ala, as holy, Ramananda accompanied 
Yisvambhara up to Bliadi&vara; Prataparudra wrote to 
his officers that they should do all in their power 
to facilitate Yisvambhara1s journey. The Ring's subjects 
obeyed his order by erecting a pillar and worshipped 
Yisvambhara when the latter got into the boat.
11. Ilurari Gupta1 s version
ITurari G-upta's version is brief. Re states 
that Prataparudra1s conversion followed Yisvambhara's 
return to ITrlacala frora Ypndavana. It resulted iron 
the combined efforts of Rityananda and Yisvambhara. 
Irataparudra is said to have dreamt of Yi3 vurib T urea 
three times. Cm the third occasion the king was so
eager to see Yisvanbhara in the flesh, that he rose 
there and. then and went to him. He clapped Yisvambhara1 s 
feet and eulogised him, 7i6vanbhara was pleased and .
iappeared to the Ling in the forn of a six-armed deity.
III. ■ Yrn day an a da s a 's v e r s i on
\fnen Caitanya arrived in 3?ilacala, Ling Irate- 
parudra was away on a campaign against the Lin’- of
--- o  i—  o n ______________________________________________ s_/
PYijaya bagao&i. ~ On the conclusion of this war. Ling 
Irataparudra came to Lilacala from Cuttack, with the 
express purpose of seeing Caitanya. The Ling begged 
Sarvabhauma and other disciples of Gaitanya to arrange 
an audience with the young Saint, but they refused even 
to try, well knowing that Caitanya- scorned the company 
of the worldly.
Levertheless, they were moved by the Ling's 
sincere devotion, and suggested to him that he should 
contrive to catch a glimpse of Yisvambhara during the 
Car festival from a place of concealment, since Vi svanbhara 
would at that tine become totally oblivious to the 
outside world and would thus fail to sense the oresonce
1.- LaflQufcCLIV. 15. 1 -2 0 .
\
2. G-bh^imtya, III, 269-270
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of the King. the King did as they suggested and one 
day he actually witnessed ViSvambhars.1 s -dancing and 
ecstasies . nevertheless, Ling Ia?ataparudra remained 
doubt fill of Yisvanbhara1 s godhead* During a dream 
that very night he had a vision of Jugannatha, covered 
in dust, exactly as Yisvanbhara had been, when he last 
saw him. this convinced Prataparudra that Yisvanbhara 
was none other than Jagannatha Himself, and he was 
filled with remorse at the thoughtof his earlier scepti­
cism with regard to Yisvanbhara1s godhead. Phis dream 
intensified his desire to have an audience with 7iS vcusibhar a 
and he begged the bloattas again and again to try to 
bring this about. But Yisvanbhara remained adamant 
in his refusal to sec the King. h few days later Yis- 
vanbhara was sitting with his disciples in a grove when 
the King approached him and clasped his feet. So intense 
was the King's emotion that he fainted with joy. Yisvam- 
bhara was decoly moved and touched the Kina, urging him 
to rise. The king recovered end began to weep still 
clasping Yisvambhara's feet, and praising his divinity.
Yisvanbhara told hi:: to devote himself to Krona and to
sing hr art a - H aiflkrr t ana. He further said that he had 
cone to fTlacal for the sake of Haya Kawananda, farva- 
bhauna and Kratagarudra. Yisvaifbhara asked him not to
propagate his fame, otherwise lie would leave Krlacala.
Baying this he presented his garland to the King and
1
said go o &-bye."
IV. Ilrsnadaca Zaviraja’s version
She opening passages of Krsriadasa La virago.1 s 
account follow those of Kavikarpapura, with the exception 
that, when informed of Caitanya's refusal even to see 
him,, King 1-:ea taparudra declares if all his attempts 
to- gain the desired audience fail, then he will renounce 
the world and becone an ascetic himself.
1'his declaration alarms Sarvabhauma and he 
informs the other disciples of it. 3arvabhauma, ITitya- 
nanda, and the other bhalitas then go and tell 0 ait any a 
of the extent of the King’s devotion. Khough pleased to 
hear of it, Gaitanya persists in his refusal to grant 
an audience, adding that were he to grant one, Bvarupa 
Danodara would censure h i m  Kithout the consent of 
Kvarupa Danodara, an audience with the King was impossible 
Gaitanya stated.
But Svaruna Dahodara re-plied that he had no
U l
power to dictate how Gaitanya should or should not
behave, Since Gaitanya was God incarnate and was
himself the judge of what was and was not proper for
him to do„ As far as Svarupa himself was concerned,
he would be delighted if an audience between Gaitanya
and King Prataparudra were to take place. The King
truly loved Gaitanya, and Svarupa felt that Gaitanya
would be compelled by the very force of that love to
embrace the King, for if Gaitanya. was subject to any
1
power, at was the power of love.
I’he n  ITityananda suggested to Gaitanya that 
the king night be pleased to receive an article of 
Caitanya's clothings. fo this Gaitanya agreed and 
accordingly Sarvabhauma presented one of C a i t a n y a ’s
dhotxf to the King:, who wort-sipped it as reverently
. r . 2as at it were Gaitanya himself.
'The King then requested his minister, Hay
Hamananda, to intercede with Gaitanya on his behalf, 
whenever a favourable opportunity arose* Accordingly 
Eainananda spplce to Gaitanya of the K i n g ’s love for hin 
and succeeded in softening Caitanya's heart, ne v e r t h e l e s s ,
1* 0-0 Kadhya, All, 10-26
2. Ibid., 27-35*
Gaitanya refused to grant an audience for tlie reasons 
&& he had given to 3arvabhauma. But Gaitanya was God 
incarnate, hanananda argued, as such, he need fear no 
'•one. As a Sannyasi, Gaitanya countered, his conduct 
must remain above reproach: the slightest deviation
from, his chosen path would/escape public notice and 
comment, ax) -better than7ini:~~mark on a white cloth.
Gaitanya had redeemed numerous sinners, Eamananda 
stated: wiry should he not also redeem King I-rataparudra
who was his sincere devotee? One drop of palm wine 
spoils a whole jar of mill:, Gaitanya replied;’ similarly 
the title of King pollutes Prataparudra Deva, despite 
his many virtues, Gaitanya conceded, however, that he 
■would be willing to grant an audience to the Prince, 
though not to the King; for as the scriptures say:
11A son is one's own self born again"; thus an audience 
with the son is equivalent to one with the father.
Hamananda reported this to the King and then 
brought the Prince to Gaitanya. fPhe Prince was handsome 
and of a dark complexion* he reminded Gaitanya of Lord 
Xrsna, and Gaitanya embraced him lovingly. Gaitanya 
told the Prince that he was virtuous and that since ho 
resembled Lord Xrsna, his embrace was like a blessing. 
Whilst in Cai'tany1 s embrace, the Prince began to tremble
Sim­
per spire , and weep'; and to dance, chanting Idsna1 a
name . Gaitanya 'asked him to come every day. The King
was pleased to hear of his son’s meeting with Ca.itanya
and when he embraced "his son, he felt as if he were
1embracing Gaitanya.
The intensity of the King's devotion to Gaitanya
delighted Barvabhauma, who suggested to the King a plan
whereby the King might gain access to Gaitanya, Gaitanya
was bound to dance before the Gar (Hatha) during the car
festival (Hatha-Tatra). When he was tired, he would
retire to a garden to rest, and be oblivious to all
about him. The King should take opportunity of going
to him, lie should be dressed in a plain white robe and
recite the Krsna-Kasa-Pancacihyayi from the Bhagavata .
These sweet verses never fail to move Gaitanya. Bull
of emotion, Gaitanya would embrace the King, on the
o
assumption that he were an ordinary Vaisnava. “~
Cn the day of car festival, Gaitanya was moved, 
at seeing the King sweep the path of the car with his 
own hands and felt an impulse to bestow a mark of his
1. C~C liadhya, III, 58-64-
2 . i ■ aahy a, -\.X, '-1-0 —G-g.
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favour upon his I-lajestyGaitanya began to dance and, 
moving along with the -procession, approached the King.
He was just about to swoon in ecstacy, when the King 
caught him. Hi is touch of a worldly person, the King, 
imm.edia.tely restored Gaitanya to his senses and he cried 
shame upon himself at having been touched by such a man. 
Actually within his heart Gaitanya was pleased by the 
King's humble service to Jagannatha, but he is alleged 
to have- created this situation to warn his disciples
p
against consorting with the worldly.
As soon as the Gar reached Yalagaaidl, Gaitanya 
ceased dancing, entered the garden, and completely over­
come with devotion :eested on the VarSnda of a garden 
house. He was perspiring with the exertions of the 
dance and enjoyed the cool breeze. His disciples came 
and rested beneath the t r e e s T h e n  the King came. He 
was alone and dressed in plain w' lie like an ordinary 
Vaisnava, in accordance 'with .Garvabhauina ' s instructions. 
Hirst of all he politely sought the permission of the 
disciples for what he was about to do. 'Then mastering
1. C-G Ifadhya, kill, 14-17 
» 172-179.
3. Ibid., 185-196.
his courage he clasped Caitanya's feet.
Caitanya's eyes were closed. The King caressed
his feet and recited the Hasa dance stanzas. The sweet
verses filled Gaitanya with boundless joy. He rose and
embraced the King, saying that he had been given rauch
but had nothing to give in return except this embrace.
ho saying, he embraced the King without ashing his
identity, although in his heart he know who the visitor
was. Then when he asked the name and background of his
visitor, the King replied that he was the slave’of
Caitanya's slaves and added his only desire was to be
the servant of his servants. The sincerity of the king's
devotion moved Gaitanya, to grant him a vision of his
own godhead. The Iling was afterwards asked to keep
1secret the fact of Caitanya's godhead.
Ilrsnadasa continues that Gaitanya went to
9  O  «  * /
Outtaka and visited G-opala (oak soli Gopala). A Brahmdpd 
named dvapneisVara invited Visvambhara to be his guest $ 
the Brl.tamto.ti also invited some of the disciples Including 
Bamananda o llamananda announced Visvambhara' s arrival 
to the King, who was overjoyed to hear the news and 
came to Visvambhara. The King saluted and praised
1. G-C Madhya, XIV, 3-1?.
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Visvambhara* Visvambhara was pleased by-his devotion 
and embraced hi$ with unfeigned affection* The King
was bathed by Visvambhara1s “bears of joy* Thus Visvam™
-  1 bhara, became famous as the 'Saviour of Prataparudradeva' .
The King wrote letters to the royal officers 
of the territories through which Visvambhara would pass 
on his visit to G-aua$> and asked them to do their best 
for Visvambhara1s convenience* The King asked his 
Minister to bring a new boat so that Visvambhara might 
cross the river tratpaia and ordered a memorial pillar 
to be erected at the spot where he would cAt/ss* The
King also ordered the construction of a sacred ghaffl at 
the place where Visvambhara had bathed lA the river*
He said that he would count it a great favour if he 
could die there* Pinally.he told his men to build a 
house (for the residence, of Sannyahrn) at O M nrdvarato 
commemorate the event*
The King came to know that Vi&vanbhara was 
going to start for Gaurj in the evening* Canopies were 
put on the elephants and the Queens mounted them*
The elephants stood in a row along the way which 
Visvambhara would follow, so that the ..yieens would see
1* C~G Hadhya, KVI, 99-107.
him* Accordingly Visvambhara came withbis disciples
in the evening and bathed in the river* The yueens
saw him and saluted Visvambhara from beneath their
canopies, Everybody became happy at the sight of 
1V i svambhara*"
^ a .1 ayananda 1 s Test imo ny
Visvambhara went to Cuttack to do a favour
- 2  -to Prataparudra. On the way he encountered Prataparudra
who if as sitting on an elephant. The elephant stopped 
and saluted .Visvambhara with its trunk. The King was 
surprised at this and alighted from the elephant. He 
told Visvambhara that he was preoccupied with worldly 
affairs and requested him to help him, Visvambhara 
said that at the command of Jagannatha he had come 
there with this aim, Visvambhara told, the King that 
he was pleased with him because his subjects were happy 
under his rule. The King said that this was an auspiciou 
moment since his private temple was going to be visited 
by the living Jagannatha,
With the King was Can la, i.;he iabapanr
1. C-C Kadhya, AVI, 109-119. 
2 ® Jayananda 5 p « 1 0 0 ,
(principal Queen). She worshipped Visvambhara and
_ ■ - i
Hityananda and offered valuable jgewels at their feet*
Visvambhara gave her his own garland and recited a
1G-aura-mantra, in honour of Kpsna before here*
Jayananda further writes that after hearing from 
3arvabhauma about, the supernatural power of Visvambhara 
the King went to ITxlacala to see him during the.bathing 
festival of Jagannatha, Tears rolled down his cheeks 
on seeing the teacher's ecstasies. Visvambhara took 
the form of an eight-armed deity when Prataparudra saw 
him and both the King and Queen fainted at the sight.
Prataparudra consulted Visvambhara about 
invading Bengal, Visvambhara discouraged the King, 
prophesying that this war would bring a disaster to 
the people of Orissa.
We can hardly believe that Visvambhara went 
to Cuttack especially to favour Prataparudra, when if© 
have already seen that at first he refused an audience 
with the King. Either Jayananda's story of the first 
meeting or the accounts of most other sources about
1* Jayananda, p. 103*
Ibid., pp. 125-26.
3*=Ibid., p„ 2 2 (Introduction),
Visvambhara’s reluctance to see the King must evidently 
be false, v/e doubt . the genuin'ene ss , o f Jayananda1 s 
story, since it conflicts with those of earlier and 
more reliable sources. Moreover, we have no evidence 
elsewhere of Visvambhara receiving jewels from his bhaktas. 
The story that Visvambhara gave his own garland to the 
queen seems to be based on Jayananda’s personal imagination 
since it contradicts Visvambhara*s character in respect 
of his detachment from women. Moreover, Jayananda 
contradicts himself as he first states that Visvambhara 
met the Eing on the way to Cuttack and later writes 
that only on hearing from Sar vabhauma did the King 
come to NXlacala where he,and the Queen saw Visvambhara's 
supernatural shape as an eight-armed deity. The earlier 
sources describe the King as going alone to Eilacala 
whereas Jayananda introduces 'the Queen into the scene* 
we can only assume that this was done to make the story 
more attractive, and has 220 basis of truth.
According to Jayananda Visvambhara showed his 
supernatural power to the King at the bathing festival 
of Jagannitha whereas Eavikarnapura and Krsnadasa
'  o 2 -  9  0 «
Kaviraja mention that the encounter between the King 
and Visvanbhara took place during a Hatha (Car) festival*
It Is difficult to believe the authenticity -
of the story of the King's consultation with Visvambhara
about invading Bengal, since no early biographers mention
this, although it is likely that Visvambhara was well
aware of the military strength of Zus^ ntr of Bengal.
Ve may assume that Visvambhara was pleased with the
benevolent activities of ; hiserinslJva, Tims if there was
an actual consultation Vi&vambhara1s advice would no
doubt have been that which Jayananda attributes to him*
It is just possible that some Buddhist traditions were
still remembered at the time since a similar story
occurs in the life of the Lord Buddha who was consulted
fS-lO  ^ Cs>\0
by Vassakaray the Minister of Zing Ajatasattufi when - J -  t o  r>
latter was contemplating war against the Liechavis.
The answer of the Buddha was ambiguous, however, whereas 
in this story Visvambhara is described as positively 
discouraging the Zing from war*
"^1 ° Lo c anada s a1 s ve r s i on
Prataparudra Leva heard it rumoured amongst 
his subjects that Gaitanya was God incarnate. Some 
time later when visiting the temple of Lord Jagannatha, 
he found Jagannatha in the dress of a Sannyasi. This 
convinced him that the rumour about Gaitanya was true* ■ 
Gaitanya then appeared to him. In the form of an eight-
I* See above p 0 m  note ?
armed deity* The rest of Locana's account broadly 
follows that of Kavikarnmpura, except that Locana 
attributes the arranging,of the audience between tin 
King and Visvambhara to Purl Gosvai.un, and not 3arv; 
bhauma or lauSnanda.“
DlbGubSICI: K1TD GGITCLUoIOr.T
Ihviharnarura is more logical in telling of 
the King’s interview, His description implies that 
the ling had some doubts about the godhead of Yisv&m- 
bhara. Hov/ever, Ihvikarnapura introduced certain events'  0  J -
Into his storey to effect a change in the King’s attitude, 
oarvabhauma and kamananda's conversion impressed the 
King* The story of the healing of a ie;per by Visvambhara 
was repo rated to Prataparudra. This miracle which could 
only be performed by an embrace of a soul who possessed 
supernatural power, moved the King, who became anxious 
to see Vi s vambh. ar a ’ s feet.
The arguments of Kaviharnapura1s Visvambhara 
are also reasonable in view of the King's interview, 
but the former has evidently exaggerated the keenness
Locanadasa, pp. ITp-lSb
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of the Zing, ifb.o, it is said, wanted to become an ascetic 
if he was not allowed an interview with Yisvanbhara * 
Ilaviharn.apura1 s description also states that Sarvabhauma 
was well aware 'of the movements of Visvambhara in the 
Hatha festival* Sarvabharna's advice to the king implies 
that Visvambhara had attended several Hatha festivals 
at hTlacala, whereas this was the first occasion when 
Prataparudra met Visvanbha3?a in a prove* Vpndavanadasa1 s 
description states that Prataparudra was away fro:’: Orissa 
at ‘this time, Cn the first occasion when Visvambhara 
first visited iTrlacala Zavikurnapura has already shown 
in his rapaka that Visvambhara embraced Prataparudra 
without loiowing his identity, but karnapura states in 
his Kahakavya that Visvambhara while resting.in a prove 
embraced the king and addressed him as ‘Hudradeva1.
The version in the Kahakavya implies that Visvambhara 
embraced the King and spolte sweety to him once more, 
when on a visit to the temple in Cuttack* I-Ia vikarnapura 
mentionss in his Kahakavya a description of Visvambhara1s 
reception arranged by the kin'"; on his trip to G-auig
Visvambhara stayed at Kxlacala for eighteen
1
days" and then left for the holy places, returning only
1 * Kahakavya, ©f
mafter the Hatha festival. It is possible that Kavikar-
napiira implied that even thesassociates of Vis vanbhara
had acquired supernatural power by which 'they could.
forecast the master’s movement, and hence Sarvabhauma
was able to tell the king what to do. However, unlike
/
Hurari Gupta and 1-r^a&aaaw - IlaMraj a, Kavikarnapura 
does not portray Visvambhara as displaying any sort 
of supernatural power to Prataparudra. kavikarnapiira1 s 
account implies that the king was converted without 
Visvambhara1s knowledge.
Kurari Gupta states thdt Hityananda and Visvam­
bhara together converted the king. He further says that 
Visvambhara showed his six-armed theoph&ny to frapaparudr< 
leva. Vrindavanadasa was closely associated with Hitya- 
nanda and, would have had no reason to conceal the fact 
if Hityananda had taken this part in the conversion of 
the king. 7e are therefore doubtful of Hurari’s evidence 
on this point.
Vrndavanadasa1s account shows that the king 
was at first doubtful about the supernatural power of 
Visvambhara. However, he later realised his mistake 
and was ultimately blessed and garlanded by Vis verbhara.
kccording to hgsnadasa, Visvanbhara, persuaded 
by the bhaktas to meet the king, said that he would be
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criticised even by his followers Svarupa Dlmo&ara if 
he allowed such an interview. Visvambhara, however, 
agreed to meet the King if Svarupa Damo&ara approved 
of it. Svarupa Damo&ara's account, on which Epspadasa 
relied, appears to be lost, Though there are a few 
doctrinal verses attributed to him in the Gauia-Ganoddesa»
_ i
dip ilea of Kavikarpapura. These cannot be implied by 
the word Ka$&5iby which Kp^nadasa refers to his source.
It is surprising that Kavikarpapura does not mention 
Svarupa Damodaras Kall&l&U although he expresses his 
indebtedness to. Hurari !s KadCS&in his HahaJfeavya,
This must indicate that he either did not know Svarupa 
Damo&ara's account, or did not believe in Its veracity. 
The complete absence of any reference to it suggest 
that the former alternative is more likely to be true. 
Most of the, biographers of Visvambhara accept that 
Svarupa Damo&ara was a great figure in the period 
of Visvambhara's stay at MTlacala. Kavikarpapura has .
credited him with formulating the doctrine of Panea—
2 - tattva, according to which Gaitanya, Nityananda,
Advaita, Ga&adhara and Srlvasa are the five Tattavas
1. G.G.D, (15.17.14*9).
2. G% G. D., p. 17*
of the faith, and also describes Oaitapja a s 1'a.ci n 8, p r l ibhui..
I/here as Advaita. ana Aityananda have been described as
frabhus. It is interesting to note that Locana replaces
his Guru hafnhari Sapakar for Grivas a. (LocanaGasa, p. 2)
Svarupa Dano&ara is said to have mastered Yaisnava 
1 2
theology. “ ae was in charge of kaghurathadasa1s Yai­
snava training at hiiacala, as the latter expressly 
acknowledged his indebtedness to Avar up a Lanodara in 
the opening verses of his Iuikta-carlta. "
It aopears Iron \<rsnadasa*s description that
■ * * - « -  1  N  «  *  a
Svarupa Damodara was closoly associated with the ling's 
conversion. If in fact Svarupa Dariodara wrote a lladofiLJl. ft
he would have emphasised his own influence in it, since 
he was fully conscious of his important position among 
Yi svambhara * s di s c ip1e s .
Koreover krsnadasa1s descriotion states that 
.Svarupa decided whether or not Yisvanbhara should read 
certain boohs, In the light of his own judgement on 
their no real value . ^ Other biographers mention Svarupa* s 
devotion ot Yi svambhara, but they do not 00:11:6 thus of
U7
Svarupa1 s influence over Visvurobhara. If lie had believed 
in its truth, havikarnapura would almost certainly have 
Included Bvarupa1s p art i c ip atio n In 1 rataparudra1s con­
version in his lataka. It appears that Svariipa was
Aaghunarthadasa.1 s -fihsii Guru, ana a a ^huxiatiia was revered
-  ]  ~
by Arsnadasa as a guru, ~ It is possible that Raghunathadasa
informed Krsnadasa of Svarupa1 s influence over Visvambhara 
and Vr^nadasa thus overstressed It in his account. 
Alternatively, there may have been some such reference 
in Svarupafs IaLi(L£cpj,on which hrsnadasa based his book.
It Is also possible that both Svarupafs I.".atci$£and Baghu- 
nathadasa’s oral testimony influenced ilrsndaasa to anu «  a *
equal extent„
he know that Visvambhara created a renaissance 
of Valsnavism* Apart from the Vaisnava scholars some 
non-Vaisnava scholaics of his time virtually surrendered 
to Visvambhara1 s ideas, which appear 'bo have been forceful 
and magnetic. He was nmdoubtedly the greatest spiritual 
force of the age. he cannot, therefore, believe that 
Visvambhara would allow himself to be persuaded to meet 
the king against his better judgment merely on the advice 
of Svarupa Damodara. It seems that the disciples, after
1 <> ndr, I o lc-19 o
the death of hie iaaster was inclined to over-stress his 
own influence upon him.
Again Ersriadasa IIaviraj.a writes 'that Lityananda 
and other bhaktas persuaded Visvambhara to send his own 
appa3?el to the Ling• We cannot rely on this story since 
Visvambhara at first sternly refused to see the king.
If this was true we have to assume that Visvaribhara1 s 
actions were self-contradictory„ moreover Vrndavanada.sa 
does not mention Lityananda1 s narticipation in the des­
cription of the ICing ’ s conversion, although the former 
was closely associated with Lityananda,
In continuation of this enisode ICrsnadasa-J- « * ft
Eaviraja adds that Raya 3Ramanandef;.s convincing arguments 
moved Visvambhara, who at last agreed to meet the prince 
instead of the King, Accordingly the prince came, and 
Visvambhara embraced him, Visvambhara thought of Lord 
Ersna 'while embracing him because the prince was of a 
dark complexion. This little incident is possible, for 
Visvambhara was evidently very emotional, but we find 
it hard to believe this story because iir occurs only 
in one comparatively late source and if true it would 
be evidence of great inconsistency on the-part of Vis- 
vambhara, since the crown prince was himself a royal 
personage, hardly less dangerous to the spiritual u 1
mof the Sunny asTf them his father. If there is any truth 
in the story Eavikarnapiira would hardly have omitted 
this reference to the prince in his Kahakavya or in his 
Kanaka .
Again, Krsnadasa writes that on this day of 
the Hatha festival Visvanbliarea was moved at seeing the 
King sweeping the path of the Hatha, with his own hands
1
and he wanted to favour him. It was according to custom 
that Prataparudra swept the path, and there was nothing 
new in his action whickg might move Visvambhara. It is 
unlikely that, having attended this festival on an earlier 
occasion and having lived in the district for some months, 
he would he unaware of this practice.
Visvambharo. began to dance and as the procession 
moved on he. came before the King. Visvambhara was about 
to fall to the. ground from, emotion, but Prataparudra 
supported him. Visvambhara came to his senses at the 
touch of a worldly man, and cried shame on himself for 
having been touched by such a man. According to Epsnadasa, 
Visvambhara created the scene in order to warn his disciples 
against consorting with worldly minded men. Phis is 
really surprising and is hardly consistent with all our - . 
other knowledge of the teacher1s personal!ty. Ik?snadasa 
adds that .Garvabhauma advised the king to see Visvambhara
1. J.B.O.R.S., Vol. V, Pt. 1, p. 147.
when the latter would be tired of dancing and would 
rest in a garden, Oblivious of the outer world. This 
instruction seems to have been copied literally by 
llrsnahasa from Eavikarn.apu.ra1 s hat aka. Ersnadasa has 
accepted this without verifying its authenticitv.J .  c /  t . '
Ersnadasa’s account of the interview between 
the saint and the King is in agreement with that of 
Eavikap.apura, except that Ersnadasa adds that Visvambhara 
revealed his theophQry to the King, warning him not to 
disclose it to anybody. Thus, according to Ersnadasa 
the King was converted.
Another point of difference is that Kavikar­
papura'1 s Visvambhara does not know the identity of the 
visitor, whereas KylbsEnadasa1 s Visvambhara knows in his 
heart that he is King Prataparudra Deva, Kavikanpura1s 
King was converted by the holy touch of Visvambhara 
without the letter's knowledge, but Ersnadasa’s King 
was converted with Visvambhara*s knowledge, Moreover, 
Krsnadasa. added, apparently from his own imagination, 
that Visvambhara was so pleased with the sincerity of 
the King that he revealed his supernatural power to the 
King, whereas Eavikarnapura is silent about this super­
natural power although the latter composed Chitanygb- 
ehandrjpdaya Eat aka at the Instruction of King Prataparud-
radeva*
Kavikarpapura writes that after the death of 
Visvambhara on the occasion of the Ratha festival King 
Prataparudra came to Nllacala to sweep the path of the 
Ratha. fhe Ring was raoprning the death of the great 
teacher. He asked Eavikarnapura to write of the Lilas 
of'Visvambhara to enable the.mourners to forget their 
separation from Visvambhara* Accordingly Eavikarnapura 
wrote his Pataka.^
. . Eavikarnanura writes in the conclusion of his
a -i-
NatSka that he has based it on his own observation on 
the oral testimony of the close disciples, and the books 
already written about Visvambhara* If there was any 
difference of opinion in a particular incident, he 
thoroughly investigated it and wrote only what he judged
9
to be authentic
It is highly probable that Kavikarpapura based 
his materials also on the oral testimony of his father 
Sivanandasen, who was closely associated with Visvambhara1 
Hilacala'r J^rla. ^  Sivananda S&na, in his autobio graphical
Wf M**r If* ** •"■MM
1 o hat aka, Act I, 0 0 * 1-3.
2. Jbici*, Act X*
J. j . 1? . A . --.00 :.l kataka .let, VIII, IX, X,
poem writes that Visvambhara asked him to come to ITilacala 
at the end of a year with the pilgrims from G-aur'S* he
was overwhelmed with sorrow as Visvambhara left ITavadvIpa
*  " * ■  1 — *to live at ITilacala, Erspadasa ICavira ja writes that
every year before the hatha festival 8 ivananda used to
3 0 to ITilacala, guiding many '.Bengal hhaktas, and bearing
Pthe cost of tlieir “journey. “
Yisvanbhara was so close to Sivananda that 
the former paid an over-night visit on his way to Gaura 
to the latter* s house at lEahc anpalli. ^  Ohua he was 
closely associated with Visvambhara, and we can rely 
in many respects on his oral testimony to his son. It 
is possible that Kavikarnapura knew of the details of 
the King’s encounter with Visvambhara from the testimony 
of Prataparudra himself. It is unlikely that Eavikarnapura 
would have stated that the king was received by Visvambhara 
and converted without the letter’s knowledge, if in fact 
the case had been otherwise.
It appears from the description of the biogra­
pher* s of Visvambhara that the King -was ready to become
1. G.V.Ih, p. 249c
2. C-0 Kadhya, kVI, 18-19
an ascetic and even intended to commit suicide unless 
he saw Visvambhara. It may he assumed that V isvambliara 
made a strong impression upon the King by his magnetic 
personality Just as he had impressed Barvabhauma and 
Rayaramanahda, two of the most important scholars of 
the time. The King was religiously minded and a lover 
of theological discourse, and it was, therefore, natural 
that he was eager to have an interview with Visvambhara.
On the other hand, we can assume that Visvam­
bhara was also impressed by the sincerity of the King 
as the former was repeatedly told by the bhaktas about 
the latter!s benevolent deeds. Nevertheless, he refused 
to meet the King to show that Royalty was worthless when 
compared with spiritual life. He may have had also 
intended to kindle and to test the King's faith and 
enthusiasm.
It also appeal'1 s that "Visvambhara did not like 
to meet the King on the grounds that if he violated the 
principles of an ascetic by meeting worldly men then 
other ascetics .would also follow his example and sub­
sequently they would break their principles and would 
acquire bad habits.
We cannot but be surprised, however, at Visvam 
bhara’s action. Ihouah the ascetic is forbidden to
associate too closely with wom&n and worldly man, there
can have been no real objection in most ascetic;/; circles
to his receiving the King ip audience, and we know of
no other case in which an ascetic teacher refused an
audience with a King on the mere ground of his royalty*
Moreover, we may confidently believe that Visvambhara
had among his followers many very wealthy laymen* It
is thus difficult to account for his disinclination to
meet the pious King, but we must believe that the King
was introduced to him in the guise of an ordinary man,
otherwise Eavikarnapura would hardly have given us this
story* We cannot but suspect that Visvambhara had
special motives in taking this course, which were based
on some earlier action of the King of which the teacher
strongly disapproved, and which Eavikarnapura, for
obvious reasons, did not wish to record in a text written
1at the behest of the King himself.*
imply that the King had some doubts in the supernatural power 
of Visvambhara. It is, however, not unlikely that a sight 
of an ascetic.besmeared with dust and sweat, should produce
(The descriptions of Vpndavandasa and Kpsnadasa
as to his supernatural power in a curious King
1* jja-faka, Act I, pp. 1-3*
like Prataparudra.
Although Prataparudra was doubtful about the
divinity of Yisvambhara, it seems that his doubt was
removed when he saw the young Yisvambhara, who was
glorifying the name of Krsna along with his disciples
in the streets of Hilacala. (This sweet music, dancing
and thename of Hari were completely new to the King.
Phe conversion of his priest Kasl Misra Sarvabhauma and
Ramananda impressed him. His minister Rayaramananda spoke
highly of Yisvambhara to the King, who was inclined to
1have an audience with the-young ascetic. Phe King 
was fond of theological discourse, and hence it is 
likely that he intended an interview with the saint.
It has been stated in Kavikarnapura1s Nataka 
that the King said to Kasl 'Miera that to the virtuous 
Yisvambhara had become an incarnation of Lord Kpsria;
1. Dinesh Ghandra Sen, in his Chaitanya and his companions, 
pp. 7-8, quotes from A.^StirlTng regarding~H;he scholar™ 
ship and valour of Prataparudra thus: MIlis wisdom and
learning soon became the theme and admiration of the 
whole country. He had studied deeply all the ^astras 
and was very fond of disputing and conversing on points 
of theology and he introduced many curious constructions 
of his own and doctrines which were altogether new.
He was withal devout and built many temples. His skill 
in the art of war and civil government was eminent; 
in short he was equally celebrated as an able, learned 
and warlike and religious prince". History of Orissa 
by A. Stirling, Esq., printed at the He1s Ytkal press, 
Balasore, 1 8 9 1 ., p. 1 3 1 .
Yisvambhara was displaying his YrndavanabLxla at ITilacala . '
in order to feel the motions, sorrow and helplessness
™ *! ■ P
of the G-opis. ■ -id
P ' • -'1
D.C • Se’m. writes how the king changed when v ;/
he was embraced by Yisvambhara. Whatever may be the
truth in this conversion of the king, as claimed by- / ' . k
the biographers, it Is most likely that Prataparudra •
had great reverence for Yisvambhara and did his bes't pi
i
to facilitate YisvambharaT s stay at ITilacala until the 1' - 1
l a t t e r ' s death and thus we have' some reason to believe
in vthe authenticity of descriptions of kavikarnapura . ,:r.;pY 
and krsnadasa kaviraja in respect of the king1 s order nil
to his minister to build a memorial pillar, a ghata and '
a residence for ascetics to commemorate Yisvambhara * s .pj
i*i
journey to Gaui& Yhe story of the nee ting In the - grove vg
'i
occurs in all the biographies, and seems to have a basis . - y 
of truth * It seems probable on the strength of havikar- ’ ;h .
1. hataka, Act h, p. 192.
2. Dr. D.C, deni; Caitanya and his companions; p. 12.
Ee quotes from f Jagannath Yallabh a 1 thus: "Ibis
is indeed a marvelT'^Ka j ^ B r  at aparudra, who is a 
terror to the Pathans, whose physical might surpasses 
that of most men, whose iron contact is dreaded
by the strongest of wrestlers, has melted like a 
soft thing at the touch of Chaitanya".
papurd’s Nat aka, which, was performed before Prataparudra
himself and therefore is not likely to be false in this
particular5 that the King came to Yisvambhara in the
guise of an ordinary man, and that Yisvambhara did not
know the true identity of his visitor* There can be
no doubt that Yisvambhara became an influential force
in the religious life of Orissa, and was much respected
by Prataparudra, though we have grave doubts about the
King’s complete conversion*
1R.D. Banergee is inclined to attribute the 
decline of Orissa to the religious influence of Yisvam­
bhara over Prataparudra Deva and his people*
The inscriptions of Prataparudra deva do not 
speak about Yisvambhara at all, neither do the contemporary 
biographers describe Yisvambhara as the royal Guru* K.D* 
Bane r (jee relied mostly on the Galt any a Caritampta of 
Krsnadasa and Gaitanyamapgala of Jayananda in his des­
cription of Yisvambha3?a' s influence over Prataparudra*
As we have seen, these works have evidently 
exaggerated that influence. There is no strong evidence 
to indicate Yisvambhara’s influence in the military and 
political affairs of the state*
1* K.D. Banergee, History of Orissa, pp* 330-331 ->
Yol* 1, Calcutta’", 1930*
V5%
Thus we have reason to believe that Y i s v a m b h a r a ' s 
influence was not responsible for the humiliating defeats 
of Prataparudra, since we must not accept the testimony 
of hagiography at its face value. It is’sufficient to .;
point to irataparudra1 s inferiority, 'both, as regards 
resources and military genius', to account for his defeats *. 
at the hands of Ersna deva Hay a .
It cannot, however, be denied that Yisvambhara 
had a vigmirous influence on the social and releigious - • * 
life of Crissa. But wre have no evidence to show that 
this had any effect on the fighting potentialities of
the Crissanarxtiy, or encouraged serious disseir&ion among 
the people.
CONCLUSION
Visvambhara lived in a time of political, 
religiouu and cultural transition!'.
In the political sphere, the shift of power 
from Hindu to Muslim hands in Worth India was almost 
complete. Z: o':-ill.7  ehU.y Orissa and-Assam remained as 
independent Hindu Kingdoms, but here- and there in Bengal ■ 
there were probably small areas where feudatory Hindu 
Kings and chie'ftains still ruled who had retained their 
power on sufferance.
In the religious-sphere, the harassment of 
Hindus was on the .decline, though Hindu Pilgrims were
. C^itiLc/LS
subject to being plundered. The plunders were probably 
motivated mainly by the desire for plunder, . Religion 
was a secondary issue, Marauding Hindu armies from 
Orissa in this period frequently sacked Hindu temples 
in rival Hindu Kingdoms and returned with valuable relics 
and images. And naturally marauding Muslim armies coming 
into Orissa from Bengal did the same. The purpose behind 
sacking Temples was the desecration of religious objects. 
Within Bengal Hindus presumably moved about with greater-
security, largely due to strong government, rather 
than to religious tolerance, for obviously no 
Muslim ruler who wished to retain power could make: 
a nractice of persecuting the majority of his 
subj ectSo
Within Hinduism itself, there emerges a 
uicture of uncertaintyo Muslim political dominance 
was to some extent responsible for this* To 
survive, the Hindu Social order, the Caste system, 
renuired that the supreme political head should be 
a Hindu. The Brahindnhclass was dependent to 
some extent upon the
patronage of the Ksatriyas. The coming of Muslim rule 
had removed .that patronage. . ' v
Obviously not all the sources of patronage 
had dried up. Otherwise the Navya By ay a schools of 
tSunskri£|p Philosophy in iTavad.^ipa would have disappeared 
But the scope of patronage of Sanskrit scholarship■was 
shrinking. Scholars were migrating Into Navadvlpa from 
such areas as Sylhet and Chittagong.
Nov/ as these sources of patronage shrcznk and 
dried up, other sources were opening up, but not for 
Sanskrit**',c scholarship, for vernacular competition, As 
the influence of Orthodox Hinduism and Sanskritrn scholar-
i
ship declined, the Influence of Indigenous cults grew. 
Brahmi&iya priests who were prepared to lend their prestige 
to these cults by serving .then could be sure of sufficient 
income. But some'were too proud to do so. They recoiled " 
in horror from the hid&ous mother-cults of Kali and . :
Candl. But poverty had lessened the fastidiousness of - 
some 13rahm$n;s&.an.d they even employed their literary ■ 
talents in the composition of i Hah.gala-Navyas on these 
deities." 1 . ’
A further source of patronage was provided by 
the Muslim rulers themselves. The first wave of Muslim 
rulers .in Northern India, the Pathans, were presumably
unlettered and.uncultured. After three hundred years 
of rule In Bengal they had acquired fluency in Bengali 
'and anrinterest in Bengali .culture, which was of course 
'predominantly Hindu - religious, They were attracted 
hy the Hahabharata and Himayana and began commissioning 
translation into the ‘vernacular. Hitherto'Vernacular 
Versions of these works had been anatharna to the cultured 
Hindu upper classes and dire penalties were predicted 
for those who heard them, recited. But here again, 
presumably poverty lessened their fastidiousness and 
Brahm.toapoets began to accept commissions from Kuslim 
patrons. These translations and the composition of the 
I gal a - Kaffir a s mart the beginning::' of Bengali literature, 
which commenced roughly at the time of the birth of 
Gaitanya,
i
Thus Bengali Hindu Society in this age of
* ; ' } 
uncertaint/fy’ and transition was split up into various
contending groups and it was into this society that
Yisvambhara-was born. •
The■broad out1ine of Vi svambhara’s life has• 
been revealed in the proceeding pages, where the various : 
biographers versions were compared and sifted. In this 
concluding chapter we must attempt to see his life in 
the “perspective of his times.
Vis vambh ara^  was horn into a traditional brahmanib 
scholarly class, and his education was largely of the 
traditional banskritic type: grammar, poetics and
rhetoric. All the indications are that he readily absorbed 
the values of this scholarly class: he was proud of his
learning and delighted in the grammatical niceties he 
had been taught.
But the seeds of conflict were inherent in 
his home background. His father was a Vaisnava: his
^  P  0
teachers were orthodox. Possibly in Sylhet''where his 
father, Ja.gann.atha Kisra, had been born and bred there 
was no inconsistency between traditional Sanskrit:'.- 
scholarship and Vaisnavism, but in Navadvrpa there obvi­
ously was. His teachers were scornful of Vaisnavism 
and lost no opportunity of showing their contempt.
The centre of Vaisnavism, where Visvambhara 
grew up., was the home of Brlvasa, who 'was presumably 
a rich man, .He was apparently on good terms with Visvam-. 
bhara’s father end encouraged Visvambhara to Join them 
in their religious meetings and discussions, Visvambhara1s 
attitude was apathetic: he wanted to be a teacher like
his teachers,
nevertheless, Visvambhara was dependent on his . 
father and his father’s death came as a cruel blow.
z^r:
Yisvambhara and his mother might have been exposed to 
poverty for some years, possibly:about five,' from the 
time when Yisvambhara was thirteen to xdien he was eighteen, 
and he presumably'established his tol. during these 
years of poverty, which were also his formative years, 
Yisvambhara was brought into■intimate contact'with the 
lower order who used to supply the daily necessaries 
free of charge, ibis contact must obviously have had 
some effect. He may occasionally have wondered about 
the moral basis of, the cast system.
At seventeen he was married, ■ The' added burden ' - 
must have strarbned the financial resources of the family 
and at first oacji Devi had been reluctant to consent to 
the match. But by all accounts it was a love match and 
SacE gave way.to please her son, shortly after the 
marriage Yisvambhara. went oft to mast Bengal, The most 
likely reason would seem-'to us to* be financial: to
contact relatives still living there and cast around 
'for a means of livelihood,
lie returns, Laksmi friya is dead by snake-bite /b 
He marries again, but 'requires financial assistance to 
do so, lie establishes his tol. .It flourishes and • •
presumably die clears the family debts. By 25 he has ■ .
sufficient money at least to "visit G-aya and performs his
father1s .8raddha ceremony.
At the tine he leaves, the future course of 
his life is presumably settled. He has mar3?led for a 
second time,; so presumably he enjoys conjugal life, 
lie is established as a well known teacher of Sanskrit 
grammar and will presunably carry on for the rest of 
his life an a householder and teacher.
Then he- visits Gaya, And the whole connse of 
his life is transformed. One wonders what precisely 
happened to him there . liurari Gupta, his contemporar y 
and the most reliable of his biographers, was not there
- i ,  *
to record the events that occurred in G-aya at the most 
important moment of his life. All the accounts we have 
are second-hand. All we know is that whatever happened 
to him it was of a decisive nature, for his personality 
had undergone a profound change on his return.
' Even though we can only guess at the events 
in Gaya, our guesses may perhaps be correct. We presume 
that in Gaya he came into contact with intellectual 
exponents of Vaisnavism who were far advanced in scholar' 
ship and prestige, compared with his earlier teachers 
in TTavadvIpa, The intellectual balance between his. 
educational background and his home-religious, background 
was thus restored to equilibrium. He had gone to no m m  •
his father and now possibly for the first time he heard '■ 
dazzling: expositions of his f a t h e r ’s faith. We presume 
further that it was in Gaya that Yisvambhara 'witnessed 
.:B.amlcrrtana for-the first time. And he was deeply moved 
by the ecstatic singing and dancing. A n d  we presume 
further that in this new atmosphere of intellectual and 
emotional stimulation aspects of his personality that 
in the cold, calculating atmosphere of Wavadvlpa had 
long remained .dormant were awakened to v i b r a n t 'l i f e .
We presume all these things on the grounds of 
his subsequent behaviour, which on his return to Wuvudvxpa 
assumes the typical pattern of the convert. He continues 
to teach because ho has .to earn a living, but he spends 
most of his time in the company of those people of 
ifavadvlpa, with whom he can recreate the atraosjinere of 
Gaya: he becomes a freeuent visitor of Srlvasa and
mingles enthusiastically with the Yaisnava community, 
his enthusiasm re-awakens the sense of hope in frlvasa 
and his companions, who begin?/ to see through. Yisvambhara 
a new dawning of their faith,
heanwhrlc frsvajfbhara v©pS so on fire with hrs 
new faith that teaching becomes i r k s o m e . The leaves of 
his book lie before hi m  .like the dead leaves of autumn, 
while the sparing of his new faith runs riot in his blood.
w -
The old values of scholarship in which he has been • ' i
brought up to believe seem, useless in this ne w  age of 
transition, Hinduism can be born again perhaps, but 
not from these barren 'leaves, -He begins to'talk of his : 
vision of hrsna, instead of Grammar-. His students wonder. 
what' has c o m e ’over .their teacher, who was once so keen 
on the niceties of Grammar, (They question h i m ’ eagerly 
and finally he closes his boohs for the last time and
V,. .
bursts forth in the song and dance of the n e w  Vaisnavism,
To his pupils it is a revelation: h ^amhrrtana is new’ to
then. But it begins to spread in ITavadvipa like an 
infection,
Sriyasa and his associates are elated. Hitherto
their position, has been wreak. Their little community
centering round Srivasa*s house has been like'a beleaguered
garrison, surrounded, b y  the hostile and scornful intelli-
gentia. The Vaisnavas had been so nuch on the defensive
and so pathetic that they were unable to retain the
allegiance of members of the younger generation like
Visvambhara, who had actually been born and raised in
VaisjaaVa households, Visvambhara 1 s return from Gaya
came to this little beleaguered garrison like a promise
of reinforcements, Visvambhara was a good catch: a
Vdefector from the enemies camp, and he w a s -full of
mboundless enthusiasm* :
But Y i s v a m b h a r a 1s effect on the people of 
Navadvlpa cannot be attributed to himself a l o n e „ Obviously ' 
he -was the harbinger of something that was happening in 
G-aya and his success must be attributed at least in 
parts to what he brought back from t h e r e : a new spirit
of H i n d u  revival an//, intoxicating, new form of worship, 
fffhmkl r tanaT i'hese imports from G-aya, combined with 
Y i s v a m b h a r a 's remarkable personality end presence were 
responsible for his success*
‘Yisvambhara had everything in his favour, he 
had the prestige of brahmanic blood and brahmanic training* 
He had a fair s k i n . And had remarkably good looks* His 
past history had put him in touch, with all classes of 
society. Ho had infinite charm of manner and could 
gain friendship with men of all walks of life. He had 
the nervous, excitable temperament of an artist and 
immense energy. And added to all these gifts, he had 
the gift of music and the mastery of rhythm. Small 
wonder that he swept the masses into a frenzy of ecstatic 
adulation, load small wonder too that having been swept .. 
there by him, .the masses should begin to see in him. the 
marks of godhead.
Y i s v a m b h a r a ’s personality had one further
mpecularity. The proud scholars called him an epileptic:
His admirers the ultimate in b h a k ti--prena. Obviously 
■'at this late date the truth of this particular peculiarity 
can never really bo k n o w n . But of! this at least vre can 
be certain: something set him apart from.the vast mass
of humanity; something that made him subject to trance, 
in which he shuddered and convulsed, lost control and 
co-ordination of liis movements ‘ so that he rolled on the 
ground and finally completely lost c o n s c i o u s n e s s . What 
must surely interest us is not how such inanifestations 
woulcl affect twentieth-century ma n  with his- predominantly 
scientific outlook, but how they affected the sixteenth- 
century Indian with his predominantly religious v i e w s ,
The -intellectuals, as we have said, put these manifestations 
down to disease, but his admirers put them down to the 
workings of godhead* The second view gradually gained 
the upper-hand, even among the foxmier ■ d e t r a c t o r s « ■.
Hen who ha d  previously scorned Vaisnavism' in 
Havadvlpa and ridiculed Srivasa and his crowd, became -
beset with .-doubts that profoundly disturbed them, so- 
m u c h .so that they fell ill* Again we must try to view ; 
these phenomena with sixteenth-century eyes* Ken had 
a more profound sense of sin in those days, and their 
conscience punished them g r ieviously• People sincerely
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■believed that leprosy resulted from sin. A  detractor 
of Srivasa began to display symptoms of a disease
r
resembling leprosv. lie grew seriously* alarmed, and rushed 
to Yisvambhara declaring that he acknowle dge d Yisvambhara. 
as G-od incarnate. Impulsive Yisvambhara sent him packing-, 
thus increasing the man's distress and conviction that 
he was damned. He comes to Yisvambhara again beseeching . 
him'to save him. Yisvambhara sends him to Srxvasa to 
ask for his forgiveness, with the promise that once this 
forgiveness has been granted, his disease Will be cured. 
"Iliraculously" this proves correct „
To twentieth century man such occuijjances are 
not miraculous. The particular disease in question is 
alleged to have developed in three days. The incubation; 
period of leprosy is considerably longer. It is now k n own’_ 
that emotional stress may produce such symptoms as eczema- 
and asthma, and even arthritis. This man.,G$pala Capala 
was obviously suffering from, one of these stress diseases.' 
Once his d i s t r e s s e s  relieved, the symptoms disappeared.
H ad there been any serious organic disturbance resulting 
from emotional ’ s t r e s s , the • relief' o f  his emotional stress.- - 
would not have cured him, of course. But he would probably
t
have become better integrated “emotiona^y so as to cope 
with his disability. So to "us such things ■ as'cures at .
jjjQordes e t c . . do not appear miraculous.
But Visvambhara di d  not live in the twentieth 
century. His effect on twentieth-century man is, there­
fore, irrelevant. Cur concern and purpose is to try to 
reconstruct his life In the perspective of his times, 
and if we sincerely attempt to do so, then we are surely 
entitled to speculate on the repercussions or reactions 
of audience-response upon Visvambhara himself.
We would suggest, therefore, that between 71 si
vambhara and his audience a two-way process of influence -
was established. The insidious repetitions, rhythms of
his chant and the insistent beat of the music gradually
mesmerised first himself and then his audience into a
trance-like state, in which hallucinations and vision^
are not at all u n l i k e l y . Gradually imperceptibly the
rhythms quicken or perhaps only seem to cuicken, as the
excitement rises and the dance grows more wild or perhaps
only seems to grow more wild. Then suddenly something
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happens to V i s v a m b h a r a ;  ^ trance begins. He dances and 
shakes in wild abandon. The audience chants louder.
The beat grows ever more insistent. Visvambhara is 
sweating, and trembling. He no longer understands what 
is happening to himself. He is "possessed". The audience 
are infused with his intense excitement and their gasps 
and wild cries drive him on to even wilder and wilder
e x c e p t i o n s „ People begin to swoon. Lights dance before 
the eyes. The noise is d e a f e n i n g . ‘ In an ecstatic mood 
Visvambhara suddenly drops from sight and all collapse 
in exhaustion.1
Afterwards people speak of having felt t h e ■ 
presence of .the godhead. There are reports of people 
being cured from leprosy on V i s v a m b h a r a ‘s command. He 
must have miraculous power, 'people argue. He must even 
be G-od Himself, other argue, come to save us in this' 
H a l i y u g a . And inevitably the stories come back to 
Visvambhara. Don't be silly, he says, but he is doubtful 
The doubts invade his subconscious mind to dwell there 
and work their will and, then one day he passes into 
trance and declares T,I am He" . When reminded of it 
later, he protests that it is preposterous, but in his 
heart is deeply disturbed and wonders: "Ain I He? Could
I be? . Is it possible?"
His wife sees the change that has come over 
him. She In as heard the rumours, The has heard the 
stories of the Bhagavata and the infant K r s n a , who was 
God incarnate, bhe has heard the stories of Behula and, 
her miraculous bringing back of her husband from the dead
a 1
The indigenous cults of th e :lower castes are spreading 
the cult of Bhakti towards indigenous deities. She has
'heard tales of BeJbuia commissioned by lianas a topspread 
her w o r s h i p , blie has heard of Ealaketu and his wife 
Phullara commissioned to spread the 'worship of Gandi .
She knows the incredible powers B h a X t i can work in
those chosen by the agent of the Gods, Why should not \
her husband be one such. The man. commissioned by krona
V  0  ©  * ►
to propagate B h akt1 in this decadent age* Why not?
She broods about it and one day tells Visvambhara of 
her faith „ -•
Even my wife believes that ’1 am He', Visvambhara 
broods. H o w  long can 1 go on doubting? Recitals of 
Visnu-3aliasraifama, songs of the Baivdtv^^even the^'Smellfy ,r..; 
of palm wine begin to. affect .him strangely. He feels ' ’ 
■himself possessed by the spirit of the Great Boar (Varaha),- 
of N psifjijfea, of & iva and of B a l a r a m a • Vhilst possessed p 
of these spirits, he himself feels urges of fantastic y  
strength within his limbs. He is able to push great, 
strong men right across the room with his---little finger,-.
i(o ifJU&'flJr
to^fa.ridava dance, the very^kind of d a n c e , and to
fling tjugs high in the air with his teeth. His personality 
is beginning to split. He is no longer able even to - 
remember what he does or says in his trances. He asks 
Kurari anxiously; Did I do anything w r o n g ? ; did I offend"' 
anyone?; how did I behave? Who was '1? And within himself
%5*t
he w o n d e r s : ' who on earth am I? What is happening to 
me? Who am 1 becoming? Gan I be krsna? People say 1 
am. But can I be. At the moment I feel like an ordinary
man. 1 love my mother and my wife. But he sits and
broods and broods. He begins-to long to find Krsna.
If I could find K r s n a , I should, know once and for all 
who I really am.
Meanwhile his devotees grew in number. His 
Kirtana parties grow so large and clamorous that the 
ICa£L is forced, to intervene . The Ka^f does not punish 
him. He enjoys the recital, but the writing is on the 
wall,: Visvambhara can not stay in Kavadvlpa. in'*
•JrW'n 5^5 oi “U  ,
jy in tv sypn:,"i. . His relations with his
wife and mother are impossible. H o w  can he stay with
his mother? He must go and find Krs p a . He must renounce
the world and dedicate himself to the search. He must 
leave Havadvipa.
Once more we arrive at an interesting phase 
in V i s v a m b h a r a *s life: his departure from Havadvlpa
to travel through parts of India and eventually to settle 
i n N l l a c a l a .  And once more reliable information ceases. 
Murari does not accompany him. There are no eye-witness 
accounts. Only second-hand sovirces. There are many
interesting questions that we long to ask and that require.;, 
answers*
w h y , if Yisvambhara wished to find Krsna, did 
he not go straight to Yrndavana and settle there? We 
are told that he, did' not go because his mother did not 
wish hi m  to live so far away* One wonders ho w  heavy a 
m o t h e r ’s request ’would weigh with a man who had renounced 
the world like Visvambhara and who was deeply concerned 
to find krsna and thereby • establish his own spirituad 
identity* It is possible that Yrndavana was not so safe 
for a ma n  like Yisvambhara, that his ecstatic ,0t e mkirtana * 
would rouse such a pitch of e n t u s i a s m ■ within the H i n d u  ‘ 
■community that clashes with the Muslim authorities would ■ 
be inevitable* But then one wonders h o w  heavy such 
considerations would'weigh with a man like Visvambhara*
(The Muslim authorities.may well have discouraged C a i t a n ^ a ’s 
travels as far as Yrndavana .which after all is near 
Delhi, ■; r
The' other question that prompts itself is: 
why did' he settle in FlJfcScala. Me are told that it is ’ - 
because of his mother, but was it? float had ETlacala 
got to offer that Yrndavana had not? BTlacala was in 
an independent H i n d u  kingdom: Yrndavana was not* ilrlacala
had a thriving. Yaisnava community centering round Hilacala-'
Jagannatha Temple: Vpndavana was the site of K r s n a !s
Lila with the gopls and Ha&hav&n&iaa Purl was making 
strenuous efforts to re-establish Kpgna worfehip there*
But to do so, he had found it necessary to travel to 
liriacala for sandalywood etc*** O r i s s a ’s King, Prata-(SlC)
parudadeva, was a Vaisnava: Sikandar Lodi^was the ruler
of Vpndavana and Madhavendra had not dared to go hack
there wi t h  the sandalwood and camphor.
What we suggest happened is this. Visvambhara
was accepted as G-od incarnate b y  his followers. This
ensured that his wife and mother would be secure and cared
for and freed hi m  from financial responsibility and care*
c
But Caitanya wish e d  to establish a monastery and e n d o w m e n t s . 
He, and some of his followers, wished to establish the 
monastery in Yrndavana, but the only place where financial 
support was forthcoming was from the King of Orissa, 
Prataparudradeva, and the rich H i n d u  community centering 
round the temple* In important factor m ay have been the 
fact that King Prataparudradeva apparently took great 
personal interest in G a i t a n y a ’s preaching* Hence Vis v a m ­
bhara went to Orissa*
How we will discuss what one might call the 
myth-making pro cess.
In our weighing and sifting of the various
accounts, we were constantly driven to this conclusion,: 
the basic silly factual, eye-witness account is that of 
Kurari Gupta; the other accounts all tend' in their 
various ways to'elaborate and embellish the outline 
presented by Hurari. In some cases, we have' accepted 
these embellishments, .where .they seemed to us plausible, :
-and consistent with M u r a r i 1 s' account * - It seems to us.
- ■■ - - 
possible . that; 'an authoiy such. ;as.*.Vpndavanadasa, the son
of the nephb'w>of ‘-Srlvasa, even" though later,in time than’.,
_ 'lb; , ’ * *
Hurari, 'neverthelhs.s', ;has been; able to pick out and 
elaborate upon-features of V i s v a m b h a r a 1 s early-life, 
which in view-o.fthe .latdi? developments of the sect, 
were extremely significant:" such as, for example, his ‘ 
poverty, his consorting Intimately, with the lower classes: 
and his performing charitable .’ services for them* It is- 
possible that these features prompted by Some mystical 
j/aivas of Soiith India, BuclMsts and Muslims* -gave rise 
. to the tendency In Heo^Vaisnavism to ignore caste-distin­
ction, where possible. And to see in the service of man 
the worship of God.- With the knowledge of insight 
Vrndi.vanadava could have, seen the significance of these 
features of V i s v a m b h a r a 1s behaviour and thus recorded 
and embellished them.
But there are other features in the later
accounts that strike us as improbable and these, we have 
repeated* The que stio n n ow ari s e s : why we re the s e
features acld'edb The explanation we would offer is this* 
Murari Gupta was a contemporary* He merely wished to 
record what he - had heard and seen* At the time of his 
w r i t i n g ,- the Imprint of G a i t a n y a 's personality upon his 
times was still fresh* There.was no need t o ' e l a b o r a t e . 
Kurari had before his m i n d 's .eye, . as he wrote, the figure 
of Gait any a ..himself and the moving film of his extra­
ordinary doings* They still retained the 801110' power to 
move him in retrospect as they had in reality* But this, 
was not. so with, the later authors* They were as much at 
a loss as we are to conceive of how a m a n  could move a ■ 
whole generation as Gait any a did* ‘The' later authors, 
therefore, lacked the faith of the simple Murari. Kurari. 
was content to record quite simply that he had been in 
the presence of God* ■ The later authors could not even 
conceive of the presence of God being as Kurari said it 
was * It must surely have been more splendid than this, 
they And thus they proceeded to model Gait any a
in that conception of God, and in order to achieve their 
purpose they were driven back upon their i m a g ination^, 
the commonplaces.of contemporary literature and' of 
contemporary belief and legend* And thus it is that
we see .then adding Krsna anecdotes and Buddhist anecdotes V
w  o a O' *’ *
at appropriate.places, anecdotes of pushing J a g a n n a t h a 1s ' '
O' \ ' ’
.car harrowed, from contempor ary Oriya tradition, and.
elaborating similies into metaphors: where Kurari records
that Visvambhara behaved like a Boar; they record, he
became a Boar, with hooves and horn and. all*
This is the myth-making; process, and’ It is
evidenced"from the names of the works: Kurari called
his work a Caritamrta: i * e 0 a biography: the. later
writer called theirs:' Kahlkavya, or IiMahg a l a , or Btiap;avata,
all titles which suggest, epic grandeur, or hymns to
deities, or life stories - of Gods: ’ i.e. the titles ,
illustrate that they were aware of the fact that they ; •
had translated the events from the plane,of reality to
some other legendary plane* ■ .. . ' • ’.
With reference to his education we may confi-
dently believe that he was far above the average in
intelligence and he seems to'have delighted In defeating-,,
his-fellow students in debate* Ee studied the Vedas,
Logic, Grammar, Rhetoric, I'oetryv Drama and phcu^kb^astra.
Vrcndavanadasa, our main source for this period
of the teacher's life, states that. Visvambhara used to
frequent the houses of the humble folk of ITavadvIpa.
There Is no reference to-these incidents,- which leaves
'us with rather mixed feelings, in any other source.
They were mainly interested in his spiritual development, 
Moreover, even though they might privately approve of 
his actions, it is unlikely that, in works largely 
intended for propaganda in a caste ridden community, 
they would emphasize such incidents, which must have 
seemed very shocking to the more orthodox. Nevertheless
- the account is so unexpected that one cannot lout feel
that it is hased on truth, Me have some evidence that
!
at this, stage of his career his ideas were rather wordily,
- Thus we may believe that Yisvambhara had friends among ' 
the trades people of llavadvipa»
The mother of' Ypndayanadasa was a child in 
Havadvlpa at the .time when these incidents are said to 
have occurred, and she may have obtained the information 
from SacI Devi, or even from some of the tradesmen 
themselves, /and passed it on • to the biographer.
Only Yrndavanadasa states that Visvamhhara 
met Isvara Puri at Kavadvipa, The accounts of Yisvambhara1 
meeting with 15vara Purl in-'Gaya suggest that it was 
accidental and that Yisvambhara accepted dikgS. from, 
him on the spur of the moment. But it is intrinsically 
more probable that the two already knew one another, 
therefore we may accept this story as likely to
be based on truth. ,t ‘ h
The following'conclusion emerges from.' the 
conversation between Yisvambhara. and nulashflda -Dat-Ja: . ’’
The story told -by Yrcndavanadasa 'may contain some true • ’ 
reflection of the spiritual phase through v/hiph. -Yisvam- 
bhara was passing at the'time. In his career;as a 
teacher we are'told that he mainly taught the more 
worldly arts of. grammar, and was renowned as a debater.
He may well have passed through a chase of worldlines.s 
and as a brilliant young scholar questioned'the cries 
of the orthodox and was for a while much more interested 
in scoring points over older scholars than in mystic 
speculation. This indeed may bo the reason why most 
of his biographers, intent 011 emphasising their L o r d 1 s 
spirituality, tell us • so little about his teaching career,1.
No1lowing, his decisive visit to Gaya Yisvambhara 
the householder became Yisvambhara the evangelist. Perhap 
the best account of this period is that from. 'Yrndavanadasa 
Caitanya ‘Bhagavata. Here we see a real human being at 
the beginning of his mystical experience displaying an 
intense and uncommon bhalcti' which oveoti>Babecl other 
bhahrbas, who were compelled by his magnetism to submit 
to his leadership. In the first phase of his spiritual 
career he felt some religious experiences which nay well-1- 
be subjectively true. Such experiences are reported of
the my s t i c s o: a1 1 re1 i3 ions.
Visvaifbhara! s services to the people of lover 
order are quite original and unexpected since such, service 
on the part of a Brahra&na to those of lower caste was 
considered contrary to Pharma. The doctrine that to 
serve man is to serve God is rather rare, in earlier 
Hindu writing, whon expressed in such explicit form•
Though it is of course implicit in such text,9 as the ;
Bhagavad Gat a. ITevertheless, ve cannot believe that 
Yrndavana, anxious to gain converts to the new. movement, 
should have included the so unorthodox activities 0 1  his' 
lord in his biography, if he had’ not fully believed 
then to be true, and they are not the sort of stories - -
which would have been fabricated by devotees 'out of 
their own imagination. We therefore believe in Tisvam- 
bharahs acts of charity, ■
■In the second phase of his spiritual career ;
Yisvambhara was extremely emotional and "all the biographers': 
agree on this quality. K.e became lost in the contemplation:: 
of any spiritual reference (bhavgv , which he heard, and' t,- 
he used to do exactly as these bhavas said' for Viradava ■ ;
nadasa writes that • Visvambhara with his mind wholly 
concentrated on Ersna, exhibited similar ecstasies,
v/e cannot .avoid the suspicion that Kurari5 s . ,1
«S3
experience of Yisvambhara * s Yarahave'sa was sparked off /a 
by some strange raanifestation on tlie pari of Yisvambhara. •’ . 
A sudden sense of identity with Yisnu in:'this Boar 
incarnation might well have produced in the mind of " ,r
the emotional, mystic an .irrepressible impulse to play ; Ah- 
the part of the. godhead, * which would, be interpreted ’ A 
by the devoted Hurari as a revelationn
V' ■ Cur judgement on ’the traditions . of • hrsimha- ■ ' s:-h
J|vesa and oivaves^ ■ is ■...yirtually the ..same as that on ' . r
the BaJ^ .SbiaveSa« It-is .quite likely that some''such- L. ■■ "•
experience occurred, , . ' .
• kith "reference to hit Yalar.amavesa wc may ’
believe that subconsciously, he interpreted his own 
spiritual, state in. .’visual symbolsy as is again common ' 
with mystics of every faith. . .a.- . '■
%-YrndSvana1s description.of this incident suggestso .= . - . . Z ,  . k - O
that he was writing from' the point 'bf view of a devotee t- 
of the developed'' sect, which considered the companions 
of Yisvambhara as incarnations of -the companions o.f 
Ersaia. 'there was a family. connexion between Yrndavana 
and Sri'vasa, and Yyndavana■ had .been ranch, inspired by 
Mtyananda, .who was one of his main sources of information,' 
Hence Yrndavana may have worked over the - story to bring 
out the-importance of these-two disciples. It must not
be overlooked, however, that Yisvambhara. may have had - 
more than one $alaramave,*fa, the two accounts differ ' 
in so many particulars that they may be based on separate- 
incidents,
Yyndavana1 s a c c o unt o f Yi s vambhara ’ s pass ing 
the wine shop is strange. We know that Yisvambhara was 
at-all times emotional, and it is possible that, some 
such incident occurred. It Is likely .that to Yisvambhara 
who was so overwhelmed by religious thoughts, the smell 
of wine would suggest' Balarama. On the other hand this 
story Is not mentioned by liurari.• We cannot wholly 
dismiss it, fdryit is not the sort of story that one 
would expect to be wholly invented; at the 'same time - 
the evidence for its authenticity is not'■ strong enough v 
for our full evidence,
Ihe following conclusion emerges,from the 
SrlkrspacCaitanya and GajaPati Pratajaruda Deva episode-^'
Host biographers agree that:-',-. . .
i) jPrataparuda Deva became desirous of meeting Gaitanya<■- 
iI) He asked someone , po ssibly Sarvabhauma or' Bainananda, - - 
to arrange a meeting. ■' ■
iii) He .was at first doubtful about Gaitanya1s .identifi­
cation with Lord krsna.
0  0  0
iv) His doubt was removed either by the- authority of
U 5
his kingdom's most'distinguished scholar or by seeingrv 
either in dream or. in reality, some resemblance between 
0ait anya - and Lo r d Jagannathal . '• - . . •? ; ’
v) Because,of Gaitanya's alleged reluctance to consort 
'with Kings, he- first met Gait any a in a secluded grove ' .y ■ 
in the disguise of an ordinary .Vaisiiava. ‘ j
vi) He was' sufficiently impressed at this .-first meeting
to seek-further meetings,-_to do all he could to facilitate. 
Gait anya's journey to G-aura and ordered the construction, 
of a commemorative pillar and ghaji
vii) Gaitanya tried throughout to behave in accordance. 
with his own conception of a religious mendicant, main­
taining an uncompromising attitude of detachment from 
the World, He may have,been completely unaware of even 
having met or ■■embraced the king.
We see no reason why this basic outline of 
events should not be true. King Prataparudra Deva is 
known to have been a pious .Vaisnava who ‘sought out the 
company of the learned and the pious and greatly enjoyed 
religious- discourse. All-that is said about him above' 
in the outline of his relationship with 'Gaitanya is in 
harmony with that historical portrait of the King.
fhe individual deviations from the basic outline 
of events -presented above mainly tend either towards the
glorification of some particular disciple of Gaitanya ' .
(either Hityananda, Puri GosVamiil, or Svarupa Damo&ara) ■ 
or towards an exaggeration of the"extent' of' Prataparudra / 
Deva1 s devotion-to C ait any a, ' ’fhe lafcer tendency is 
■easily accounted for. fhe relationship between King 
Prataparudra and Gaitanya was obviously of great impor- . 
tanee to the Gaitanya sect* It represented a signal 
success for them and was presumably a source-' of economic' 
benefit. By retaining it, the sect presumably hope to 
receive similar benefit from other royal and aristocratic 
patrons. It is of interest to note that for similar 
reasons the climax of most contemporary Iffea.gala-Kavya 
was the conversion of a rich merchant to the cult.
CHAPTER . H
SOURCES
1• Murari Gupta
Murari Gupta is the earliest known biographer 
of Caitanya. He composed his Sri Ifrsua-Gaitanya-Caritampta; 
in Sanskrit, which is "popularly known as Ka&aca, (The
^ V m*,mi .Til • lHWtlBHlia '
work is divided into four Prakramas, the first of which 
contains 438 slokas and is subdivided into sixteen sargas, 
the second 480 Slokas and’ 18 sargas, the third 415 slokas 
and 18 sargas and the fourth 596 slokas and 26 sargas.
„ O
Hurari's ancestral home had been in Sylhet. ~
Bat his family migrated to Navadvlpa, where Murari Gupta 
was born and brought up. Thus in this respect Murari 
Guptafs family background and circumstances were similar 
to those of Gait anya,.
According to Yrndavana Dasa, Murari Gupta was
1. A brief biographical account.
2. a-bBSJLdi, I I 35.
some years senior ,to Caitanya, though both were students 
in the same toI . ' He is said to have competed with 
Caitanya in a disputation, in which neither achieved 
victory nor acknowledged defeat. Nevertheless, he was i
profoundly impressed with Caitanya1s erudition and
p
expressed a desire to take lessons from him. y
Vpndavapadahaa suggests that Murari belonged 
to the Vaidya caste. It is possible that he was a b
practising physician. He achieved a considerable reputation" 
as a poet and. some of his devotional lyrics are included .hy-
in the Cauia-Pada-tarangg^ill. It Is hinted that he was V
specifically selected by some Vai^pavas of Nav.ad.vlpa ;
to compose Caitanya1s biography. Murari Gupta himself 
states that he commenced his Caitanya-Carltamrita at 
the instance of the Vai^pava community of Navadvlpa.^"
Hr. B. Magumdar estimates that Murari Gupta's h
Caitanya-Caritampita was composed around 1535-1536.^
We are prepared to accept this date on the basis of the
1 . Ibid., - M i ,  X, 11
2. Ibid., - Mi , X, 28-35•
3* Ibid., - M i ,  II, 35*
4. Eadaca, ii.4, 24-26.
5. B. Magumdar - Caitanya Cariter upadana p. 76.
following arguments,
i) The Caitanya-Caritamrita summarises the life of 
Caitanya up to the time of his death (1533)* Thus it
must have been composed after 1553*
ii) Eavikanapura acknowledges in his Mahakavya, which
material to Caitanya-Caritamrita^ The Caitanya-Caritamrita 
was therefore composed between 1533 and 1542*
years to compose each biography, this would mean that 
the 0aitanya-Caritamp i ta could have been finished by 
1535/36 and Eavikarnapura1 s Mahakavya started by 1539/4-0, 
leaving a period of between four and six years for 
Kavikaimapura to become acquainted with the earlier 
work and to have conceived the desire to write a version 
of his own, comprising material from the Caitanya~Caritampitg 
and his own earlier Caitanya Candrodaya Hataka, both of
hit hi in  i i ii nriiim *rnn-i mf iinrm i i nii.i mi i ■ i rimimi in nn i nr .................. ■ ■~ l *
which were presumably composed at more or less the same 
time„
2was composed in 1542 A.D., his indebtedness for source
How if we assume that it took two to three
We have already indicated Murari Gxipta's
1. Ka#aca - i.2.12-14,
2 n Mahakavya
3-
admiration for Caitanya’s scholarship, but we are of 
the opinion that Murari did not fall under the sway 
of Caitanyafs personality, till after Caitanyafs mystic 
experience in Gaya, Murari was in Navadvlpa at the time 
of Caitanyafs return and witnessed the effects wrought 
on the Vaigp.ava Community by the remarkable change in 
Caitanya and his devotional ecstasies in the house of 
Sukfambhara Brahmacahi.^ After his conversion, Caitanya 
was enthusiastically welcomed into the Vai^pava Community 
and used to attend their assemblies at the house of 
Srxvasa. Murari, too, was present on these occasions.
He also participated in the Hagaha-Samklrtana parties
Ty _ »  -
organized and led by Caitanyav Thus Mur.ari's record 
of the events in Havadvlpa from the time of Caitanya’s 
return from Gaya till his sannyasa in 1509/10^ consists 
of a series of eye-witness' reports, as he himself implies 
and we have accepted this record as the most authentic 
and authoratEtive account of this period in Caitanyafs 
life •
1. Gb:11C~bha Madhya, I, 81.
2. Ibid., Madhya, XX, 6.
3. Gdl'Cr-hha Madhya, XXIII, 150.
4. C-C Adi, VII, 32, Madhya, I, 11-12.
After 1509/10 Murari Gupta's opportunities
of observing and recording the life of Caitanya were
limited. From 1509/10 to 1516 Caitanya was on his 
1pilgrimage. After 1516 he settled permanently in 
Purl, where he was visited each year for a period of 
three months by the Vaippavas from Navadvlpa at the 
time of the car festival (Ratha-yatra). Murari Gupta 
partrcipated in these visits. Thus though Murari had 
opportunities of observing Caitanya after 1510, these 
were of limited duration and we have, therefore, evaluated 
his testimony for the period 1 5 1 0 - 1 5 5 5  accordingly.
II • Bvarupa Damigdara^
According to Kyg^adasa Kaviraja, Svarupa
Pamodara lived in Navadvlpa. He was astonished to 
learn of Caitanya's Sannyasa but instantly determined
1 ri 1 mumuniM
to become a sarmyas1 himself and after doing so, joined 
Caitanya in NlPacala (Purl), where he was one of Caitanya's
1. C-C Madhya, I, 14.
2. 0%At bha An%a VIII, 33*
3* Svarupa Bamodara_was known as Purusottama Acaryya 
before his saipnyasa. Ibid., Antya, X, 52.
4. C-C‘Madhya X, 101-2.
tn
most trusted and devoted companions. He is said to have
1enjoyed Caitanya's complete confidence.
fhe chief source of Kpsnadasa Kaviraja's infor­
mation ahout Svarupa Damodara seems to have been Haghumatha^
das a, whom Svarupa instructed in Vaigpava literature at
P -the instigation of Caitanya himself. fhus Kppnadasa's
testimony about Svarupa*s originating from Navadvlpa may
be accepted as true, even though uncorroborated by other
biographers.
Kpgpadasa Kaviraja implies that like Murari
Gupta, Svarupa Damodara also composed a Kaffcaca, on which
Mpppadasa himself drew for information, when reconstructing
* athe Madhya and sesa litsa of Caitanyafs life. Ihere is
f c i m m  i w  n . n i i B  B  i n i l r f  m m  ■  in *  B ' p i j u i M U ‘ l< *  r y a a w M w i i m j i r t s a B ]  m i n  t ■ ■  ”
a suggestion that Kavikarpapura also borrowed some of 
Svarupa Damodara,!s doctrinal verses for inclusion in his 
Caunjbgqi|iiodetesar-dXpika.J
Presumably Svarupa Damodarafs Ka£aca was based
1. C~C, Madhya, XXXI, 122, 134-5 etc.
2. , XXV, 6-9, and acet#?.
3. C-0 Idi, XVI, 15.
4. C-C, Madhya VIII, 312; Idi XIII, 16; Idi XIII, 46;
Antya XIV, 7, etc.
SL|V
5. Gaura-geyiaddesa-dlfika A 5 , ^ 17 and 149.
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upon his persona], observation of the life of Caitanya.
If so, -it may liave been a completely authentic account
of the period from 1510 to 1533* Unfortunately, no
copies of this work have so far come to light. Should 
any copies of the original Kajtaca of Svarupa Damodara 
ever come to light, much valuable information about the 
last 23 years of Caitanya!s life widrl become available.
III. Kavikarnapura: his Cai t any a-C axidroday a-Nataka and
I—  . . . 1. . . . . -I  V ' - r - l — PTT- 'III - . . . . . - r ir w---nTiT—  - - - - - ^  «  w w M . r n m w
In order to evaluate the authenticity of
Kavikarpapura's works, it is necessary to go through
his background and career. Kavikarnapura (ear ornament
of poets) is an assumed name or title of Paramananda Seng*
His father's name was Sivananda Sen& Sivananda was a
Vaidya, living in KKnncana P a d M  u.erndfa/ckl .. dpa),
away
a few miles/from Navadvlpa. Sivananda was a distinguished d 
poet. Six', of his Padas on Caitanya have been included 
in the Gaurff Pada-tarajfoglg.1. Sivananda has been described 
by his son, Kavikarpapura as one of the principal disciples 
of Caitanya and his position in the Vaisnava Community 
of Navadvlpa has been attested by Murari Gupta, Vpndavanadasa
1. Gguia-gapSddesa-dEpika, si, 4 and 177-
Jayananda, and Krisriadasa Kaviraja.'*' ' : d
Sivananda had three sons, Oaitanyadasa, Ramadasa, 
and Paramananda. Phe name of his eldest son testifies ' d 
to Sivanahda;ls devotion Caitanya. If this son were 
born soon after Caitanya*s first gaining fame, then the ;
boy would have been about ,23 at the time of Caitanya1s t g 
passing away, which would accord with Krpgadasa Kaviraja’s  ^
testimony regarding Kavikarpapura1 s age: i.e., that he
was about nineteen in 1 5 3 3 *^  V . sd
Kavikarnapura has recorded his first meeting r-
4- _ 1 d
with Caitanya. At the age of seven, Paramananda went 
with his father to attend the Car festival in NI%acala 
and was introduced to Caitanya., Phe blessings of the 
renowned saints inspired the boy so intensely that he r - h 
uttered a Sanskrit verse in praise of Lord Kr^pa.^ whereupon/ 
Caitanya bestowed upon him the title Kavikarnapura. ,/v-
Phis story may or may not be apocryphal, but r .
1. Ka$aca, iv.l7*6; C%it-bha Antya V and IX,. Jayananda, 
' P« 142; 0-0, Antya 1, 12-28; X, 1J9$ XII, 11 and 44;
XVI, SO etc. - '
2. HahakavyaQ Q & /86, cf. G--C idi, X, 59-60.
•5. 0-0 Madbya, II, 2.
4." Nat aka, 10/18. „
5.- C-C Antya, XVI, 60-70.
at least it suggests that Kavikarnapura acquired from 
his father a love of poetry and an aptitude for verse 
composition.
If XCps^tadasa1 s testimony about Kavikarnapura! s 
age is.correct, we estimate that Kavikarnapura first 
met Qaitanya at the time of the Ratha-yatra in 1521.
It is likely that from then on he continued to visit 
Puri at’ the same time together with his father and the 
other Yaispavas from Javadvipa, in which case it is 
possible that he saw Caitanya every year for about 12 
years. . .
(The annual Vai^ava party from Havadvlpa would
/
include such venerable figures as Advaita Scaryya, 
Srlvasa, Murari, Mukunda and Nityananda, all of whom 
possessed considerable knowledge of Caitanya. Thus it 
is not improbable that Kavikarnapura would have been 
able to glean abundant information about the life and 
personality of Caitanya, during his annual jaunts to 
Puri.
It is also liet unlikely that though his father 
and friend Kavikarnapura made the acquaintance of Svarupa
—  —  j L  —  —  /  ™
Damodara, Raghunatha~o)asa, Rupa Gosvamn| Sanatana 
Gosvamrii and thereby gained further sidelight on the 
Saint, whose biographer he was to become.
Furthermore, Kavikarnapura seems to have v>
attracted the attention of Prataparudra Deva of Orissa,
who invited him to write a play on the life of Caitanya
to dispel the grief of both himself and his subjects,
1occasioned presumably by Caitanya's death. Prataparudra 
may well have supplied some of the material for this 
drama. Thus, all told, it seems possible to us that. 
Kavikarpapura was in possession of much authentic information 
on the events and circumstances of Caitanya's life.
For Kavikarnapura1s drama, as stated earlier,
however, the most probable date is 1535/6> the time when
Murari Gupta's Caitanya Caritampta was produced since 
the work was written the behest of Prataparudradeva, 
the upper limit for the start of its composition is 
154-0, the time of Prataprudra1 s death. But by that
—  _ _  p
time Kaviliarnapura was engaged in his Maha'Kavffa written 
in A.D. 154-2, and aware of the existence of Murari Gupta's 
Qaitanya-Caritampta, which he does not mention in his 
drama. Thus the drama must be earlier. Since the drama 
was written expressly to dispel the grief occasioned by 
Caitanya's death, one would presume that it was commissioned
1 . Hat aka Adlfe
2. Mahakavya, ^ pt4-9.
soon after Caitanya died (1533). Thus 1535/36 seems
the most probable date.
Presumably the Hataka was well received by
the l/ai^ava Community for Kpgpadasa drew on it heavily
1for several episodes in his biography of Caitanya.
1, See B* Majumdar1 s Caitanya Caritexn upadana pp<> 86-87*
IV. Vpndavanadasa: Caitanya Bffhagavata
It appears that the Caitanya Bhagavata is the 
first biography written in the 'vernacular. This work 
was very popular amongst the Vai^navas owing to Vpndavana*s 
wide reading of early and contemporary literature and to 
the great pains he took in collecting the evidence to 
reconstruct the biography of his lord, Caitanya. The 
work wg.8 written in such a simple style that it Is intelli­
gible to almost every reader. The author appears to be 
a sincere Vai^nava and his statement that he had no 
literary talent comparable with that of Vyasa is evidence 
of his humility, one of the qualities of Vaislavism. He 
declared that only a Vyasa could write the biography of
Caitanya. But Kavikarnapura in his Gaur6tgftq,od^ tesos-dlpika
—  —  — 2claimed that Vrndavanadasa was an incarnation of Vyasa.
Jayananda knew about Vrndavana's Caitanya 
Bhagavata. It appears that Jayananda was not influenced 
by Caitanya Bhagavata although he gives a running summary 
of it in the conclusion of his work.^ following Jayananda
1 . Gait-bHa Idi, I , 153.
2. Caitanya Caritera upadana p. 184-
3 . Jayananda, p . 3 *
4-. Ibid., pp. 145-152.
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Locanadasa refers to Vpndavanad.asa."*' as the author of 
Caitanya-Bhagavata. Ersiia&asa Kaviraja revered 
Vpndavanadasa'and followed him, sometimes literally, 
in the description of Caitanya's Navadvlpa Lxj^ a and he 
acknowledged his indebtedness to Vpndavanadasa in almost 
every chapter of Yisvambhara’s Navadvlpa Lx£a.^
It seems that the work was composed at the 
instance of his revered, guru Nityananda.^ V rndavan a das a 
is said to have based his work on Nityananda’s oral
lL ir*- r ; ,  m ,  ^  m
testimony* at^Narayanx, the mother of Yrndavana was 
a child in Navadvlpa at the time when Caitanya-manifested 
many lx:£as and she may have obtained, the information 
from Sacx Devx and. passed it on to her son.^ *
The date of its composition
<ti nwbirm w iwgrwttw I1 HMHi ifiimHitiiiiWXi Wmmmiim n HWn wt.ai.n.n  In.iMl i mi* miJiiil iiiiwi mi fl^■■iiih i nn .m  in i m»i nut mmH i
The Caitanya-Bhagavata is undated. ¥e shall, 
therefore, attempt to trace the approximate date of its
1. Locanadasa, p. 2.
2. C~*C Madhya, IY, 4-8; Antya, XX, 64-65 etc.
3 . Caif-bha Idi, I, 80; Madhya, XXVIII, 183-184 etc.
4. Ibid., Madhya, XX, 156.
5• Ibid., Antya, Y, 757»
6 . Ibid., Madhya, II, 321-525; Kac^ca, ii.7.26.
composition by means of internal evidence.
Caitanya started an independent tol of his 
1 —own in A.D. 1502. Vrndavana records that it was a 
flourishing institution. Presumably it took at least 
three to four years for Caitanya’s remarkable teaching 
ability to.become known and to attract the many students 
that were to sbudy under his guidance. Vpndavana gives 
a pleasant picture of the cordial relationship between 
the stuidents and their tutor Caitanya, who discoursed
on different subjects sitting on the broad stairs of
- 2  the bathing ghatSSof the Ganges. This pleasant association
probably started in about 1506. It is recorded that 
- ^
.Vpndavnoa/ lamented being deprived of this opportunity 
to be one of these students who enjoyed Caitanya’s discourse;; 
in the open air while the Ganges was flowing smoothly and 
a cool breeze in the twilight added a serenity to the 
environment. Vpndavana regretted that he was not born 
in that age. On another occasion while describing 
Yisvambhara’s ecstasies, Yrndavana, once again laments 
missing the chance to witness these religious experiences
1. Bee poX'cnie/ iM
2. Cait-bha, Idi, XII, 254-280.
3. Ibid., Idi, XII, 284.
1sxnce they occurred before his time. Caitanya experienced
„ p
his ecstasies for one year following his Gaya visit.
He became an ascetic in A.D. 1509-1510. The evidence 
is that Ypndavana could not yet have been born since it 
is recorded that Caitanya became an ascetic at the age 
of 24 and Yrndavana states that his mother Narayanx was 
only four years old when Caitanya specially blessed her 
in the courtyard of Srivasa. Caitanya blessed Narayani 
just a few months before accepting ascetism.
The circumstantial evidence is stxsag enough to 
suggest that Ypndavana was not born until A.D. 1533*
There is not a single hint in the whole description of 
Caitanya-fchagavata that he had known or witnessed Caitanya
^ir^nwF'.nrwKwwmpimiiwuwSLu.wiiiiWiiniii u r itn nB u m  iuV lcanw ii ttnnujawMu mutm'i
or his ecstasies. This is suppoi'ted by Ypndavana’s 
explicit confession that he was unfortunate not to have 
been able to see Caitanya and witness his ecstasies. 
Yrndavana humbly px^ayed to his lord Caitanya to grant 
him the privilege of being born as Caitanya's attendant 
in each new birth, and to allow him to serve him in each 
incarnation, even though he could not, however, be able
!. Ibid., Madhya, VIII, 198. 
2. Bee P 112,.
3* See p.$ 7 <7
mto witness Caitanya's previous manifestations.^
(Therefore, it appears that Yrndavana was not born 
during the lifetime of Caitanya* Had it been so, he 
would certainly have mentioned it, since such a devotee 
as Vpndavana would have considered it very auspicious 
to have been born when Caitanya, whom he worshipped 
as Cod incarnate, was alive*
We have already shown that Murari Gupta recorded 
that he was personally involved in the Yaispava movement
p ™ ^
of which Caitanywas the lord* Kavikarnapura^ also 
mentions his personal association with Caitanya and indeed
_  L\. „
Kp^padasa Kaviraja confirms the fact that Kaviltarpapura 
was specially blessed by Caitanya himself but contemporary 
literature does not speak of Yrndavana's association 
with Caitanya*
lTarayaij.1 was about 28 years old in A.D* 1533?
the time of Caitanya's passing away* We know that 
Hityananda survived Caitanya* He left his village 
Eko&aka "at the age of twelve. He travelled twenty
1. C t bha, Idi, XIII, 284-286.
5* Cai:, bha, idi, IX, 100*
years through various•sacred places in India. Afterwards
joined Gaitanya when the latter was 23 years old.
Therefore, he was 32 years old when he came to Navadvlpa 
and thus he %^ as senior to Gaitanya 'by nine years*
Nityananda was 57 years old in 1533* Yrndavana states 
that he wrote Gaitanya-Bhagavata at the instance of 
Nityananda. Kavikarnapura composed Gaur&ganoAle 
dlpika in A.D. 1576.^ in that* he mentions Yrndavana5 s 
Gaitanya-BhayaifcatD^ But there is no mention of Yrndavanadasa 
in Kavikarpapura1 s Mahakavya which was written i4 A.D.
1542. It is possible that Vpndavanadasa was horn 
sometime after 1533 A.D* Let us assume-that he was 
horn in ahout 1534- A.D* The style and the maturity of 
the work suggests that it was written at least in 
Ypndavana1 s early twenties. His arrogant attitude^1* 
towards those who doubt&d the integrity of his guru
1. Ibid., Idi, IX, 101.
2. Jayananda is the singular biographer who states that 
Nityananda joined Gaitanya at Navadvlpa following his
3- The concluding verse of Gaura-ganoddesa-dipika gives 
A.D., 1576 as the year of its composition.
158;
4. Cs&t bha idi, IX, 225; Adi XVII ^  Madhya, gVIII, 223
he came to Navadvlpa1 from We know, that he
V  -i. JL. U V . U W . . 1 . J . U . V A  JT 9
etc
Nityananda implies that he was quite young* We can 
assume, that he was 22 years old when he wrote his hook. 
Had he been older we would have expected him to be more 
tolerant*. Nityananda was about 77 years old.when
Oaitanya-Bhagavata was composed*, Ypn&avanadasa claimed
_  2
himself as Nityananda!s last disciple* *
V. Jayananda: his Gait any a^ahp^ala •
Jayananda claimed that-his father Subucftbi
Misra was a disciple of Gadadhara Pandit, a Navadvlpa
2associate of Gaitanya. It appears that Jayananda was 
initiated by Gadadhara Pa:qdil~r and Jayananda wrote 
Caitanya—Ma&gala by the grace of Vlrabhadra, the sons
■- '■ ' IL
of Nityananda and at the instance of Gadadhara PancLi^ .
Kpspadasa Kaviraja mentions SubudAbi Misra as a devout
5Varspava and placed him among Caitanya’s disciples.'
Jayananda states that he, was born in his
1. C-bha Antya, V, 757®
2. Jayananda, p. 140.
3. Jayananda, p. 4.
4. Ibid., p. 3®
1
maternal grandfather's house and was a Brahm&naby 
caste o It appears from his description that Gaitanya 
had changed his name from Guia to Jayananda. According 
to Jayananda Gaitanya was on his way to GaurtLfrom 
lUl'acala, and was passing through Amar^uria, a village 
in the Bur&wan district, when he was invited to a dinner 
by Subudhi Misra whereupon HodanI Devi, mother of 
Jayananda prepared- food for Gaitanya when Jayananda was 
in her lap. It was during this visit that Gaitanya
_ - _ p
changed Jayananda*s name from Guia to Jayananda.
According to Kpspadasa Kaviraja the Ascetic 
Gaitanya travelled to G-aur?, Fphdavana, Mathura
and through parts of the Deccan for about six years.
(This suggests that Gaitanya did not leave P'ilacala after 
1517. fhus Gaitanya had paid a visit to Imai^uria at 
some time between 1510 and 1516. It suggests that 
Gaitanya went to Subudfliki's house before he was 51 since 
he ’became a sannyasl at the age of 24 whereupon he 
spent six years in Pilgrimage. (Thus it is likely that 
Jayananda was two years old by the time when Gaitanya
1. Jayananda, p. 5*
2. Ibid., p . 140 <,
was said to have changed his name because Rodanl cooked 
food for Gaitanya when the infant was on her lap. This 
shows that Jayananda was at least two years old in 1516 
and we may assume that he was born in about 1514.
J ay anancLa' s Gait any a -I jMangal a is undate d . He
—  —  _  "I
mentions Yrndavanadasa's Gaitanya-Bhagavata. If 
Vrndavanadiisa1 s Gaitanya-Bhagavata was written in about 
1554, Jayananda wrote Gaitarya^JtoSgala some time after
V     JAn^ r^rT,
this date. Most probably the work was written before
1 5 6 5 ? othemd.se we would expect him to mention the works
of the Ypndavana Gosvamr&l. Whereas he records the
following books which had been already written: i. Srr-’
tf p^pa -Vi 0 ay a, o f Gunara j a Hhana. i i . J ay ad&va, V idy ap at i
and Gaq.dL^)asa ’ s works (Epspa-*lida was described In the
above works), iii. Oaitanya~€arita in verse and Gaitanya-
staka, as well as a Gaitanya-iahasra-nama In 100 verses
by Yasudeva Sarvabhauirma, iv. Govinda-Vij aya by Para- „
mananda Gupta, v, Gauxddasa Pan^i'^ is said to have
composed a series of poems or songs, vi. Gopala Yasu's
0
Gaitanya-hiMangala song, (Bee B. Majuaudar op.cit. , 
pp. 252-249 for a critical discussion of Jayananda's
1. See svs .
2. Jayananda, p. 5*
additions and errors),
Jayananda lias divided the Gaitanya-li/Ham gal a 
into nine sections or Khandas: i. Idi ii. Eadia
iii. Yairagya. iv. Sannyasa. v. Utkala. vi. PIrtha 
vii. Prakasa. viii Yijaya and ix. Uttara Khanda.
YI, Locanadasa: his Gait anya -Uffiaiagala
Locanadasa belonged to the Yaidya caste. His
was
father/Kamalakaira and SadanandT his mother. Locanadasa 
came from Kograma in the Burdwan district, according 
to the author himself.^
Locana claims himself as a disciple of Karahari
* -r 2Sarkara of the Sn-IChanda. Narahasri. Sarkar was a favourite*
—  .
of Gaitanya. Baraha^i is itfell known for his poetical 
contribution to the Yai^nava literature, especially as 
an expounder of hagar&vada, for he symbolised his religious 
beliefs in the form of womanly love, as is related in the 
Bhagavata where the 0olpls felt for Ersna. Presumably 
this feeling of Barahafcl has been vehemently opposed by 
Ypndavanadasa since Ifarahasd incorporated this erotic
1. Locanadasa, pp. 189-190.
2. Ibid., p. 29*
3. Ibid., p , 2.
tendency in the life of Caitanya, This may well he
the reason why Vpndavanadasa did not, however, mention
Narahasri Sarkarc? in Caitanya^Bhagavata. " Presumably 
v
the complete absence of any reference to Narahari in
Vpndavanadasa1 s work,, motivated Locanadasa to conduct
Caitanya— gala in the light of his guruTs philosophy
and to emphasize Narahari1s important position among the
principal bhaktas of Caitanya, Dr. B. Magumdar gives
the following reasons for the composition of Gaitanya—
S^iOokgala: i. to emphasize the significant relation
between his guru HaP'ahari SarkarQ and Caitanya; ii. to
instal Narahafri among the K & c a ^tatt^s; iii, to popularise
the .worship of Nagar&vada. (p. 261).
 ^ Locana mentions Vrnclavanadasa1 s Caitanya—
™  2
Bhagavata. Thus the Caitanya^ifengala was written 
after Yrndavana's composition of Caitanya—Bhagavata.
Dr. B. Magumdar thinks that this was written before 
1576 since Locana hesitated, to refer to the doctrine 
°£ Avatar a, whereas _Kavikarp.apura explicitly refers to 
the doctrine of Avatar a in his GauJtoanodessMXpika which
was written in 1576.^ Dr* Majumdar's argument seems 
convincing *
Locana may well be influenced by the holy 
Bible in his description of the saint's life since the 
story of Advaita’s recognition of Gaitanya’s divinity 
even before his birth is a reminiscent of the story of 
Simeon and the infant Jesus, as told in St. Luke1s Gospel 
(2.25~33) and this story may have inspired Locana because 
by the time he wrote the Catholic mission was active in 
Bengal *
Locana divides the Caitanya-4fflfe&gala into four 
Khandas, i.e. Sutra, Adi, Madhya and Sfisa. Some sections 
of the work appear to be professed free translations of 
Murari Gupta !s Caitanya-dar itaift&rta
Bor a discussion of the omissions, errors and 
additions, see Dr. B. Majumdar, op._cit. pp. 250-280.
VII. Krsnadasa Kavirana: his Caitanya Caritamrta.
• f t * * *  Www- m i i i i i  r  T i n 1 1  ii i ■  iii     ■ i M i i i i . « i i i n i H ' " * ' H i i i w n i i « i r i l i f i . . i i M  ^ i i  i i m n n — r r m i  r  *  t t t * * - " ? —
Kp§p.adasa has divided his work into three 
parts; the Idi, Madhya, Antya lL£a, and is composed of 
62 chapters.
Th|s Bengali work contains 15>000 slokas. The
1. See B. Majumdar, pp. op.cit., 254— 255*
Adi lUla is about the boyhood and the pre-sannyasa period;
the Madhya Xxla records the period of the Saint's travelling
the Antya lila treats of the passive and the final years
at Purl of the Saint. ■
It appears that Kpgpadasa Kavirayja was Vaidya
by caste. Her emerges from Jhamatpura village in the 
l
Burdwan district. He became an orphan at an early age.
The description recorded by the author himself suggests
that,at the instance of Bityananda, a Havadvlpa associate
of Caitanya, in a dream the author begged his way from
-  2Burdwan to Vrndavana. He became very popular among the 
Vai^pavas because of his piety, honesty and patience.
Eppnadasa had the privilege to come into contact 
with'the GosvamfiSc. of Vrndavana, who directly and indirectly 
witnessed some of the 1X1 as of Caitanya. Kpspadasa 
professes that he had made use of the reminiscences of these 
Go^vamT;|o. Krsnadasa' s Guru. Baghur&athadasa is said
1. 0~C Adi, V, 1 5 9 .
2. Ibid., Idi, V, 159-177*
3. Ibid., Adi, I, 18-19*
4., Ibid., Antya, III, 256-75 Antya, XIV, 6-9*
5. C-C Antya, XX, 88.
—  1 „
to have lived in NUacala for sixteen years. Raghunatha
studied under the guidance of Svarupa Damodara, the 
most important associates of Gaitanya at Hllacala.
Satffatana Go-^vaniks and Hupa GoS^ami.^s had close contact 
with Gaitanya. (Thus it appears that some parts of 
Eppnadasa's work were "based 011 the first-hand knowledge 
of different Bhaktas. Apart from the Vpndavana Go^Samxigs 
Epspadasa declares that he collected material for recon­
structing, the Saint's life on the work of Murari Gupta, 
Damodara Svarupa and Vpndavanadasa.^ It is interesting 
to note that Epspadasa did not acknowledge his indebtedness 
to Eavikarpapura whereas some descriptions of his work 
show that he was considerably influenced by Eavikarpapura1s.
Epjppadasa Eaviraja acknowledges the Vrpdavana 
Gogsrami:$t., as his sikga Gurus He pays homage to 
Raghutf^athadasa and Rupa Go^f;ami;i in almost every 
chapter of his work/1'
Ergpadasa claims to have composed this woi*k
1. Ibid., Adi, X, 91.
2. Ibid., Idi, XIII, 44-48.
5 . Ibid,, Sdi, I, 18-19#
4, Ibid., Adi, VIII, 80.
—  ™  . 1
with the permission of Yrndavana.da.saa, ' It is said
to have been undertaken under the inspiration of the
Vaiisnavas of Ypndavana as a supplement to Yrndavana's
work since the latter did not fully treat the last
2phase of the Saint1 s. life.
It appears.that Kpppadasa read the scholarly
and authorative works of Hup a, Sanatato and other
theologians of the cult. He had attained a mature
old age^ when he began to write it. Dr. Magumdar after
examining the Internal evidence gives 1615 as the date
4of its composition.
1. G-C, Madhya, I, 8 ; also Adi, VIII, 76.
2 * ibid., Adi, VIII, 41-45, 6 6 -6 ?.
5. Ibid., Antya, XX, 84-86.
4. See B. Magumdar, op.cit., pp. 320-526.
APPENDIX
From the literature of the sect, it appears that 
in 1 510 Gaitanya left Nxlacala on an extensive pilgrimage 
to South Indiao This pilgrimage lasted for two years and 
was masked by the conversion of Rayaramananda* a governor 
of Vidyanagara under the suzerainty of King Prataparudra ot 
Orissa., on the bank of Godavari» There ensued a theological, 
rhilosophycal and emotional conversation* Gaitanya blessed 
him and was eulogised in return<, Delighted Ramananda express 
sed a desire to join the circles of his intimate and faithfr 
followers* Oaitanya accepted him as one of his intimate 
disciples;*
The accounts list the names of shrines, rivers-, 
lakes and hills as well as villages and_ cities, as places 
which he visited during his pilgrimage to South India* The 
holy pieces of the south became the holiest because of 
Caitanya1 s touch* He delivered the people of the country on 
the pretext of a pilgrimage* The people of the south were 
diverse, some scholars, some ritualists, some utter sceptics 
but the marvellous effect of the sight of Caitanya turned 
them to Vaisnavas* In the course of this tour he discovered, 
Brahma-samhita and Kr sna^ar a m r t a n d  he had copies made 
of each of these books and introduced them to the delight 
of his disciples-* He returned, to HIll3,cala and directed.
Nityananda to Propagate the new faith in G-aupa and in turn 
Fityananda carried this mission successfully*
In 1 513 Cf ait any a set out for Vpndavana via 
Gf-aura- Iifwas at Ramakeli that he met scholarly San at an a-c
G-osvamT and his brother Rupa Gosva/ml, two important 
officials under Busena Saha. They were already known to 
Caitanya through their humble letters* Moved by his deep 
faith they became his followers.. Caitanya now wanted to re­
sume his journey to Vrndavana but Sanatana pointed out that 
it was not proper to start on a pilgrimage with a million 
men. Caitanya cancelled this Vrndavana trip for the time 
being, but went to KanarYh Fatasala and then to Santipura 
at A d v a i t a ’s house where his mother Saci entertained him 
for few days* Re took leave of them and returned to Filaoals. 
Once again, Caitanya left Nilacala for Vrndavana in 1514*
He spent four days at Kasi and then went to Vrndavana* Then 
he came to Prayaga and met Rupa G-osvami whom he taught in
t
Vaisna.va philosophy whereupon he directed him to settle ata * *
V r n d a v a n a • Caitanya was introduced with Vallabha Bhatta*
&  * ** *
Resuminp'" his journey he came to Kasl again, and met Sanata.- 
na and + aup*ht him in V a iSnava literature and instructedQ
him to make Vrndavana. the acad_emic and religious centre*
and compose the entire body of theological, philosophycal 
and emotional literature for the ne w  faith* It was at 
KasT -Lhat Caitanya converted Prakasahanda, the renowned 
Vedantist of the time and his thousands of followers into 
his new faith*
x^ s>
In 1515/16 he returned to Nilacala and lived 
there permanently for the rest of his life. He lived at 
the Tota-Asrama of KasT Misra, the royal guru, and this 
Asrama with all its natural beauties, became a source of 
inspiration for his spiritual, ggnest. The remaining eightee 
years of his career were comparatively uneventful, but the 
annual exodus of his CaUrTya bhaktas , as wehl as the 
scholars, devotees and admirers broke the monotony.. 
Caitanya composed Siksastaka, containing eight verses and 
recited them in the presence of Svarupa Damodara and 
Ray ar am an and a
His love-in-separation for Krsna reached such a 
pitch of intensity that he could no more^in touch with 
■public life and became incapable of taking care of himsel*J 
Svarupa Damodara and Ramananda watched and tended him witl 
loving solititude. The last twelve years of his life 
consisted of emotional experiences of religious rapture*. 
His intense devotion and his beaut ific visions grew ever 
in intensity*. The devotees noticed this marked strain of 
emotionalism in their lord until at last his physical 
frame broke down and he passed away in J-533.
Legends there are of his disappearance in the 
temple and in the image of Jagannatha, as well as attri­
buting- the death to a wound in his left foot from a brick­
bat in the course of frengied dancing, which brought on 
a septic fe^er resulting; in a common, human death.
